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THE CHALLONERS:
THE LAST LEAVES OF A FAMILY HISTORY.

BY MRS. R. ROTHWELL, AMHERST ISLAND.

PART FIRST.

THE SOWING OF THE SEED.

CHAPTER I.

The rain was falling; not steadily, or in
earnest, or as if it meant it, but in a lazy,
uncomfortable drizzle-a cheerless,depress-
ing damp, which turned the dust into dark
paste upon the pavement, and caused the
soot from the tall chimneys to fall in a
black shower upon the passers by.

It was the end of the working day, and
the factories were giving up their noisy
throngs, each and all glad of the night's
rest before them and to be once more re-
leased from their labors. Most of them
left the yards in groups, composed either
of families or of parties of friends, and
anyone passing the gates of " Barton
Brothers, would have noticed, as an excep-
tion to the rule, the one figure who came
out unattended and walked away with quick
step alone.

It is a girl of some nineteen or twenty
years. Her dress, though neat, is common
and poor; but the grey plaid shawl thrown
over her hair is no unbecoming head-dress.
Most things indeed would look well on the
graceful figure, and round the fair young
face ; a face in which you cannot at first tell
where the charm lies (for the features are far
from perfect,) until you discover it in the
winning sweetness of the mnouth, and the
expression of the soft brown eyes; eyes
where an alnost childish simplicity and

innocence are blended with passion and
depth of feeling; eyes in which you can
read, through the gentleness and timidity,
the woman's heart below.

She comes alone through the wide gates,
drawing her shawl doser round her as she
feels the wind; exchanging a passing
greeting here and there, but showing by
her unslackened pace that she has no wish
for a companion. Her associates return
her salutation, some with a stifled laugh,
some with a shrug, but none offer to ac-
company her, and she sets out, unattended,
on her homeward way.

The girl did not appear to heed the driv-
ing wind or the cold mist as she threaded
the crowd which now poured through the
streets. Passing for some distance along
the broad thoroughfare, she came atlastto
a narrow, crooked, side street, down which,
after a hasty glance over her shoulder, as
though to see whether any one she knew
were in sight, she hurried with a rapid step.

The sight of a man's figure, standing in
a recess for shelter, brought a start of re-
cognition, and a still brighter flush into the
rosy cheek; but the meeting was evidently
expected, for the girl smiled and held out
her hand, and seemed to consider it as a
matter uf course when the stranger took his
place by her side, and held over her head
the umbrella he had himself been using as
a protection from the rain.

" Are you later than usual to-day, Elsie?
or is it my impatience to see you that has
made the time seem so long?"
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" I don't think it is later than common, i have found the key to the young man's
but I thought the clock was never going to character, even without the ue afforded
strike. I was tired, and I wanted the work by his personal atob ,oe. rsra ppearance. The fair com-to be over. plexion, the light hair and moustache, the

darling, I wish you had it not to grey eyes, whose expression was decidedly
do; I cannot bear that you should have to more pleasing than inteilectual, the fuil-
work so hard." curved lips, and somewhat retreatinglines

"It can't be helped," returned the girl. of the chin; ail showed Allan Chailonerto
"I arn not strong enough for it, I know, be one of amiable disposition but without
but I can earn more by factory work than much force of mind poon, at wio
anything else, and now when Teddy is ill the component parts of bis face were so far
and my mother obliged to stay at horne on from being models, that the wonder was
his account, we want all that we can get; that the whole conveyed so agreeable an
and, after all, everyone has to work, and impression as it undoubtedîy did. le
these walks home from the mill are reward looked about three-and-twenty, but was in
enough for all I do there." reality twoorthreeyearsoder, the extreme

"Do you think your parents could be fairness of his hair and complexion taking
induced to accept any heip from me?" from his apparent aged

Elsie started. " Oh no! never, unless- Elsie remained silent for some moments
except-" she stopped a moment, and then after his last words, and when she spoke
added earnestly, and yet as if she were again it was on a di an whe she
alinost afraid to speak the words. " Oh, pursued together a somewhat devious route
Mr. Challoner! I wish they knew!" through streets now fast thinning, for the

The young nan's brow contracted slight- weather was not uch as to tempt anyone
ly. " Elsie, if I could let you tell them, do without a strong motive to remain abroad.
you think I would deny you whatyou wish? Though most likemy fot of much genera
I can depend on your discretion, but not interest, their conversation engrossed their
theirs, and a sudden disclosure might ruin own attention, and it Was only the sudden
both my prospects and yours. Besides, striking of a church ock close by that
dearest, an not I, and ny love, enough to reminded them how the time had passed,
make you happy?" and of the lateness Of the hour.

The last words were spoken very tender- " Oh dear!" said Elsie, with a start,ly, and the girl's face lost all sadness as did not know it was ew late. They wiîI
she looked into his, and answered with a think I am never coming. I must go."
smile, " Enough ! more than enough. I " And I shall be scolded too," said Alan,
sometimes wonder why I was given such "for I shall be late for dinner at home.
happiness. But after all it is not much' You don't think that a great crime, eh,
wonder that the concealment cones hard. little one? You do ot know my father,
I never had a secret in my life." Elsie; I stand as much in awe of hit as

"I hope, my darling, you will not have you can do of yours."
to keep this one long." So they separated, with a shake of the"I do not think it will be possible," said hand, and a yearning look that seemed to
Elsie. " The girls at the mill already sus- say they would haveîiked afonderparting,
pect, for I see them making signs and and went their différent ways-Elsie pur-
laughing when I take this road, and no one suing ber course with hastened step, andever offers to corne with me; and when Allan returning to the nearest spot where
Teddy gets well, and mother can come to a carriage was procurable to take him
work again, our walks will be at an end at home. And neither was aware of the figure
any rate." that had stealthily followed and watched" Well, before that time comes, sone- them during the first part or their walk, and
thing may happen to render further con- was now half an hour in advance ofAllan,
cealment needless. We never can tell what on the road to the same destination as him-
may come; I always hope for the best." self.

In this sentence a keen observer might It was a poor dwelling of which Elsie

323



opened the door, and entered without I thou'st been i' the rain ?" asked the mason.

knock or warning. A fire burned on the " Where hast been?"

hearth, on each side of which sat a coarse- " Nowhere but in the street, father."

featured man of middle age, and a sickly- " That's a lie," said the man, coarsely.

looking boy of fourteen. The wife and The girl burst into tears.

mother was busied in preparing the table " Now I tell you what it is, John Ford,"

for the evening meal; a handsome woman, interposed his wife, " you let the girl

very different from her husband, there was alone. Isn't it enough that you make her

a refinement in her manner and a grace work beyond the strength God has given

and gentleness in her movements, which her in that factory, without abusing her

was, however, contradicted by the fierce when she comes home tired and ill? lush,

spirit in her eyes. It had not always shone my child; never mind him, and don't cry."

there. Two-and-twenty years ago Rachel "She has strength enough to go gadding

Penford, a dress-maker's assistant, had about the streets for two hours after work-

been the counterpart of what her daughter time, and l'Il not have it. Ifyou can't look

was now; but in an evil hour she had mar- out for your own character, my wench, l'Il

ried John Ford the mason, believing that do it for you. You'll find me at Barton'

under the rough exterior there beat a heart gates to-morrow; it's the last day you'l

which would always be warm and kind for come h'ome alone."

her. Like so many of her sex, she found The scarlet flush that spread over Elsie'

she had made a mistake. A few years of face and neck could not escape observa-

kindness, a large number of indifference tion. "Do you think the blood comes ul

and neglect, and then harshtreatment and that way for nothing?" said Ford to hi

ill-usage were Rachel Ford's story. A wife with a sneer. II-Ie's a lucky man

woman of her husband's own stamp would that's got a pretty daughter, say I.

have sunk even below his level; Rachel IIt's fever, that's what it is," returne

did not. They had fierce quarrels some- Rachel, fie rcely. "The girl's as ilu assh

times, and her naturally high temper can be. I tell you John Ford, if you mus

acquired force and violence as the years have the noney, l'Il work for it or beg fo

went on; but she never lost her refinement it myself, but l'Il not have my child slave

of mind. Perhaps, in her love for her to death before my eyes. You may say an

daughter was the main-spring of her cha- do what you like, but Alice shall go to th

racter. She saw in Elsie what she had once mill no more."

been, and trembled to think that as she was Such was Elsie's welcome home.

now, so her daughter might one day be.

The woman's whole nature was expended
in a passionate attachment to her child, CHAPTER IL.
and her heart went out in a great craving
to save the innocent young life, by any Beyond the smoke of the factory chir

means, from such a fate as had overtaken neys, four miles from the town, Icaged

her own. old woods," moss and ivy-grown, ai

" What makes you so late, Alice?" stained with the storms of four hundr

growled her father as she entered. years, lay Donningdean-the home of t

"Haven't I often told you to come straight Challoners.
home ?" Either by persuasion, or more probab

" Are you wet, my child ?" was the by the powerful inducerent of a doul

mother's greeting, as she passed her hand fare, Allan had been enabled to reach

over Elsie's shoulders. " Thou must not five minutes before the ringing of that be

take cold." disregard of which was high treason mn c

"lThe streets were slippery, father, and 1 Mr. Challoner's estimation. After a toi

was tired and could lot walk fast. No, hurried through as he best could,

mother dear, i not wet," said Elsie entered the drawing-roo f, and found tor

answering both parents at once. greatreliefthat his father hadnotyet co

IbAnd how is it thou'rt not wet when down.
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The Challoncrs.

The only occupant of the room was
woman,-girl you could not call her
though, among the many rings that shone
on her white hands, the plain gold was
wanting that would have marked her as a
matron. She had passed her first youth,
having evidently seen some eight or nine
and twenty summers; but though no
longer very young or very handsome-that
Charlotte Challoner had never been-it
was a face that no one could have passed
without remark.

You would have known at once that she
and Allan are brother and sister, for in
feature there is a strong resemblance.
There the likeness ends; for while the face
of one denotes irresolute aniability, the
other in every feature, in every curve and
line, shows stern determination and in-
domitable will. Even the smoothlv-
braided hair, where no curl or ripple
breaks bounds, and the firn grasp with
which the slender fingers hold the fire-
screen before her face, tell the same tale.
As she gazes in the fire, is there, or do you
fancy it, an expression of pain and sorrow
in her face? If so, you feel that it is a sor-
row to be borne alone-that the sufferer is
one who will never ask for sympathy, who,
will never utter murmur or complaint.

She looked up for a moment as lier
brother entered, but did not speak, and
immediately resumed lier gaze at the fire.

"lHow hot you have this roon, Char-

lotte! Is that a fire for April? The place
is like a factory furnace!"

Miss Challoner's face darkened; but her
father's hasty entrance prevented the neces-
sity of a reply. le came in glancing at
the clock, which showed that he was a

minute and a half behind the dinner-hour.
" You are punctual, Allan. I am rather

late. I mislaid my-Come, Charlotte," as
dinner was announced, and, giving his arm
to his daughter, he led the way to the
dining-room. Either his son's preciseness
or his consciousness of his own delin-
quency had put the old man in a better
humor than usual, and he and Allan sus-
tained during dinner an animated conver-
sation; but on Miss Challoner's part the
meal passed almost in silence.

As Allan was enjoying his evening
cigar, sauntering up and down the garden

path before the greenlhouse door, he was
startled by the sudden appearance of his
sister beside him. She had a large white
shawl wrapped round her over her light
dress, and with her uncovered head and
bare arms, looked almost ghostly in the
light of the young noon and the few stars
that appeared through the rifted clouds,
for the rain had ceased.

"Papa is asleep," she said, " and I wish
to speak to you, Allan."

"Speak away; I'm listening," was the
careless reply.

" I want you to tell me how you em-
ployed yourself this afternoon ?"

"l I was in Stormnington,"9 said Allan,
shortly.

"I know that. I want to know what you
did there?"

" You are very curious. If you must
know, I took lunch at Charlton's roomus,
and played a game of billiards afterwards
with him and Moore." a

"And that was all?"
"Upon my Word, you tax my memory

rather severely! How can I account for
every moment of My time ?"

sIai can account for some of it for you,"
said his sister Blowly and coldly. " For
the yast hour of your stay in Stormington ,you were walking with Ahice Ford."

There was a noment's pause.
" Really," said the young man at last,
" am infinitely obliged for your interest

in my affairs. Will ige allow e to ask
vou to attend in future to your own ? "

" The honor Of Our family is my affair.
I wish you considered it as much yours."

" May I enquire if the fanily honor con-
sists with the emPloynent of spies ?"

>It is of no use, Allan, your being either
angry or sarcastic. I suspected that youentertained a toolisil fancy for this girl
when she was emaployed here; but I hopedthat when she was disnissed you would
forget it. I find it is not so; but you must
break off aIl connection with her now."

"Not at your coinmand, my imperious
sister.'

It is not Iy conmand," said Miss
Challoner, in the same cold, calm inanner
in which she had spoken from the begin-
ning. Sonie people commended Charlotte
Challoner's cominand of temper; but there
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were others who averred that it was more 1 your example in conduct which I entirely

hard to bear than any passion into which disapprove."

she could have flown. " It is not my com- " Our father will never forgive you,

mand. It is simply the necessity of the Allan."

case." "Yes, lie will; perhaps not at first, but I

" It is simply an impossibility, then ; for can wait. Don't think me harsh, Char-

I have promised to marry Alice Ford, and lotte. I would please you if I could; but

I am a Challoner, and keep my word." you see we are so different. You put pride

"I expected nothing less. I believe before everything else, and I put happiness

there is no act of folly you would not com- a long way before pride."

mit; but this, at any rate, you shall not " You are determined, then ?" in a low,

do." strange tone.

"How will you prevent it ?" "Quite determined. I love Alice. I

"How long do you suppose you will be have promised to marry her, and my father

the heir of Donningdean when my father will forgive me in the end, if not now."

discovers the disgrace you intend bringing Charlotte thought so, too, and saw that

on our name?" she must play her last card. There are

"He won't thwart me. I am his only moments in our lives when every other

son, and Alice is worthy of any lot. I feeling gives way to one master pas-

have intended to tell him for some time; sion-when to gain our end we are willing

and if, as I suppose you mean, you tell him to risk or sacrifice all, and are willing to

now, you will only hasten the end a little." take the consequences. So it was now

Allan spoke bravely, but at heart he felt with Charlotte Challoner. It may seem to

a cold fear. lis sister, in spite of her some an insufficient cause; but with her

assured words, was by no means certain the pride of family and the love of wealth

that the old man would discard his son for and distinction was the absorbing idea of

his marriage, however low. Allan's can- her soul. To it she had sacrificed her hap-

dor made a change of plan nèedful. piness, and with it every soft and womanly

"I suppose you think," she said in a softer feeling, and she resolved that another

tone, "that because our father permitted should not defeat the purpose for which

Anne's marriage he will also allow yours. she had given up so much, and yet enjoy

But do you not see the difference? You, what she must never hope for now. Like

the representative of the family, the only most proud natures, she could feel bitter

one who can transmit the name. Does not resentment, and many of lier brother's

the very fact that one of us lias already words had roused that feeling at present;

made a misalliance render it the more but she kept it down, and though her eyes

needful that the rest should act otherwise? gleamed fiercely, and her lip trembled, she

Oh! Allan, have you no regard for what still spoke calmly enough.

we have been, and should still be?" "As you will, Allan; I have but one more

" Yes; but I have a greater regard for argument to use, and if you resist that you

Alice and my own word." must take your own course. Come with

" Allan, four years ago I gave up my own me for a moment to the library."

love. I refused one to whom I had given Wondering, he followed lier; and she

all my heart, because I thought it a mar- took from a locked desk a small folded

riage unworthy of a Challoner. Can you paper, which she held carefully with both

give me no credit for the sacrifice? Will her hands.

you not do the same? " "I would have spared you this, Allan, if

"I don't see that you deserve mucli I could. 1-lad I any hope that you would

credit. You broke the heart of a man who listen to reason, I should not do this. As

loved you far better than you deserved. If it is, I have no choice. You say that our

you could so treat him-and you only gave father would forgive your marriage with a

up one thing you liked for another you factory girl; I do not know; it seems tome

liked better-if you thought it right, well there is no regard left for our old dignity

and good, only don't expect me to follow but in me, and he might be as weak as he
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was with Anne five years ago. Not so I. II neyer known urtil a death-bed repentance
have vowed that you shall not so disgrace brought it to light.
us, or that if you do, you shall suffer like "And are you content now? Are you
the rest. Refuse what I demand, marry happy that YOU drive me, a homeless,
Alice Ford, now or at any other time, and nameless wanderer, from the inheritnce I
I place that paper in my father's have believed mY own!"
hands." t Alan, ail you have ever had is yours

She unfolded and held it towards him. stili t 
The young man looked it over, at first "What do you mean? nAave you yot
carelessly, then with breathless eagerness. ust tod me a n nothing I have ever
As he cane to the end he turned deathly believed mysef to be? that instead of being
white and sunk trembling on the nearest a Challoner, heir to a noble naie, 1 ar a
chair. servant's base-born child ?"

" That would make a difference, you Charlotte set ber teeth and frowned.
think? He might forgive his son's marri- "Allan, have You forgotten that I have had
age, though a low one; but he would that paper for four years? That at any
hardly acknowledge yours." moment I might have disclosed its con-

She spoke bitterly, and Allan covered his tents? I have fot done s0. The woman is
face. " What does it mean, Charlotte?" dead; the clergyman Who heard and sign-
he asked at last in a faint tone. ed ber confession is dead; no one knows

"Have you not read it! What can it the secret but us two; and no one living
mean, except what is there stated in plain need ever know it, unîess you choose that
words? That you are no Challoner, but it shall be so."
the çhild of the nurse, substituted in "ICharlotte, what dIo you mean?'infancy for my mother's child who died." IWe have been brought up together,

The young man sat silent, as if stunned and I love you, A mlan; that is one reason;
by the suddenness of the blow. "lHow did but a stronger one is this. 1 would die ayou core to know this? Why have you thousand deaths sooner than have a slur
concealed it tilI now?" upon our naine. Think what a story likeI1 neyer intended to reveal it; neyer this would be to tell.?
should have evealed it for a less ail- IWould You rather, then, that 1, that a
important cause. I came to the knowledge false heir should inherit name and lands ?
four years ago. When the woman who le might well ask; but his own gitation

"ad practised the shameful imposture was was such that he did not notice fer con-
ding, she senttfor me, and confessed tome fusion. ,E hven if I coud consent to pay

cten s Iyp havie, o t dcvo d s l sents c n

the hole." hce onue the deceit, would
IlTell me aIl," said Allan hoarsely; you be satisfied ?"

"and remnember you are speaking of my "IYou do not mnean that you will flotmother." consent?" she asked hastioy.
To %hat purpose should I go over the "Consent to a ife of deceit and mean-

shaneful stor? She was my nurse and ness without paraliel? Neyer. Better any
your mother; she could not acknowledge poverty-any o'' , n h
her child and keep her place; but circu - Charlotte bit her inp. "Alan, think of al
stances favored her. You have heard what you would give dep:
our-mny mother's health was after, not friends, farnily-al1 tbese are your's stune
our birth, but that of the child you repre- can you conceive wat it would b to go

sent; you have heard how she and my forth into the world Witîout thein?"
father went abroad, leaving their children Alan hesiated; the eakness of his
to a friend's care. FrIends are careless; no nature showed itself. the first burst of
watch was kept over the nurses; the infant manly candor and enthusiasn over, bis
sckened and died; you were substituted; mmd accustoined to the blow, Miss Cal-
and when months afterward my father and loner's words had force. e did not per-
mother returned, who could disclose the ceive the diference if lier tone, that se
imposture? No one; and the truth, -was had changed fro, threats alr ost to plead-
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ing; his mind was filled with considera- to break my plighted word to the girl I

tions of his own. Charlotte saw her advan- love, and whose heart I have won; you ask

tage and hastened to follow it up. -*ie to bind myself to a life of everlasting

"Think well, Allan, before you act. You deceit; to entail on myself my own con-

may of course tell my father all, disclose to tempt and yours; and for what? That a

him a secret which will bring shame and false heir may inherit your father's estates,

sorrow on him, and ruin on yourself; or and rob you and your sister of your rights !

you may retain all you now possess, you I should suspect the whole to be a fiction,

may enjoy name, inheritance, all-and I but that I cannot conceive the possibility

will never allude again to this night's con- ofryour forging such a tale, and I know the

versation. Consider well before you de- signature of the excellent man who has

cide." witnessed to the truth of the confession. I

Again there was a strange fluttering in suppose I must believe the story to be true.

her tone, and she hardly breathed as she You have the power over me, and I yield.

waited for the young man's answer. That I despise myself, but I cannot brave the

answer should have come at once you consequences of letting the truth' be

think? lHe should have rejected the known."

temptation, scorned to act the false part, Miss Challoner had winced under some

and braved the consequences with the cou- of his words; but she now heaved a deep

rage of a man? No doubt; but consider sigh of relief. ler end was gained.

how great the temptation was, how weak ." You accept the conditions then ? I have

he was to resist it, and you will scarcely your promise?"

wonder at, though you may despise him " My promise never to marry Alice Ford.

for the reply. No more."

" And the conditions of your silence? I "I require no more. I will take care

am to give up Alice?" that you have nothing more to do with

" That of course. That is the whole her ?"

point in dispute." " And on your head be the blame of

"But why are you so eager? Do you whatever evil may come."

consider that all I gain you lose?" "I am willing to bear it. I fear none."

"I have told you that far before all other " Will you put that paper •in the fire ?"

considerations with me, comes the pre- Charlotte shook her head. " Throw

servation of the family honor and name." away my sword? No," she said.

Allan buried his face in his hands, and "May we close this pleasant conversa-

was silent. The struggle was long, but the tion for the present? I suppose if you keep

bribe was too great to be resisted. When that paper you intend resuming it at a

he at last looked up his face was very future time; but is there anything more to

white. be said now !

"Charlotte," he said, "you are the Miss Challoner made no reply in words,

tempter in wonan's form. What your but she closed the desk from which she

object may be I do not know; that you have had taken the paper, as she shook her head.

some to which you do not confess I am She had not replaced the paper, but took

sure; but it is nothing to me. You ask me it with her as she left the room.

(To be continued.)



A Chapter for the Women of the Doinion.

A CHAPTER FOR THE WOMEN OF THE DOMINION.
BY ANNIE P- .

Our American sisters, we believe, clairp, Some one has said that the future ofthis
and generally receive, the credit of inaugu- Dominion Mli be greatly determined by
rating what is familiarly called the the women of t Webelieve

-Women's Rights" movement; and we the statement, because as are the nothers
Canadian women, though not quite so s0 wili the children be. The old maxjm of
dernonstrative, are, I think, at one with Plato is ail truth, "Whatever is to be great
them, in so far as their efforts go to elevate or good in the State
andbless the race ofwomankind. fireside. t e th

It is only in keeping with the progress We are ail failiar Wth the enthusastjc
of this nineteenth century, that so many prophecies 80 ra in the mouths f

fields of usefuineas have opened up to after-dnne orators about the varous
voen; and while we rejoice that thi is s"J resources of Our country yet to be deve-

and that many scores of them, are living loped, as well as the prognostications of
to bles the 'vorld, we confess that e are wouid.be statesen as toits settiement aid
not yet reconciled to the idea of women isure prosperity; but We ask the women of
pleading at the bar and being ordained the Dominion, to who is committed the
to the charge of churches. bsacred resonb o

"lDr. Mary, &c. &c.," and "IRevd. statesmen and rulers Of this fair land, what
Emma, &c., &c.," grate harshly on our ear; is to be the future bf Our country? Are we
but tioen we have been brought up in that striving to maintain Our firesides in their
quiet, old-fashioned creed which teaches purity, or are we fostering there the sulent,
that the true sphere of woman is the home; insidious nventiona sins of the day?
and while we have a rather doubtful sort We live in'a day of reform, and in one of
of admiration for those of our sex who the greatest of these reforms it is our high
have overstepped the old limits and fear- privilege, nay Our bone uyt ak

iessly walked in paths before unknown to hod and work. m

fehale feet, we yet cing to the faith in Wenowspeak of th th the ehsat
which we were nursed. Temperance or eeeation he outh or

In one particular, however, our opinion tardily fourgan tabout 8 the various

to bess he orld weconfss tat e ar wo ld-bedstths e pronosttcations of.

.s fxed, though we are quiet about it as into the resotest settlements of our land;
yet. We don t believe that women shouid but they have followed, and they are trying,
be deprived the privilegeofvoting, simply of 'mid difficulty and discouragement, to enlist
because they are women; and we do believe ail lovers of humanity under their banner.
that when the franchise is extended to Now, it is Woman's intisfaed, ht
them, better men will ait in the council labor in every gand cause; but if one cause
rooms and legisiative halls of our land. more than any other has a daim on her
We hope to ee the day. sympathy and regard, surey that one is the

As we have hinted, we do not quite advo- Temperance cause.
cate IlWomen's Rights" in the popular Where are the wOm-en who have neyer
acceptation of the term ; but there are fet a pang from the teeth of this hydra-
rights which ail women possess, and which headed monster? Ah! Wherc ia the female
we think are generaly accorded to ther, heart that has neyer bled from bis wound?
and among these the sublime right to bring We rejoice that here and there through the
a good influence and a noble example to land some few wOrnen have nobiy corne
bear on society. This Women's Right," forward and enroled their naines with the
who shah dispute? band oftotal abstainers; but alas! too many

p8 -)'
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are quite uninterested and have no par-
ticular place or principle.

We claim that every true woman should
belong to some Temperance organization,
and with her sympathies and her influence,
yes, even her name, help the movement
forward in its blessed mission.

We are aware that we quite shock the
delicate sensibilities of some of our sisters
with this proposition, and from our hearts

we pity them.
We pity the women in this age and

land who have no interest in this matter.
We pity the women who think " taking the

pledge" is quite beneath them, and only
necessary for drunkards-that ladies should
have nothing to do with it. Ay, and we

pity those women who in the face of facts
which are only too glaring, are steadily and
persistently helping to make drunkards.

What shall become of the women who to-
day, in this age of enlightenment on the
Temperance question, are found putting

liquor to the lips of young men? Shame
on the women who have not the womanli-
ness and moral courage to banish this evil
from their parties and entertainments!

What shall we say, with what voice and
persuasive power can we speak to influence
such ?-for the fleld of their influence is
large; they sow a bad seed and the harvest
will be sure and rich for ruin.

There always will be two classes in
society-those who adopt right principles
from conscientious motives, and abide by
them, fighting for them through all adverse
influences; and those who, because of no
decided principles or opinions of their own,
follow in the lead of what is generally
conceded to be fashionable-that is, the

customs of those in a higher scale of society
than they. Now, because of this well-under-
stood fact, we claim, dear sisters in high
places, that it is your prerogative to intro-
duce for once a fashion which shall win
enduring fame.

We call upon you, women in prominent
positions in the society of our Dominion,
because of the influence your positions give,
because of the many who will follow what
is called fashionable, because of the great
responsibility thus devolving upon you:
we call upon you to set a noble, bold,
example in this matter of Temperance-

nay, total albstincncc. We pray you to open

your eyes to the giant evil about you and
be womanly enough, be brave enough, be

Christian enough, to take the right stand

for your country, and your country will
have cause to be grateful to you in all its

time to corne.
Hear no longer the accursed convention-'

alities of society, which rule that wines
and liquors are indispensable to the proper
maintenance of your houses, and resolve,
God helping you, that you will battle in

your own circles, with the mighty weapons

of influence and example, againstthis dread
foe.

Iow many married men in this Dominion

are "I licensed to sell wine and spirituous

liquors"? Not acity, town, orvillage-nay,
the most sparsely populated district of our

land, but is cursed with this "license to

sell." Shame to such Government! Far
greater would be the revenue if every
drunkard were a sober citizen. Oh for the

men and generation that will grapple with
this evil, and purge our land from these
licenses to deal out death-temporal and

eternal! But here, women, wives, you have
a work to do. Said a wife to us a few days
since, " When my husband went into
business he resolved to deal in liquor, and
I resolved he should not; and night and
day, with tears and prayers, I rested not till
I had succeeded in persuading him." A
wife's influence can thus do much. Oh wives,
be not clothed and fed with the purchase of
human nisery! Be no longer ambitious of
houses and lands at the expense of poor

ruined souls. Be no longer forgetful of the
" woe" of the Word of God pronounced

againat the man that "putteth the bottle to

his neighbor's lips."
And now, women, everywhere throughout

the land, mothers, wives, and daughters, in

al circles and in all employments, in your

life and practice and influence we do

beseech you serve your day and genera-

tion in a firm, strong, steadfast allegiance
to the cause which, under God, will open
up the way to the true prosperity of our
land.

Every woman enlisted in the Temperance'
movement: this is what we want to see.
God speed the day!

Then children, the hope of the country,
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will be taught to shun the wine-cup
and the wine-bibber; they will be taught
the true value of money, that it is not to be
procured at the price of human degradation
and ruin, they will be taught to reverence
the teachings of the Book of books, which
are very explicit on this subject, and not
to be mistaken, nor unheeded.

Looking at the state of society, at its
manners and customs, at its prejudices
deep rooted, at its depraved tastes and
appetites; looking, as we cannot help, at the
careless indifference to this subject of the
rulers of our land,we might well be disposed
to give up and deem it of little use to lift our
feeble voice or pen, in hope of ever seeing
any change for the better. But not so.

We have a blessed faith that truth and
right shall prevail, and we have a firm
conviction that the women of the Dominion
in this day, have individually and col-
lectively a high and holy duty to perform,
and a deep and solemn responsibility to
bear, that the youth of tle land mav be
educated up to the proper temperance
standard-that the insatiable appetite of the
governments of our time, for the accursed

Hl O M E.

BY ESTELLE.

'Tis but a Vithcred violet

A tiny, tiny thingt,
But it brings such imemnories to imy heart

As only flowers can bring;
For in the hauply days of yore,

in that quiet homne of ours,
We narked each passing season

By the fragrance of its flowers.

Blue violets in April,
Making all the air perfumine,

And daffodils and gay jonquils
lrightening the showery gloom!

Oh ! here in the grii old city,
My heart longs c'en to pain,

For the perfuine and the beauty
Of Wood violets again.

And Mauy's exquisite sweetness
In the valley lily dwells,

As hidden in the shadow
It chimes its snowy bells;

license money, may die with them, and that
this land shall one day proudly stand forth,
freed from the curse of illgotten gain.

O women, shrink not from your duty.
Adopt the principles of total abstinence,
bind them on your hearts, be true to them
in your homes and in society, and whether
your circle of influence be extensive or con-
fined, resolve in the fear of God to perform
your part. Let no thinking, right-minded
woman keep silent or indifferent on this
matter, let none be heedless of the crying
need of the day, but let us all with zeal and
effort, feeble and great, with word and
influence and example, exert ourselves in
our might to work for the cause of
Temperance.

Last but not least, dear sisters, in our
weakness, we stand not unhelped. The
mighty Helper of the helpless is on our side.

To Him let us bring our plea, unceasing,
and fervent, that He may hasten the day
when alcohol shall cease out of the land.

Dear sisters of this Dominion, to live
and work, and pray for the furtherance of
this righteous cause is our God-given
right, which let none of us dare to ignore.

While the apple-blossoms scent the air-
Tulips in gay attire

Gleamn fromi tleir cnerald setting,
Like gens of colored tire.

But June 1 the inonth of roses,
Is the glorious nonth for nie !

Then earth, and air, bird, sky, and flower
All join in jubjilee

The syringa drifts its blossoms
On the heavy-scented air;

And Wu offer praise with perfuie,
That God's world was inade so fair 1

Oh! happy is the wanderer
With earthly home so sweet,

That its memnory is a perfune
Gliding past on lowery feet!

Andi sweet to every loving heart
Wherever it mnay roam,

Is the fragrance of famniliar flowers
That takes it back to Home 1
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THE LEGENDS OF THE MICMACS.

BY REV. S. T. RAND, IANTSPORT, N. S.

INCIDENTS IN THE PROGRESS OF THEpierced by a sharp stick, was stuck up

KWEDRCII WAR-CAPTIVES RESCUED. in the ground in the centre of the wig-
wam, and his fiesh literally roasted before

I have received from an intelligent the fire. The object of this cruelty was,

Indian quite a connec zd series of events like the shocking barbarities perpetrated

connected with this war, and the final one on women and children in the late Sepoy

which resulted in a lasting peace. But, Rebellion, to take vengeance on the whole

instead of following the order of events, I tribe; to aggravate not only the poor

will select a few which will tend to illus- father,but also ail who should be compelled

trate the Indian character, and to show to hear the horrid tale.

what skill and cunning were often mari- By the tracks of their snowshoes the

fested in outwitting their foes. Even if Micmacs not only learned the number of

some of the events never happened, there the enemy, but also the tribe to which they

was still skill manifested in the invention belonged; each tribe having their snow-

of the story, and we need not set aside the shoes, their canoes, their paddles, &c.,

history wholly because some of the madeaftera peculiarpattern. Itwas re-

incidents seem suspicious. All ancient solved to pursue them at once, and if they

history, and some too that is modern, could not rescue the women, to die in the

vould fare badly if pressed by too sweeping attempt. So they took the trail and set off.

a criticism. It may be fairly questioned if Before night they came up to the place

al the speeches said to have been made on where the enemy had encamped a day or

the day of battle, and all the incidents of two before. A large wigwam had been

great generalship ascribed to our ancient erected, with a door at each end. They

warriors, occurred exactly and literally rs folowed on and came up to the spot where

reported. Some little license may surely the second night had been passed. Next
be allowed even to the civilized historian. day they proceeded cautiously, and after

Let us not deal more harshiy with our night had set in they overtook the foe. The

savage brother. warriors were ail asleep around a large

During the lowedech war the following wigwam inside. A fire was burning at

incident is said to have occurred. A party each end of the lodge. The lodge had two

from Canadacaile dovn upon the Micmacs, doors, one at each end, near each of which

and found a solitary wigwam in which seood a large birchen vesse1 called a boock-

were two women, one ofwhom had a young kajoo, filed with water. The captive

cilid. Their husbands were away in the wvomen were seated, one near each door,

Woods hunting. The Kwedeches kiiled the and they were engaged in mending the

child and left it, and carried away the inen's moccasins.

voînen. The Micmacs now plan to notify the

One of the ien, the father of the chiid, jwomen of their arrivai. And it was done

was alarmed by a dreani which sçenbed to thus. One of thein crep stealthiry up to

iîidicate that al was fot rigit at home. se the door and ungirding his belt quietly

toii bis dreani in the Mrning to bis coin- passed it under the edge of the bark next

rade, and they codcluded to hasten home. the ground, slipping it along by her side.

When they arrived they fouand that the She perceived it and understood the fdis-

enemny liad been there, the NvOlll W e Patch t ha gance. O t she goes quietiy

gone, the lithoe boy xas dead, bis body, to reconnoitre, and immediateld leans y
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state of things. There were no sentries
posted. The Indian of that day scorned
to set a man to watch him as he slept. The
posting of sentries is said to have been one
of the hardest things the Europeans
had to teach their Indian allies. So the
woman who first came out was sent in to
call out the other, and after a brief con-
sultati-on they had arranged their plans.
First, all the moccasins were collected,
carried out and hidden. The womenwere
then directed to run for life towards their
own country. Next a stout cord was tied
across each doorway, just high enough to
trip up a man when rushing out. This
done, each man stepped quietly in, one at
each door, and took up the vessel of water
that stood there, and dashed it over the
fire, thus involving all within in darkness.
They now raise the war-whoop, putting on
'all steam, and it seems to the startled
warriors that there are scores of enemies
around them. Each one seizes his hatchet
and springs to his feet, and not doubting
but that the tent is filled by the foe, com-
mences to deal death in every direction.
All is confusion and uproar, and the work
of destruction goes rapidly on.

Meanwhile, the two Micmacs are station-
ed, one at each door outside, hatchet in
hand, when any one attempts to rush out
he is tripped by the cord that is stretched
across and falls, and one blow from the
tomahawk dispatches him. Those within
are soon all dispatched but two, and these
are easily taken prisoners. The poor fel-
lows are " handcuffed " and " fettered " and
sent to bear the tidings to their own tribe
of their defeat, and to report that it was
done by tzvo Micmacs.

If the reader is curious to know how the
savages used to handcuff their prisoners
and fetter them, I can furnish him with
the details, although I must confess to not
a little shrinking from the task. A knife
was passed under some of the cords of
each wrist, the hands were placed behind
the prisoner's back, and a thong was then
passed under the cords in the incision
made by the knife, and firmly tied. To
" fetter " him they made an incision under
the cord of each heel, passed a thong t
through the holes, and tied his feet
together, just allowing him scope enough

to walk. In' this sad plight the two
prisoners were thus dismissed, and their
tormentors little recked whether the poor
fellows ever reached their village or not.
Their own vengeance had been amply
wreaked, and they returned in triumph to
their own homes.

ANOTHER INCIDENTONE MAN DROWNS A

WOLE ARMY.

A war party of Kwedeches had been
down upon their enemies and had taken
a chiefprisoner, with his wife and their
two sons. The boys were quite small.

It was winter. On their way back to
their own place they got scarce of pro-
visions, and one morning the Kwedech
chief told his captive that he had had a
very curious dream. I dreamed," said
he, "that we made a dinner of one ofyour
boys." I Very well," said the other, " thechild is in your hands. Youcan do asyou
please." It Was accordingly done. The
child was killed and eaten. Pretty soonanother dream of the same import was
related for the edification 6f the captive
father, and again he consented to the un-
natural deed.

The father of the children could conceal
his motions if he had any. But the
mnother was not so indifferent, and loudly

lamented their fate. ier husband con-sequently told the Kwedech chief he might
as well leave her and give her her liberty.
'You have me a prisoner," said he, " and

you have killed ail rny children; let this
suffice. Alow the Poor woman to go back
home." To this proposal the other com-
plied, and the woman was dismissed.

Soon after this they came to a lake, but
as nothing had been taken in the shape of
game, they were still sorely pressed for
food, and it was proposed to sacrifice one
of the men.

" But," said the captive, " would you not
prefer beaver meat to human tlesh ? Ilereis a lake, and I can see plainlv traces of
beaver. A hunting party was thereupon
dispatched in quest of these animais; but
they returned unsuccessful. "Oh, youknow nothing about huntingbeaver," baid
he captive. IlGive me my hands for a
ew hours, and foliw ny directions, and[I11 soon bring you plerty of game." So
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they tried him, and untied him. lie headed I canoes all together so as to form a sort of
the hunting party and they took care that
he himself should be unarmed.

Now it so happened that all round the
lake there were small coves running back
into the woods. On each of these coves a
hole was cut through the ice and a man
Was stationed at the hole to watch. This
disposed of all the warriors, and they were
at some distance from each other, and com-
pletely screened from view. Having placed
every man at his post, our hunter next
returns to visit each place. Coming near
the man stationed there he pretends to
listen, seems to hear a beaver, calls the
other's attention to it, and while the other
is stooping down over the hole and wholly
off his guard, the wily warrior seizes him
and plunges him head first into the hole,
giving him a good shove under the ice. In
this manner he proceeds from place to
place until he has dispatched the whole.
le now walks back to the camp where the
Kwedech chief has remained and makes
report. At the same time he dispatches
him at a blow, and then leisurely returns
on his way, rejoins his wife, and goes
home to announce his victory and receive
the plaudits of his people.

ANOTHER INCIDENT-AN ARMY DESTROYED

3Y TWO WOMEN.

Two families had gone up beyond the
Grand Falls on the St. John River, the
Oolaslook of New Brunswick, on a hunting
excursion, and had taken up their residence
there for the time being. A war party of
the Kwedeches coming down discovered
the wigwam and took the two women
prisoners. They had a large number of
canoes and the women were obliged to
assist; they were employed as pilots, and
were not bound.

The day was fine, and the river clear of
obstructions and smooth, and as night
approached the warriors enquired of the
captives if the river was of the saine cha-
racter for a long distance down. They
assured them that it was so, and that they

might safelY remain out on its bosom all
night. Of the falls a few miles below,
they took care to say nothing. Thus lullec
into security the warriors lashed theii

raft, and let them float with the current,
and soon all hands were fast asleep. But
the women were not asleep. They were
wide awake. When they were sufficiently
near to the cataract to secure their object,
and sufficiently far from it to secure them-
selves, the women quietly slipped into the
water and swam ashore. The raft dashed
over the falls. Some of the men were
awakened before the final plunge, but
escape was then impossib'e, and the whole
party was destroyed. The women were
soon joined by some of the men of their
own tribe. They found the dead bodies
below the falls, and stripped off their
clothing and ornaments and carried off
great spoil. There was great joy among
their friends when the news was received at
their village; there was feasting and danc-
ing, and the women who had planned and
executed the daring feat were ever after
held in high honor by their tribe.

INDIAN STRATEGY-TIIREE MEN COUNTED

AS A LARGE ARMY.

With one more incident I close this

paper. Right glad am I to say that while

the following story exhibits great shrewd-
ness and strength of intellect, there is
nothing to shock one's nerves in it. No-
body was killed and nobody hurt. We are
shocked, as we well may be, over the petty
details of a savage raid, or a Sepoy rebel-
lion. But what were all these together to

be compared with the wholesale slaughter

and the widespread misery and anguish
which Ileaven has had to gaze upon and

thousands of mortals have had to feel for

the last ten years even in countries called

Christian! Oh that the time may soon
come when war shall cease!

Oh 1 cone that blissful day
when our Redeener's sway,

Shal control ail the nations and every heart suhdn ;
Then through the wii(Irnes
Shall ring the sounds of peace,

And inountain, rock and forest the echoing notes
rene-w.

But I must not moralize or comment,
though the temptation is strong to d- so.

. The reader mav make his own refdections

and I will go on with my story.
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The Legends of the Micmacs.

A large war party of the Kwedeches were one wasfairly Up Out of sight of the enemy
on their way down one of the large rivers the first one had been conveyed across the
that lead up towards their country, and the point back into the water, and came round
party was discovered by a solitary hunter the point again' as number four, and thus
belonging to the tribe whose territory was tili dark canoe after canoe was seen by the
about to be invaded. They did not dis- watchful enemy to round that point, and to
cover this man, and he allowed them to land, and to be drawn Up into the Woods,
pass on. But as soon as night came on he the three men diligenty keeping Up the
managed under cover of the darkness to circulation. After darkness came on they
pass down by them. Launching his canoe lighted torches and kept up the work of
he glided down the river until he saw their landing al night.
fires on the bank where they had landed The poor Kwedeches could not tell what
for the night. Then he went ashore and to make of it. It seemed as if the warriors
carrying his canoe on his shoulders he in their enemies' country had come out
took a circuit round the enemy, when he against them. They called a council of
again launched and pushed on for dear war and it was decided that to attack such
life to sound the alarm in the village to an overwhelming force was madness.
which lie belonged. They resolved to sue for peace. So early

It so happened that nearly all the able- in the morning a Solitary canoe from the
bodied men were absent, and only two Kwedech camp moved out to an interven-
besides himself were found who were able ing rock with a "flag f truce." Thiswas
to confront the enemy. These could, of met by a single canoe fron the other side.
course, do but little by open force, but they The terms of peace were discussed and,
might accomplish much by a little manage- after due deliberation, agreed to. The
ment. So they manned three canoes and hatchets Were buried, and when theenemy
pushed on to meet the enemy. had discovered the ruse they were rather

They took their time and could choose pleased thanotherwise, and the peace was
their own ground. Selecting a place where confirmed.
a sharp angle in the river made an extend-
ed point of land, they halted below the
point and there waited for the foe. As
soon as the Kwedech " fleet " hove in sight
one of these canoes passed up round the
point, halted, looked up at the enemy, and
immediately landed and drew the canoe
ashore. The enemy immediately followed
suit. They too halted, looked, and landed
on the opposite side above. Canoe num-
ber two of the Micmacs now immediately
followed the foremost and landed, drawing
the canoe ashore. This was followed by
canoe number three, and by the time this

N.ý B.-These 'ast two incidents were re-atedtmeblas to me by an intelligent Indian of theMaliseet ribe, Who resides at Frederic-ton, N.B., and he represented the partiesto be not Micmacs but Maliseets. Thelast incident, he said, finished the war.The Micmac account Of fheir finishing-off
contest is one of a very different kind. Butthese two tribes, as they are near eachother and have for a hundred years andmore been on friendly terms, might easily
get their war stories mixed up together.
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Newfoundland.

NEWFOUNDLAND.

BY REV. A. HARVEY, ST. JOHNS, N.F.

11UNTING THE SEAL - ITS EXCITEMENTS
AND PERILS.

A very important day in Newfoundland
is the first day of March. On that day,
should the harbors be clear of ice, and the
wind favorable,some ten or twelve thousand
men embark for the vast ice fields that, at
this season, overspread the Atlantic to the
north and north-east of Newfoundland.
The perils and hardships to be encountered,
in small and ôften frail vessels, amid these
stormy, ice-laden seas, are very great. But
what dangers will not man brave when
impelled by the love of gain or glory!
Such hardy, daring fellows, whose " home
is on the deep," are so familiarized with
its perils, that they never hesitate to steer
rigrlht among grinding icebergs, crashing
floes and hummocks piled up into glittering
ice-palaces. In pursuit of their prey they
leap from " pan" to "pan" of floating ice,
With the agility of wild goats among the
Alpine heights. Their vessel may be
caught between two floating masses and
crushed to atoms as a Naysmith hammer
would crush a nut-shell; but they will
manage to save a small stock of provisions,
and perhaps a punt or two, and make their
way over the ice to some other more
fortunate ship. Or perhaps their craft is
beset-" jamned" in the ice,-and they are
carried hundreds of miles along with the
floating ice-fields. Still they will patiently
bide their time, and when the ice opens
around them, they will dash away north-
ward and come home at last treasure-laden.
Surprisingly few lives are lost, each year,
considering the perils of the voyage. Their
object is to reach the unknown ice-meadows
on which the seals have cast their young,
about the middle of February, and which,
by the great Arctic current, are drifted
past our shores. The young seals remain
on the ice for four or five weeks, fed by
their mothers' milk, and growing with

incredible rapidity. When a month oid,
they are in the most perfect condition.
They are, in fact, masses of tender fat
wrapped in down-covered skins, and the oil
obtained from them then is of the best
quality. The hunters, therefore, aim at
reaching them when in their plump baby-
hood. Then, too, they are easily captured,
and a slight blow with the " gaff" on the
nose dispatches them. Only the fat and
skin, called the " pelt" or " scnlp"-are
brought away,-the carcase is abandoned
as useless. It is however, a matter of
hap-hazard, to alarge extent, whether any
vessel will strike the region where these
tribes of plump " white coats" are disport-
ing. There is no doubt room for the
display of skill and pluck in over-
coming difficulties and taking advantage
of winds and currents,-but the most
sagacious seal-hunters fail at times, and
confess that "time and chance" have far
more to do with success than sagacity and
experience. The excitements and dangers
of the seal-hunt have an irresistible charm
for these men; and the splendid returns of
the venture, when successful, invest it
almost with the fascination of a gambling
table. But there are several blanks to a
prize, and after battling with the billows
for weeks, the poor sealers often come into
port empty-handed, and have to return to
their homes with hunger staring theni in
the face.

STEAM versus WIND.

Until within the last few years, the
seal fishery, was carried on in strongly-
built sailing vessels of 140 or i8o tons
tons burthen. Five or six years ago,
the first steamer was tried in this fishery,
amid many misgivings and many predic-
tions of failure; but so satisfactory have
been the results, that this year a fleet of
fifteen steamers leaves our ports for the
ice-fields. In comnpetition with steamers,
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M6 Newfoundland.

having a hook on one end. A blow on the
nose from this weapon stunis or kills the VARIETIES oF THE SEAL.
young seal. Instantly the knife is at work. There are four kinds of seals met with inThe skin and adhering fat are detached our seas. The Bay Seal lives on the coast,
with amazing rapidity from the carcase, frequents the nouths of rivers and harbors,
which is left on the ice still quivering with and is never found a-ong the ice. The
life, while the fat and skin alone are carried larp Seal is that whose young the seal-
off. This process is called "sculping;" hunters chiefly capture, and is so named
probably a corruption of " scalping."- from the old male animal having, in addi-
When half a dozen seals are thus disposed tion to a number of 5 POts, a broad, curved
of, the hunter binds the skins into a bundle line of connected blotches proceeding from
with a rope, and drags them over the sur- each shoulder and meeting on the backabometin the tahe frmin
face of the ice to the vessel's side, or to the abovte t a fiure something
spot where the punt is stationed, and they like an ancient harp or lyre. The female

sailing vessels have but a poor chance. I are left on deck to cool for a few hours,
The steamer cleaves her way through the then stowed away below. Fancy 200 men,
ice, in spite of winds and currents, picking on a patch of ice, eagerly carrying on this
up the seals as she goes, following them murderous work; their persons smeared
wherever indications are favorable, and with blood and fat; the ice stained with
holding on to a " patch" of seals, when a gore, and dotted with the skinless carcases
sailing vessel would be driven off by an of the slain-the imoans of the seals, like
untavorable wind or arrested by a sudden the cries of distressed babies, filling the air;
change in the weather. Besides, the the blood-stained murderers smiting fresh
steamer can make two trips to the ice and victims, or dragging the oleaginous prizes
at times even three; this is rarely done to the vessel's side, whose decks are slip-
by any sailing vessel. It is not wonderful, pery with mingled fat and gore. Each
then, that our seal-hunters scramble eagerly seal slain is worth three dollars to the cap-
to get berths on board the steamers, in tors. The work must be plied without a
preference to sailing vessels. In a few moments cessation, for a sudde-n change
years the latter will have disappeared. of wind, or the occurrence of a sno w-storm
Had we more enterprise and capital here, or fog, might at any time separate them
steamers owned and managed by joint- from their prey. At times the hunters have
stock companies would be likely to prove to push forward a couple of miles over the
an excellent investment of capital. Some ice in pursuit of the seals; and when thus
steamers have cleared their cost in a single at a distance from their vessel, should a
season; but even they at times return sea-fog envelope them, or the snow-drift
"clean." set in, there is the terrible risk of losing

their way, and perishing miserably in
THE FIELI) OF SLAUGHTER. these icy deserts, Or of falling through the

openings which are concealed by the snow
It is a welcome sound to the ears of the as it descends and freezes. Then, at times,

seal-hunters, as their vessel is crashing the old "hooded seals " are encountered,
through the ice, when the whimpering cry who are both savage and dangerous, and
of the young seals is heard. Their cry require two or three men to dispatch them.
lias a remarkable resemblance to the sob- Still the very perils Of the hunt present the
bing or whining of an infant in pain. No irresistible charm of excitement to these
sooner is this sound heard than the vessel daring men who have been nurtured amid
is arrested in her course, and all hands are such dangers. Besides, it is thus they have
at once on the ice, if solid enough, in search to win the bread of their wives and little
of their prey, or should the ice be " slob" ones at home; and how happy will they
or floating "pans" the men pursue the be should they enter port with enough to
seals in punts. Eagerly they ply their scare the wolffrom the door, and gladden
work. The sealers are armed each with a the hearts of those who on shore are pray-

gaff"or pole, six or eight feet in length, ing for their success.



Newfoundland.
lias fot this barp-like figuring; neither has 1 steamed, stewed pressedl -A t, Il
the male till after the second year. The
young when born are covered with thick
white fur, and are called by the sealers
"w'ite coats." When about six weeks
old they shed this white coat, and - smooth,
spotted skin appears. They are then
young harps. When twelve months old,
the males are still scarcely distinguishable
from the females, and at that period they
are called " bedlamers." The next season
the male has assumed his harp. They are
never seen on the coast of Newfoundland
except during the breeding season. From
the arctic solitudes they corne to these ice-
fields for the pu'pose of bringing forth their
Young. It is deeply to be regretted that s0
little is yet known regarding the natural
history of the seal. It is not known for
certain at what age it becomes reproductive,
or whether it breeds oftener than once a
year. That it produces but one at a birth
is pretty certain; so that the possibility of
extermination by too extensively carrying
on the fishery is among the eventualities
of the future. The mothers leave their
Young on the ice, and fish about in the
neighborhood for their own subsistence,
returning occasionally to give suck. The
Young ones are in the best condition when
three weeks old. It is said to be a pitiable
sight when the mother-seal returns for
the Purpose of suckling her young, and
finds ber white-coated darling gone-a
mass of flesh, which she fails to recognize
as her lost offspring, being the only relic.
IIer signs of grief are then quite touching.
The other varieties are the Hooded Seal
and the Square Fipper.

EXTRACTION OF THE OIL.

On the return of the sealing vessel to
port, the skin and fat are separated, the
former being salted and exported for
manufactures of various kinds; the latter is
thrown into huge wooden vats where by
atmospheric heat and pressure the oil is
extracted, drawn off and barrelled for ex-
portation. This is a tedious process; and
of late years the great innovator, steam. has
been called in to quicken the extraction of
the oil. By steam-driven machinery the
fat is rapidly cut into minute pieces, then

passed into stout casks. By this process,
the work of two months is completed in a
fortnight. Not only so, but the disagreeable
smell of the oil is removed, and the quality
improved. The refuse, after the extraction
of the oil, is purchased by the farmers,
mixed with earth and bog, and makes a
most fertilizing manure. The oil is used
extensively in lighthouses, for machinery,
and in the manufacture of the finer kinds
of soap. The average annual value of the
Newfoundland seal fishery may be put
down at a million and a quarter of dol-
lars.

DANGERS AND DISASTERS.

The seal hunt is full of perils and excite-
ments. Sometimes when engaged in their
bloody work, at a distance from the vessel,
a storm comes on; the snow-drift darkens
the air, and the poor fellows stagger along,
trying to regain their ship, and at times
miss their way or fall into an ice-hole, and
" unknelled, uncofrined and unknown,"
they sink to ocean's depths, to be heard of
no more till the sea shall give up its dead.
Sometimes the field of ice on which they
are at work separates into fragments, and
they are floated off, to lie down and die on
the ice, unless picked off by some passing
vessel. Or a furious nor'-easter, perhaps,
blows for several days, " rafting " huge
blocks of ice, one on the other, all around
the imprisoned ship, crushing her at
length, like a nut-shell, between two of
these ice-mountains, while the unhappy
sealers, scrambling for life upon the float-
ing mass, are left to perish with cold and
hunger, unless some friendly sail may be
within reach. At times their sufferings
are very great, and in some seasons the
loss of life is considerable. On the whole,
however, such is their skill and fortitude in
meeting all emergencies, and such their
acquaintance with the ways ofthe sea, that
comparatively few mishaps occur. So
much, however, depends on the success of
the seal-fishery that it is not wonderful
prayers are offered in all the churches,
before the departure of the fleet, for the
prosperity of the enterprise. At the sup-
per tables of the wealthier classes, and
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Unconscious Ccrrbration.

other convivial gatherings, at this time of

year, it is not uncommon to hear the toast
"Death to our best friends." Of course the

seals are thus kindly referred to; and the
sentiment is always received with hearty
applause and honored with full bumpers.
Over their rum, the rough old skippers and
sealers put the toast in a plainer form-
" Ma; we have bloody decks soon." It is
verv evident from all this, that the New-
foundland seal-fishery is no employment
for the fastidious, the puny or the coward-
ly. Big-boned, broad-chested fellows are
our sealers-as fine seamen as any in the
world. To see them jumping ashore after
a successful voyage,-their clothes polished
with grease and smelling horribly, but the

men fat and hearty, for on the ocean they
must be well fed-is a sight worth remem-

bering. It is just as well to keep to
windward of them until they get changed
and washed, for during the voyage they
don't spend much on soap.

THE START FOR THE ICE HUNT.

On the last day of February a splendid

westerly breeze sprang up, clearing the ice

from the coast and harbors, and giving

our sealing fleet a splendid time for starting.

The S.S. ' H awk,' owned by Bowring Bros.,

got up her steam and led the way amid
ringing cheers from the wharves. Two or

three sailing vessels, tempted by the

favorable wind, followed in her wake.

Al was animation and excitement. The

first of March was equally fine; and as

steamer after steamer took her departure,

and sailing vessels at intervals, the wharves

were crowded by the friends and relatives

of those embarking, and the whole town

was a wonderful scene of bustle and activ-

ity. Many wishes of "good luck" and

"'bloody decks," followed the voyagers.
For the next month, all will be anxiety

here regarding the success of our fishery;
for whether there shall be plenty or scar-

city in hundreds of homes-whether the

ledger of the merchant will shew a cheer-

ing balance on the right side, or a disas-

trous loss, turns on the good or bad fortune

that will attend the fleet now boldly push-
ing out amid the grinding ice-floes.

UNCONSCIOUS CEREBRATION.
A PSYCHOLOGICAL STUDY.

1Y FRANCEq POWER COBBE.

The old Hebrew necromancers were said
to obtain oracles by means of Teraphim.
A Teraph was a decapitated head of a
child, placed on a pillar and compelled by
magic to replv to the questions of the sor-
cerer. Let us suppose, for the sake of
illustration, that the legends of such
enchantments rest on some groundwork of
fact; and that it might be possible, by gal-vanism or similar agency, to make a human
corpse speak, as a dead sheep may be made
to bleat. Further, let us suppose that the
Teraph only responded to inquiries regard-
ing facts known to the owper of the headwhile living, and therefore (it may be im-agined) impressed in some manner upon
the brain to be operated on.

In such a Teraph we should, I conceive,
possess a fair representation of the mental
part of human nature, as it is understood
by a school of thinkers, considerable in allages, but especially so at present. '' Thebrain itself," according to this doctrine,
"the white and grey matter, such as we seeand touch it, irrespective of any imaginary
entity beside, performs the functions ofThought and Memory. To go beyond thisall-sufficient brain, and assume that ourconscious selves are distinct from it, andsomewhat else beside the sum-total of itsaction, is to indulge an hypothesis unsup-ported by a tittle of scientific evidence.
Needlesà to add, the still further assump-tion, that the conscious self may possiblysurvive the dissolution of the brain, is abso-lutely unwarrantable."

It is my very ambitious hope to show, inthe following pages, that, should physio-logy establish the fact that the brain, by itsautomatic action, performs all the functionswhich we have been wont to attribute toMind," that great discovery will standalone, and will not determine, as supposed,the further steps of the argument; namely,that ourconscious selves are nothing morethan the sum of the action of our brainsduring life, and that there is no room tohlope that they nay survive their dissolu-
tion.

I hope to show, not only that these con-clusions do not necessarily flow from thepremises, but that, accepting the premises,we may logically arrive at opposite con-clusions. I hope to deduce, from the studyof one class of cerebral phenomena, a pre-sumption of the searabllity of the con-scious Self from the thinking brain; and
thus, while admitting that " Thought maybe a function of Matter," demonstrate
that the Self in each of us is not identifiable
with that which, for want of a better word,
we call " Matter." The immeasurable dif-
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UInconscious Cerebration.

ference between such a remembering, lip- word, or a une of poetry, and to remember
moving Teraph as we have supposed and it some hours later, when we have ceased
a consc ious Man, indicates, a ociea oscns ia.idcts as 1 conceive, consciously to seek for it. We try, perhaps
the gulf leaped over by those who con- anxiouslv, at first to recover it, wel aware
cluide t hat, if the brain can be proved to that it lies somewbere hidden in our
think, the case is closed against believers memory, but unable to seize it. As the
in the spirituality and immortality of our saying is, we "ransack our brains for it,"
race. but failing to find it, we at Iast turn our

In brief, it is my aim to draw from such attention to other matters. By and by
an easy and every-day psychological study when, s0 far as consciousness goes. our
as may be verified by every reader for him- whole minds are absorbed in a different
self-an argument for belief in the entire topic, we exclaim, "Eureka! The wùrd, or
seMarabllity of the conscious self from its verse. is-So and
thinking organ. the physical brain. phenomenon that we are accustomed in
Whether w-e choose stili to call the one simliar straits to say, "Neyer mmd; I
" Spirit" and the other " Matter," or to shah tbink of the missing word by and by,
confess that the definitions which our when 1 ar attending to something else
fathers gave to those terms have ceased to and we deliberately turn away, not intend-
be valid in the. light of modern science- ing finally to abandon the pursuit, but
that " Matter" means only " a form of precisely as if we were possessed of an obe-
Force," and that " Spirit" is merely " an dient secretary or librarian, whom we
unmeaning term for an unknown thing"- could order to hunt up a missing document,
this verbal controversy will not in any way or turn out a word in a dictionarv wbile we
affect the drift of our argument. ýWhat 1 amused ourselves with soinething else.
we need to know is this: Can we face the The more this very common phenomenon
real or supposed tendencv of science to is studied, the more 1 think the observer
prove that "Thought is a Function of of bis own mental processes will be obliged
Matter," and yet logically retain faith in to concede, that, so far as his 0wncon-
personal Immortality? Imaintain thatwe scious Self is concerned, the research is
may accept that doctrine and draw from it made absolutely without bim. He bas
an indirect presumption of immortality. neither pain nor pleasure, nor sense of
afforded by the proofthat the conscioussef labor in the task, any more than ifit were
is not identifiable with that Matter which performed by somebody else; and his con-
performs the function of Thought, and of scious Self is aIl the time suffering, enjoy-
whose dissolution alonewe have cognizance. ing, or laboring on totally different

My first task must be to describe the grounds.
Psychological facts from which our con- Another and more important phase of
cuisions are to be drawn, and whWch seem unconscious cerebration, is that wberein
in themselves sufficientlv curious and in- we find our mental work of any kind, a
teresting to deserve more study on their calculation, an essay, a tale. a composition
own account than they have yet received. of music, painting, or sculpture, arrange
Secondly. I shall simply quote Dr. Carpen- itself in order during an interval either of
ter's physiological explanation of these sleep or wakefulness, during wbich we had
facts. Lastlv. I shall, as shortly as pos- not consciousîy thought of it at aIl. Pro-
sible, endeavor to deduce from them that bably no one bas ever written on a subject
which appears to me to be their logical a little complicated, orotherwiseendeavor
inference. ed to think out a matter any way obscure,

The phenomena with which we are con- without perceiving next day tbat the thing
cerned, have been often referred to by bas somebow taken a newform in bis mmd
metaphvsicians,-Leibnitz and Sir W. since he laid down bis pen or bis pencil
Hlamilton amongst others,-under the after bis first effort. It is as if a "Fairy
naines of "Latent Thought," and " Pre- Order" had corne in tbe nigbt and un-
conscious Activity of the Soul." Dr. Car- ravelled the tangled skiens of tbought and
penter, who bas discovered the physiologi- laid them ail neatly out on bis table. 1
cal explanation of them, and reduced them bave said that tbis work is done for us
to harmony with other phenomena of the eitber asleep or awake, but it seems to be
nervous system, has given to them the title accomplished most perfectly in tbe former
of " Unconscious Cerebration;" and to this state, wlen our unconsciousness of it is
name, as following in his steps, I shall in most complete. I ar not now referring to
these pages adhere. It will probably serve tbe facts ofsomnambulism, ofwhicb I must
our purpose best, in a popular paper like speak by and by, but ofthe regular "set-
the present, to begin, not with any large ting to rights " which happens normallYto
generalizations of the subject, but witha the healthiest brains, and wit as much
few familiar and unmistakable instances regularity as, in a well-appointed bouse-
of mental work performed unconsciously. hoid, the chairs and tables are put in their

For example; it is an every-day occur- places before the family corne down to
rence to most of US to forget a particular breakfast.
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Again there is the ordinary but most
mysterious faculty possessed by most per-
sons, of setting over-night a mental alarm-
clock, and awaking, at will, at any unac-
customed hour out of dreamless sleep.
Were we up and about our usual business
all night without seeing or hearing a time-
piece, or looking out at the stars or the
dawn, few of us could guess within two or
three hours of the time. Or again, if we
were asleep and dreaming with no inten-
tion of rising ata particular time, the lapse
of hours would be unknown to us. The
count of time in dreams is altogether dif-
ferent from that of our waking life, and we
dream in a few seconds what seem tobe
the events of years. Nevertheless, under
the conditions mentioned, of a sleep pre-
faced by a resolution to waken at a speci-
fied hour, we arrive at a knowledge of time
unattainable to us either when awake or
when sleeping without such prior resolu-
tion.

Such are some of the more striking in-
stances of unconscious cerebration. But
the same power is obviously at work during
at least half our lives in a way which
attracts no attention only because it is so
common. If we divide our actions into
classes with reference to the Will, we dis-
cover that they are of three kinds-the
Involuntary (such as the beating of the
heart, digestion, &c.), the Voluntary, and
the Volitional. The difference between the
two latter classes of actions is, that Voluen-
/ary motions are made by permission of
the Will and can be immediately stopped
by its exertion, but do not require its con-
scious activity, Volitional motions on the
contrary require the direct exertion of Will.

Now of these three classes of action it
would appear that all Voluntary acts, as
we have defined them, are accomplished
by Unconscious Cerebration. Let us ana-
lyze the act of walking, for example. We
intend to go here or there; and in such
matters " he who wills the end wills the
means." But we do not deliberately
think, " Now I shall move my right foot,
now I shall put my left on such a spot."
Some unseen guardian of our muscles
manages all such details, and we go on our
way serenely unconscious (unless we
chance to have the gout, or an ill-fitting
boot) that we have ,any legs at all to be
directed in the way thev should go. If we
chance to be tolerably familiar with the
road, we take each turning instinctively,
thinking all the time of something else,
and carefully avoid puddles or collisions
with fellow-passengers, without bestowing
a thought on the subject. Similarly as
soon as we have acquired other arts beside
walking,-reading, sewing, writing, play-
ing on an instrument,-we soon learn to
carry on the mechanical part of our tasks
with no conscious exertion. We read aloud,

taking in the appearance and proper sound
of each word and the punctuation of each
sentence, and all the time we are not think-
ing of these matters, but of the argument
of the author; or picturing the scene he
describes; or, possibly, following a wholly
different train of thought. Similarly in
vriting with " the pen of a ready writer"
it would almost seem as if the pen itself
took the business of forming the letters and
dipping itself in the ink at proper intervals,
so engrossed are we in the thoughts which
we are trying to express.

We unconsciously cerebrate,-while weare all the time consciously buried in oursubject,--that it will not answer to begintwo consecutive sentences in the same way;that we must introduce a query here or an
ejaculation there, and close our paragraphswith a sonorous word and not with a pre-position. All this we do not do of malice
f>ref>ensc, but because the well-tutored
sprite whose business it is to look after ourp's and q's, settles it for us as a clerk does theformal part of a merchant's correspondence.

Music-playing, however, is of all othersthe most extraordinary manifestation ofthe powers of unconscious cerebration.
Ilere we seem not to have one slave but adozen. Two different lines of hieroglyphics
have to be read at once, and the right handis ta be guided to attend one of them,
the left t another. All the ten fingershave their work assigned as quickly asthey can move. The mind (or something
ofhich does duty as mind) interprets scores

of A sharps and flats and C naturals,hta blck ivory keys and white ones, crot-chets an"d quavers and demi-semi-quavers,
rests, and aIl the other mysteries of music.The feet are flot idle, but- have something
to do with the pedals; and, if the instru-
ment be a double-actioned harp, a task of
pushings and pullings more difficult thanthat of the hands. And all this time theperformner, the consci0 us, performer, is in aseventh heaven of artistic rapture at theresuits of all this tremendous business; orperchance lost in a tlirtation with themdividual who turns the leaves of themusic-book, and is justly persuaded she isgiving him the whole of her soul ! •Ilitherto we have noticed the brainengaged in its more servile tasks of hunt-ing up lost words, waking us at the properhour, and carrying on the mechanical partof all our acts. But our Familiar is a greatdeal more than a walking dictionary, ahousemaid, a valet de f>iace, or a barrel-organ man. He is a novelist who can spinmore romances than Dumas, a dramatist
who composes more plays than ever didLope deVega, a painter who excels equallywell in figures, landscapes, cattle, sea-pieces, smihing bits of genre and the mostterrific conceptions of horror and torture.Of course, like other artists, he can only
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reproduce, develop, combine what lie has
actually experienced or read or heard of.
But the enormous versatility and inexhaus-
tible profusion with which lie furnishes us
with fresh pictures for our galleries, and
new stories every night from his lending
library, would be deemed the greatest of
miracles, were it not the commonest of
facts. A dull clod of a man, without an
ounce of fancy in his conscious hours, lies
down like a log at night, and lo! lie has
got before him the village green where lie
played as a boy, and the apple-tree blos-
soims in his father's orchard, and his long-
dead and half-forgotten mother smiles at
him, and lie hears her call him "lier own
little lad," and then lie has a vague sense
that this is strange, and a whole marvel-
bous story is revealed to him of how his
mother has been only supposed to be dead,
but has been living in a distant country,
and he feels happy and comforted. And
then lie wakes and wonders how lie came
to have such a dream! Is lie not right to
Wonder? What is it-who is it that wove
the tapestry of such thoughts on the walls
Of his dark soul? Addison says, " There
is not a more painful act of the mind than
that of invention. Yet in dreams it works
With that care and activity that we are not
sensible when the faculty is employed."
(Spectator, 487). Such are the nightly
miracles of Unconscious Cerebration.

The laws which govern dreams are still
half unexplained, but the most obvious of
them singularly illustrate the nature of the
processes of the unconscious brain-work
Which causes them. Much of the labor of
Our minds, conscious and unconscious,
consists in transmutong Sentiments 'into
Ideas. It is not in this little essay that the
subject can be developed in its various
branches, the ordinary passions of life,-
the religious and moral sentiments (wherein
Our translations are the source of ail our
mnyths and half our errors),*-and lastly,
insanity, wherein the false sentiment
usually creates the intellectual delusion.
Sufice it that our conscious brains are for
ever at work of the kind, " giving to airy
nothing" (or at least to what is a merely
subjective feeling) " a local habitation and
a name." Our unconscious brains accord-
ingly, after their wont, proceed on the same
track during sleep. Our sentiments of
love, hate, fear, anxiety, are each one of
them the fertile source of whole series of
illustrative dreams. Our bodily sensations
of heat, cold, hunger, and suffocation,
supply another series often full of the
quaintest suggestions,-such as those of the

" E. g. out of te Sentiment of the justice of
God come Ideas of a great Final Assize and Day of
Judginent. Out of the Sentiment that He is Author
Of all things, a definite Idea of six days' world-mak-
inge &c., &c. (Froin a Sermon by Rev. James Mar-
tineau.>

poor gentleman who slept over a cheese-
monger's shop, and dreamt that lie was
shut up in a cheese to be eaten by rats; and
that of the lady whose hot bottle scorched
lier feet, and who imagined she was walk-
ing into Vesuvius. In aIl such dreams we
find our brains with infinite play of fancy
merely adding illustrations like those of
M. Doré to the page of life which we have
turned the day before, or to thatwhich lies
upon our beds as we sleep.

Again, the small share occupied by the
Moral Law in the dream world is a signifi-
cant fact. So far, as I have been able to
learn, it is the rarest thing possible for
any check of conscience to be felt in a
dream, even by persons whose waking
hours are profoundly imbued with moral
feeling. Wecommitindreamsactsforwhich
we should weep tears of blood were they real,
and yet never feel the slightest remorse.
On the most trifling provocation we cram
an offending urchin into a lion's cage (if
we happen to have recently visited the
Zoological Gardens), or we set fire to a
house merely to warm ourselves with the
blaze, and ahl the time feel no pang of com-
punction. The familiar check of waking
hours, " I must not do it, because it would
be unjust or unkind," never once seems to
arrest us in the satisfaction of any whim
which may blow about our wayward fan-
cies in sleep. Nay, I think that if ever we
do feel a sentiment like Repentance in
dreams, it is not the legitimate sequel to
the crime which we have previously im-
agined, but a wave of feeling rolled on from
the real sentiment experienced in former
hours of consciousness. Our dream-selves,
like the Undines of German folk-lore, have
no Souls, no Responsibility and no Here-
after. Of course this observation does not
touch the fact that a person who in his
conscious life has committed a great crime
may le haunted with its hideous shadow
in his sleep, and that Lady Macbeth may
in vain trv and wash the stain from lier
" little hand." It is the imaginary acts of
sleeping fancy which are devoid of moral
character. But this immoral character of
unconscious cerebration precisely tallies
with the Kantian doctrine, that the moral
will is the true Homo Noumenon, the Self
of man. This conscious Self being dor-
mant in dreams, it is obvious that the true
phenomena of Conscience cannot be deve-
loped in them. Plutarch says that Zeno
ordered his followers to regard dreams as
a test of virtue, and to note it as a danger-
ous sign if they did not recoil, even in
their sleep, from vice; and Sir Thomas
Browne talks solemnlyof " SinfulDreams,"
which ecclesiastical history abundantly
shows have proved terrible. stumbling-
blocks to the saints. But the doctrine of
Unconscious Cerebration explains clearly
enough how, in the absence of the control-
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ling Will, the animal elements of our Chance may make these either awfully
nature assert themselves-generally in the solemn, or as ludicrous as that of a gentle-
ratio of their unnatural suppression at man shipwrecked off South Aimerica, who,
other times-and abstinence is made up for as he was sinking and almost drowning,
by hungry Fancy spreading a glutton's distinctly heard his mother's voice say,feast. The want of sense of sin in such "Tom! did you take Jane's cake?" The
dreams is, I think, the most natural -and portentous inquiry had been addressed to
most healthful symptomn about them. him forty years previously, and (as might

But if moral Repentance rarely or never have expected) had been wholly forgotten.
follow the imaginary transgressions of In fever, in a similar way, ideas and words
dreams, another sense, the Saxon sense of long consigned to oblivion are constantlv
Dissatisfaction in unfinished work, is not reproduced; nay; what is most curious of
only often present, but sometimes exceed- all, long trains of phrases which the indi-
ingly harassing. The late eminent physi- vidual had indeed heard, but which could
cian, Professor John Thomson of Edin- hardly have become a possession of the
burgh, quitted his father's cottage in earv me mory in its natural state, are then
manhood, leaving balf woven a web of brought out in entire unconsciousness.
cloth on which he had been engaged as a My readers will recall the often-quoted and
weaver's apprentice. Half a centuryafter- well-authenticated story of the prasant
wards, the then wealthy and celebrated girl in the Hótel Dieu in Paris, who in ber
gentleman still found his slumbers dis- delirium frequently 4pouted " Hebrew.
turbed by the apparition of his old loom After much inquiry it was tdund she badand the sense of the imperative duty of been cook to a learned priest who had been
finishing the never-completed web. The in the habit of reading aloud his Ilebreen
tale is like a parable of what all tnis life's books in the room adjoining lier kitchen.
neglected duties may be to us, perchance, A similar anecdote ad tond of another ser-
in an absolved and glorified Hereafter, vant girl who in abnsrtold ofeanother ser
wherein, nevertheless, that web whiclh we some beautiful vionormal sleep unitated

have left undone will have passed from our had heard many Ynars previousiv.
hands for ever! Of course, as it is the From Sounds to Sihts the transition is
proper task of the unconscious brain to obvious. An Apparition is to the optical
direct voluntary labors started by the will, sense what such a VOice as w have spokeil
it is easily explicable why it should be tor- of above is to the earer. At a certain
mented by the sense of their incompletion. point of intensity the latent idea in the

But leaving the vast half-studied subject unconscious brain re vais itself and pro-
of dreams (a whole mine as it is of psycho- duces an impressio onr the sensory; sone-
logical discovery), we must turn to consider times affecting one sense, sometîmes
the surprising phenomena of Unconscious another, sometimes ne sense t
Cerebration, developed under conditions a time. Perhaps two senses at

of abnormal excitement. Among these I Hlibbert's ingenious explanation of the
class those mysterious Voices, issuing we philosophy of apparitions i this. We are
know not whence, in which some strong he says, in our waking iours, f aare,
fear, doubt. or hope finds utterance. The that what we really sec and hr a aa

part played by these Voices in the history sights and souinds; and what we only con-
both of religion and ot fanaticism it is jure up by -fancy are celusions. In our
needless to describe. So far as I can judge, sleeping hours this sense is not only•lost
they are of two kinds. One is a sort of but the opposite conviction fully possesses
lightning-burst suddenly giving intensely us; namely, that what we co;njure up b
vivid expression to a whole set of feelings fancy in our dreams is true, while the real
or ideas which have been lying latent in sights and sounds arotund us are unper-
the brain, and which are in opposition to eeived. These two states are exchaned
the feelings and ideas of our conscious for each other at least twice in very twenty-
selves at the moment. Thus the man readv focir hours Orour lives, and generally much
to commit a crime hears a voice appealing oftener, in fact every time we doze or take
to him to stop ; while the man praying a nap. Very often such slumbers begin and
ardently for faith hears another voice say, end before we have become aware ot
"There is no God." Of course the first them ; or have lost consciousness uf the

suggestion is credited to leaven, and the room and its furniture s .urrou(lig s
second to the powers of the Pit ; but the at such times a peculiarly vivid dream takes

source of both is, I apprehend, the sane. the forni of an apparition of a dead triend
The second class of Voices are the result, there is nothing to rectify the delusion that

not of unconscious Reasoning but of un- what we have tacied is real, nav even a

conscious Memory. Under sone special background ot pos.itive truth is apparentlv
excitement, and perhaps inexplicably re- supplied by the bedstead, curtains, &cc. .c
mote association of ideas, some words of whose presence we have not lost con-
which once made a violent impression on sciousness tor more that the fraction of
us are remembered from the inner depths. time needful for a dream.
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It would, I think, be easy to apply this
reasoning with great advantage, taking
into view the phenomena of Unconscious
Cerebration. The intersection of the states
wherein consciousness yields to uncon-
sciousness. and vice versa, is obviously
always difficult of sharp appreciation, and
leaves a wide margin for self-deception; and
a ghost is of all creations of fancy the one
which bears most unmistakable internal
evidence of being home-made. The poor
unconscious brain goes on upon the track
of the lost friend, on which the conscious
soul, ere it fell asleep, had started it. But
with all its wealth of fancy it never succeeds
in picturing a new ghost, a fresh idea of the
departed, whom yet by every principle of
reason we know is not (whatever else he or
she may have becone) a white-faced figure
in coat and trowsers, or in a silk dress and
gold ornaments. All the familiar argu-
iments proving the purely subjective nature
of apparitions of the dead, or of supernatual
beings, point exactly to Unconscious Cere-
bration as the teeming source wherein they
have beenengendered. In some instances,
as in the famous ones quoted byAbercrom-
bie, the brain was sufficiently distempered
to call up such phantoms even while the
conscious self was in full activity. " Mrs.
A." saw all her visions calmly, and knew
that they were visions; thus bringing
the conscious and unconscious workings of
her brain into an awful sort of face-to-face
recognition; like the sight of a Doffel-gän-
ger. But such experience is the excep-
tional one. The ordinary case is, when
the unconscious cerebration supplies the
apparition ; and the conscious self accepts it
de bonne foi, having no ineans of distin-
guishing it from the impressions de-ived
fron the real objects of sense.

The famous story in my own family, of
the Beresford ghost, is, I think, an excellent
illustration of the relation of unconscious
cerebration to drearns of apparitions.
Lady Beresford, as I conjecture, in her
sleep hit her wrist violently against soIe
part of lier bedstead so as to hurt it severely.
According to a well-known law of dreams,
already referred to, her unconscious brain
set about accounting for the pain, trans-
mitting the Sensation into an Idea. An
instant's sensatioin (as Mr. Babbage, Sir
Benjanin Brodie, and Lord Brougham
have all illustrated) is enough to call up a
long vision. Lady Beresford fancied accor
dingly that her dead cousin, Lord Tyrone
had come to fulfil his promise of revisiting
her from the tomb. IIe twisted her cur
tains and left a mark on her wardrob(
(probably an old stain she had remarkec
on the wood), and then touched her wris
with his terrible finger. The dreame,
awoke with a black and blue wrist; an(
the story took its place in the annals o
ghost-craft for ever.

Somnambulism is an unmistakable
form of unconscious cerebration. Here,
while consciousness is wholly dormant, the
brain performs occasionally the most
brilliant operations. Coleridge's poem of
Kubla Khan, composed in opiate sleep, is
an instance of its achievements in the
realm of pure imagination. Many cases
are recorded of students rising at night,
seeking their desks, and there writing
down whole columns of algebraic calcula-
tions; solutions of geometric problems, and
opinions on diicult cases of law. Cabanis
says that Condillac brought continually to
a conclusion at night in his sleep the rea-
sonings of the day. In all such cases the
work done asleep seems better than that
done in waking hours, nay there is no lack
of anecdotes which would point to the
possibility of persons in an unconscious
state accomplishing things beyond their
ordinary powers altogether. The muscular
strength of men in somnambulism and
delirium, their power of balancing them-
selves on roofs, of finding their way in the
dark, are physical advantages reserved for
such conditions. Abnormal acuteness of
hearing is also a well-known accompani-
ment of thei, and in this relation we must,
I conclude, understand the marvellous
story vouched for by the late Sir Edward
Codrington. 'he captain in command of
a man-of-war was one night sleeping in
his cabin, with a sentinel as usual posted at
his door. In the middle of the night the
captain rang his bell, called suddenly to
the sentinel, and sharply desired him to
tell the lieutenant of the watch to alter the
ship's course by so nany points. Next
morning the oficer, on greeting the captain,
observed that it was most fortunate lie had
been aware of their position and had given
such an order, as there had been a mistake
in the reckoning, and the ship v as in shoal
water, on the point ofstriking a reef. "I!"
said the astonislhed captain, -I gave no
order; I slept soundly all night." The
sentinel was summoned, and of course testi-
fied that the experienced commander had
in some unknown way learned the peril of
h'is ship, and saved it, even while in a state
of absolute unconsciousness.

\Vhatever residue of truth may be found
hereafter in the crucible wherein shall have
been tried the marvels of spirit-rapping,
mesmerism, and hypnotism ; whatever

- revelation of foi gotten facts or successful
hits at secrets, is, I believe, unquestionably
due to the action of Unconscious Cerebra-

- tion. The person reduced to a state of
coma is liable to receive suggestions from
without, and these suggestions and queries

t are answered by his unconscious brain out
r of whatever stores of memory it may retain.
d What a man never knew, that no magic
f has ever yet enabled him to tell; but what

lie has once known, and in his conscious
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hours has forgotten, t/at on the contrary is last century revealed his true character,
often recalled by the suggestive queries of and also the state of his purse, wheneer
the operator when he is in a state of he was fuddled, byf murmuring softly to
hypnotism. A natural dream sometimes himself, "I' Very rich! I'm very ric!o
does as much, as witness all the discoveries In sober moments he complained continu-
of hidden treasures, corpses, &c., made ally of his limted means. In te saine
through dreams; generally with the aid of way it is the brutal laborer who in his be-
the obvious machineryof aghost. General sotted state thrasbes bis horse and kicks
Sleeman mentions that, being in pursuit of his wife. A drunken homan, on the con-
Thugsup the country, his wife one morn- trary, unless an habitua virago, rarel
ink urgentlv entreated him to move their strikes anybody. rhe accustomied vehicl
tents from the spot-a lovely opening in a for heremotionsbhe tongue-is the organ
jungle-where they had been pitched the of whose services her unconscious cerebran
previous evenirng. She said she had been tion avails itself.
haunted all night by the sight of dead men. Finally, the condition of perfect anas-Information received during the day thesia appears to be one in which uncon-
induced the General to order digging under scious cerebratto be oectly exemplified.
the ground whereon they hadcamped; and The conscious Self is then so absoliftely
beneath Mrs. Sleeman's tent were found dormant that it is not only tnaare of the
fourteen corpses, victims of the Thugs. It most frightfl I acerations of tbe nerves,
is easily conceivable that the foul odor of but bas no conception of the interval of
death suggested to the lady, in the uncon- time in whicob an operation takes place;
scious cerebration of her dream, her hor- usually waken oe t kes pe;
rible vision. ladeshe been in a state of the surgeons ning to inquire," When do
mesmeric trance, the same occurrence while uncons -ntend to begin?" Mean-
would have formed a splendid isacof bus copnCous cerebration bas beenwotid hve orme a pledidinstance of usy cOmposin g a p retty little picture ofsupernatural revelation. green fields and skiprett litl pr of

Drunkenness is a condition in which the thing equally sPping lainbs, or some-
conscious self is more or less completely reality. remote from the terrible
obfuscated, but in which unconscious cere- There are many other obscure mentalbration goes on for a long time. The pro- phenomena Which I believe might be
verbial impuînity with which drunken men explained by the tbeory of unc it
fall without hurting themselves, can only cerebration, even f tbe grand nystery of
be attributed to the fact that the conscious insanity does not receiveas I apprehend
will does not interfere with the unconscious it must do-soreeîicidation from it. Pre-
instinct of falling on the parts of the body sentiments and dreaus of the individual's
least liable to injury. The saine impunity own death ma rams of ei al's
is enjoyed by persons not intoxicated, who the dumb reveetinl e eae as
at the moment of an accident do not exert to its own nervos centre. die stranme
any volition in determining which way and painful, buts cn m.n, sene
they shall strike the ground. All the having seen and heard at somne previos
ludicrous stories of the absence of mind of time what is Passing at te moment,
tipsy men mav obviously be explained by appears to arise from sone abnort al irri-
supposing that their unconscious cerebra- tation of the memoro if I an so express
tion is blindly fumbling to perform tasks it-evidenty conneced ith the uncon-
needing conscious direction. And be it scious action of the brain. Stil more
remembered that the proverb in vino "uncanny" and mysteriam. is the impres-
verÎtas is here in exact harnony witb our sion-to me alnost ainountisn at times to
theory. The drunken man unconsciously torture-that we have neyer for years
blurts out the truth, his muddled brain being quitted the spot to Whch we bave only that
unequal to the task of inventing a plausible instant returned after a long interval.
falsehood. The delicious fun of Sheridan, Underthis hateful spel we saytoourserves
found under a tree and telling the police- that we have bel we sa t oses
man that he was " Wil-Wil-Wilberforce," studying the Oeen Weeks, months, ages,
reveals at once that the wag, if a little opposite our seat n curc , or fohlowing
exalted, was by no means really drunk. the outline of th ncrch, or flwn
Such a joke could hardly have occurred to against the eve gnarled old trees, black
an unconscious brain, even one so well I think, only arises whe we have under-
accustomed to the production of humor. gone strong mental tension at th baunted
As in dreams, intoxication never brings spot. While our Conscious selves have
new elements of nature into play, but only been absorbed in speculative tbought or
abnormally excites latent ones. It is only strong emotion, Our unconscious cerebra-
a Porson who, when drunk, solemnly tion has photographe the scene on our
curses the " aggravating properties of in- optic nerves Pour tasse s le temups!
animate matter," or when he cannot fit his The limitations and failures of uncon-
latch-key, is heard muttering, " D- the scious cerebration would supply us with as
nature of things !" A noble miser of the large a study as its mdarvellous powers and
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achievements. It is obvious at first sight,
r that, though in the unconscious state men-

tal work is sometimes better done than in
the conscious (e. g. the finding missing
names awake or performing abstruse cal-
culations in somnambulism), yet that the
unconscjous work is never more than the
cOntinuation of something which has been
begun in the conscious condition. We
recali the name which we have known and
forgotten, but we do not discover what we
never knew. The man who does not
understand algebra never performs alge-
braie calculations in his sleep. No pro-
blein in Euclid has been solved in dreams
except by students who have studied Euclid
awake. The merely voluntary and uncon-
scious movements of our legs in walking,
and our hands in writing and playing
music, were at first in infancy, or when we
began to learn each art, actions purely voli-
tional, which often required a strong effort
of the conscious will for their accomplish-
ment.

Again, the failures of unconscious cere-
bration are as easily traced as its limita-
tions. The most familiar of them may be
observed in the phenomenon which we call
Absence ofMind, and which seems to con-
sist in a disturbance of the proper balance
between conscious and unconscious cere-
bration, leaving the latter to perform tasks
Of which it is incapable. An absent man
walks, as we say, in a dream. AL men,
indeed, as before remarked, perform the
nechanical act of walking merely volun-
tarily and not volitionally, but their con-
selusness is not so far off -but that it can
be recalled at a moment's notice. The
Porter at the door of the senses can sum-
mons the master of the house the instant
he is wanted about business. But the
absent man does not answer such calls. A
friend addresses him, and his unconscious
brain instead of his conscious self answers
the question à tort et à travers. He boils
his watch for breakfast and puts his egg in
his pocket; his unconscious brain merely
concerning itself that something is to be
boiled and something else put in the
Pocket He searches up and down for the
5 pectacles which are on his nose; he for-
gets to eat his dinner and wonders why he
feels hungrv. His social existence is
Poisoned by his unconquerable propensity
to say the wrong thing to the wrong per-
son. Meeting Mrs. Bombazine in deep
widow's weeds, he cheerfully inquires,
" Well, and what is Mr. Bombazine doing
now? " albeit he has received formal notice
that Mr. Bombazine departed a month ago
to that world of whose doings no informa-
tion is received. He tells Mr. Parvenu,
whose father is btrongly suspected of hav-
ing been a shoemaker, that " for his part
he does not like new-made men at the head
of affairs, and holds to the good old motto,

'Ne sutor ultra crepidan;'" and this bril-
liant observation he delivers with a
pleasant laugh, giving it all possible point
and pungency. If he have an acquaintance
whose brother was hanged or drowned, or
scraped to death with oyster-shells, then to
a moral certainty the subjects of capital
punishment, the perils of the deep, and
the proper season for eating oysters will be
the topics selected by him for conversation
during the awkward ten minutes before din-
ner. Of course the injured friend believes
he is intentionally insulted; but he is quite
mistaken. The absent man had merely a
vague recollection of his trouble, which
unfortunately proved a stumbling-block
against which his unconscious cerebration
was certain to bring him into collision.

As a general rule, the unconscious brain,
like an enfant terrible, is extremely vera-
cious. The " Palace of Truth" is nothing
but a house full of absent-minded people
who unconsciously say what they think of
each other, when they consciously intend
to be extremely flattering. But it also
sometimes happens that falsehood has so
far become second nature that a man's very
interjections, unconscious answers, and
soliloquies may all be lies. Nothing can
be more false to nature than the draias
and novels wherein profound scoundrels,
in the privacy of an evening walk beside
a hedge, unveil their secret plots in an
address to Fate or the Moon; or fall into a
well-timed brain fever, and babble out
exactly the truth which the reader needs to
be told. Your real villain never tells truth
even to himself, much less to Fate or the
Moon; and it is to be doubted whether,
even in delirium, his unconscious cerebra-
tion would not run in the accustomed ruts
of fable rather than the unwonted paths of
veracity.

Another failure of unconscious cerebra-
tion is seen in the continuance of habitual
actions when the motive for them has
ceased. A change in attire, altering the
position of our pockets, never fails to cause
us a dozen fruitless struggles to find our
handkerchief, or replace our purse. In re-
turning to an old abode we are sure sooner
or later to blunder into our former sleep-
ing-room, and to be much startled to find
in it another occupant. It happened to me
once, after an interval of eight years, to
find myself again in the chamber, at the
table, and seated on the chair where my
little studies had gone on for half a life-
time. I had business to occupy my
thoughts, and was soon (so far as con-
sciousness went) buried in my task of
writing. But all the time while 1 wrote my
feet moved restlessly in a most unaccustom-
ed way under the table. " What is the
matter with me?" I paused at last to ask
myself, and then remembered that when I
had written at this table in long past days,
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I had had a stool under it. It was that to do in concocting them than in dozens fparticular stool my unconscious cerebra- mental processes which go on whozly un-
tion was seeking. During all the interval perceived in our brains.*
I had perhaps not once used a similar sup- Thus it Would seern that neither Memory
port, but the' moment I sat in the saine nor Volition have any constant relation to
spot, the trifling habit vindicated itself unconscious cerebration tne soetines
afresh; the brain acted on its old impres- remember, and sometin.es Wholy foret
sion. its action; a d somnetimes it fuifils our

Of course it is as easy as it is comon to w ishes, andad sometimes whofly disre-
dismiss all such fantastic tricks with the gards them. The one constant fact is, that
single word " Habit." But the word :-'ûile /he actÏons are bconstan factris, that

Habit," like the word " Law," has no Conscious Se s aeiber perf0ormedthe
positive sense as if it were itself an zant of thein or unabie to control themn it
originating cause. It implies a persis- is either in a state of high activity about
tent mode of action, but affords no chie to other and irrelevant icatters; or it is
the force which initiates and maintains entirely passive. In everycase tie one be-
that action. Ail that we can sav, in the tween theascîous elf and the uncon-
case of the phenomena of unconscious cere- sciously workng brain is clearly defined.
bration is, that when volitional actions Iaving now fainty traced the outline of
have been often repeated, they sink into the the psycholo al facts illustrative of un-
class of voluntary ones-are performed un- conscious cerebratios it is tie to turn
consciously. We may define the moment to the brilliant physio loicai expana-
wheh a habit is establisied as that wherein tion of thein phy Igr. Carpenter.
th e Volitional act becoines Voluntary. ,We have seen what our brains can do with-

It will be observed by the reader that all out our consciousness. Tise way they do
the phenomena of Unconscious Cerebra- it is on this wise. (I quote, slighty
tion now indicated, belong to different abridged, froin r (I qotelh
orders as related to the Conscious Self. In All parts of ther arpenter.)
one order (e. g., that of Delirium, Soin- to possess certhe Nervous System appear
nambulism, and Ana sthesia) the Con- action. The SPIWal cord las for primary
scious Self has no appreciable concern functions the performance of the motions
whatever. The action of the brain has not of respiration and swalowino The auto-
been originated or controlled by the will; matic action of the Sensor ing. seems
there is no sense of it either painful or to be connected ih move ents of pro-
pleasurable, wvhile it proceeds; and no tection-such as the closing of the eyes to
memory of it when it is over. a flash of lightacl their secondary use

In the second order (e. g., that of re-dis- enables a man to shrink fro i dangers of
covered words, and waking at a given collisions, &c., before he oas tne for
hour), the Conscious Self has so far a con- conscious escape e Finally we arrive at the
cern, that it originally -set the task to the automatic action of e rrive and
brain. This done, it remains in entire here Dr. Carpenteo reminds us that instead
ignorance of low the brain performs it, nor of being (as formerir s s the inte
does memory afterwards retain the faintest of the whole system, in direct connection
trace of the labors, however arduous, of vith the organs Of sense and the muscular
word-seeking and time-marking. apparatus, thn Cerebns a ordiuscla

Lastly, in the third class (e. g., that of modern physiology_ rd
natural dreams), the share of the Conscious "4 A superadded he deveopment
Self is the reverse of that which it takes in of which seems tobra tty copment
the case of word-seeking and time-mark- relation to the deg eear a pretty constant
ing. In dreans we do not, and cannot supersedes instinct as a spring of action.
wVith our utmost effort, direct our uncon- The ganglionic mattar whing fe d ct
scious brains into the trains of thought and upon the surface Of the hemispheres, and
fancy wherein we desire them to go. in which their potentiality resides. is con-
Obedient as they are in the fôrner case, nected with the Sntaiy reside is con-
where work was to be done, here, in the (which is the real centre of conveance for
land of fancy, they seem to mnock our futile the sensory nervec of the who e body) by
attempts to guide thein. Nevertheless, commissural fibres o the wholed by
strange to say, the Conscious Self-vhich Reid, with sagacious foresight, nerves ofknew 'nothing of wvhat was going on while the internal senses , oeih, evso-;nnes, and its anatomicaiits leg was being amputated under chloro- relation to the sensoriund is tus precsely
form, and nothing of what its brain was the saine as that of the Rtina, which is a
doing, while finding out wvhat o'clock it ganglionic expansi theed with tse
was with shut eyes in the dark-is here Sensorium by the opti nerve. Hence it
cognizant of all the proceedings, and able - tic nerve. Hence it
in greatmeasure to recall them afterwards. Reid boasted lie had Jearned .and there is a contro hif arasWe receive intense pain or pleasure from an story or ran wo alnys gided his

Pu da ,h. SUch dreains, however, wouldour dreamns, though we have actualiy ies-s Iiardly deserve the namne.
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Unconscious Cerebration. 347

nay be fairly surmised-1. That as we to the query, each of them, as I venture to
only become conscious ofvisual impressions think, erroneous. Büchner and his followers
on the retina when their influence has been say, " It is our physical Brains, and these
transmitted to the central sensorium, so Brains are ourselves."* And non-material-
we only become conscious of ideational ists say, " It is our conscious Selves, which
changŽs in the cerebral hemispheres when merelyuseour brains as their instruments."
their influence has been transmited to the We must go into this matter somewhat
samle centre; 2. That as visual changes carefully.
may take place in the retina of which we In a certain loose and popular way of
are unconscious, either through temporary speaking, our brains are " ourselves." So
inactivity of the Sensorium (as in sleep), or also in the same way of speaking are our
through the entire occupation of the hearts, our limbs, and the hairs of our head.
attention in some other direction, so may But in more accurate language the use of
ideational changes take place in the Cere- the pronoun " 1" applied to any part of our
brum, of which we may be unconscious for bodies is obviously incorrect, and even
w'.Tant of receptivity on the part of the inadmissible. We say, indeed, commonly,
Sensorium, but of which the results may "I struck with my hand," when our hand
present themselves to the consciousness as has obeyed our volition. It is, then, in
ideas elaborated by an automatic process fact, the will of the Self which we are des-
Of which we have no cognizance."* cribing. But if our hand has been forcibly

Lastly, we corne to the conclusions to compelled to strike by another man seizing
be deduced from the above investigations. it, or if it have shaken by palsy, we only
We have credited to the unconscious Brain say, "My hand was forced," or " was
the following powers and faculties:- shaken." The limb's action is not ours,

I. It not only remembers as much as the unless it has been done by our will. In the
Conscious Self can recall, but often much case of the heart, the very centre of physical
miore. It is even doubtful whether it may life, we never dream of using such a phrase
not be capable, under certain conditions, as " I am beating slowly" or "I am palpi-
Of reproducing every impression ever made tating fast." And why do we not say so?
upon the senses during life. Because, the action of our hearts being

2. It can understand what words or invohintary, we are sensible that the

things are sought to be remembered, and conscious -' is not the agent in question,
hunt them up through some recondite pro- albeit the mortal life of that " ' is hanging
cess known onily to itself, till it discovers on every pulsation. Now the problem
and pounces on them. which concerns us is this: Can we, or can

3. It canfancy the most beautiful pictures we not, properly speak of our brains as we
and also the most terrible ones, and weave do of our hearts? Is it more proper to say,
ten thousand fables with inexhaustible " I invent my dreams," than it is to say, I

invention arn beating slowly" ? I venture to think the

4. It can perform the exceedingly diffi- cases are precisely parallel. When our
cult task of mental arrangement and logical brains perform acts of unconscious cere-
division of subjects. bration (such as dreams), they act just as

5. It cai transact all the mechanical our hearts do, i.e. involuntarily; and we
business of walking, reading, writing, ought to speak of them as we always do of
SeW- .i c. . our hearts, as of organs of our frame, but

6. I tell the hour in the middle of the not our Selves. When our brains obey our
night without a tinepiece. wilis, then they act as our hands do when

LU us be content with these ordic.ary we voluntarily strike a blow; and then we
n uistakab e exercises ofunconscious do right to speak as if " we" performed the

rbmatin ad leave aside ail rare or act accomplished by their means.
rluestionbhe aonders of somnambulisrm Now to return toour point. Arethe anti-
uticonaltestates. We hve gotmnemory Materialists right to say that the agent in
ncgnatderstatnding, at ail events as unconscious cerebration is " We, ourselves,

acItie xercistdin ful byl e vUncoscious who merely use our brains as their instru-
eruin. Now it sed obvious that it would be ments ;" or are the Materialists right who
iUn definition of the word say, " It is our physical brains alone, and

Thou. ht" which should debar us from these brains are ourselves"? With regard

it to the above phenornena; or to the first reply, I think that all the fore-
Cplyin us to suy that ve can renember. going study has gone to show that " we"

n,, and understand without " thinking" are not remembering, not fancying, not

'f the things rernembercd, fancied, or understanding what is being at the moment

unlderstood. But \Vho, or What, then, is . _-
it that accomplishes these confessedly *Buchner's precise doctrine is: " The brain is only

nental fuînctions ? Two answers are given the carrier and the source, or rather the sole cause of
the spirit or thought; but not the organ which secretes

--- it. It produces something which is not materially

* Report <,C Meetim2 of Roval institution. Dr. permanent, but which consumes itself in the moment

Carpeuter'M Lctmure, March 1, i 4 4 of its production."-Kraft undStoff, chap. xiii.



Unconsciis Ccrebration.

remembered, fancied, or understood. To against them our conscious personality, wesay, then, that in such acts " we" are obtain, I thonk, a new and vivid sense of' using our brains as our instruments," the separation, aot to say the antithesis,
appears nothing but a servile and unmean- which exists between the two; close as ising adherence to the foregone conclusion their mutu teendence. Not to talk
that our brains are nothing else than the about the distinction between object andorgans of our will. It is absurd to cal subject, or dweîî on the absurdityas itthem so when we are concerned with phe- seems to uwo the aroposition that wenomena whose speciality is that the will has ourselves are only the sum-total of a seriesnothing to do with them. So far, then, as of cerebratronlthe recognition of the factthis part of the argument is concerned, I that our brains somenes think without us,think the answer of the anti-Materialists seems to enable us to view our connectionmust be pronounced to be erroneous. The with them in quite a new light. So long asbalance of evidence inclines to the all our attention was given to ConsciousMaterialists' doctrine that the brain itself Thought, and Philosophers eagerly arguedperforms the mental processes in question, the question, whether the Soul did or didand, to use Vogt's expression, "secretes not ever sleep or cease to think, it was easythought" automatically and spontane- to confound r toht was eously, Co co nd the organ ofThought with the

ously, 1Conscious Self who was supposed atone toBut if this presumption be accepted pro- set it in action. But the moedit we massvisionally, and the possibility admitted of together for review the long array f theits future physiological demonstration, 'phenomenar of Unconscio s Cerebration,
have we, with it, accepted also the Materia- the case is aUteredthe severance becomes
list's ordinary conclusion that we and our not only cogitable but manifest.automatically thinking brains are one and Let us thablet manifest
indivisible? If the brain can work bv itself, bility, perhaps the probahility, that science
have we any reason to believe it ever works ere long wil proclaim the doma, a Matteralso under the guidance of something can think." Having humby bowed to the
external to itself, which we nay describe decree, we shal find ourselves none the
as the Conscious Self? It seems to me worse. Admitting that our brains accom-that this is precisely what the preceding plish much without Our conscious guidanceacts have likewise gone to prove-namely, will help us to realize that our relation to
that there are two kinds of action of them is of a variablean intermittentlaint
the brain, the one Automatic, and the and, we may venture to hope, of a termn-
other subject to the will of the Conscious able kind.
Self; just as the actions of a horse are That suchsone of them spontaneous and some have afforded a conclusion, if reached, wvidone under the compulsion of his rider. human immuortaity, cannot be pretended.
The first order of actions tend to indicate Though we iay succeed in e proving dthat
that the brain " secretes thought;" the the Brain cam think Without the Conscious
second order (strongly constrasting with Man," the great Converse theorem, that
the first) show that, beside that auto- the Conscigrea cn thnk tha
matically working brain, there is another Brain," has as yet received no jot f directagency in the field under whose control evidence; nor ever wive do so, I hod, whie
the brain performs a wholly different class we whlk by aith and not *by sight, andof labors. Everewhere in the preceding Ileaven remains a part ob our religion,pages we have traced the extraordinary and not a branch of ur geography !"separailon which continually takes place But it is rach f ou georapy 1
between our Conscious Selves and the much, il b something, nay it is surelyautomatic action of the organ which serves facts of consgoping mg the
as our medium of communication with the certainty thscioness, we may attain the
outward world. We have seen, in a word, clusions of at, whatever be the -final con-
that we are not Centaurs, steed and rider nature, thesene r ing our mnt
in one, but horsemen, astride on roadste dreaded, reached at iast, wiel militate notwhich can trot very well a little way when at ail against the hope, written on the heartwe drop the reins, and which at other of the nation s by that Hand Which Writes
times play and canter off without our per- no falsehood - that Hawhen the wrust
mission. returns to the dust whence it Was taken,When we place the phenomena of Uncon- the Spirit-the Conscious Self of Man-
scious Thought on one side, and over shall return to God who gave it." a
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7essie's False StcP.

JESSIE'S FALSE STEP.

BY C. E. C.

" Aunt, do tell me whose photograph sighed for playmates, but that did not
that is with the little golden curl fastened trouble us much, for we were very fond of
to it. I noticed it the day you sent me to reading, and had plenty of books in place
Your desk for some article you required. of companions.
I intended asking you at the time, but "When I was about twelve years of age
Something took away my attention, and I a change took place in our dull routine of
forgot it until now. I fancy there is some life. The nearest place to us was a small
romance about it." cottage lying to the back of our house,

" There is, indeed, my dear Minnie, an separated by a few fruit trees and a little
unhappy tale attached to it," replied Mrs. pond. One evening, when your mother
Glenmore. " I have never alluded to it, and myself were gathering sore water lilies
as it brings back painful reminiscences of which grew round the pond, we noticed
"y early days and earliest friends. Per- persons moving about the cottage, and as

haps it will be a good warning to you (if it had been uninhabited for sorne time, and
I tell the tale) not to be taken by appear- had always been called by us the" desert-
ances entirely, nor, despising all advice, ed home," we were not a little surprised,
rush on guided only by impulse, which and ran immediately to tell our mother.

Was the case with poor Jessie Stan- Our curiosity vas ruch excited, but sore
hope." days passed without knowing anything

"I am very anxious to hear it, dear aunt. further of our neighbors, when one even-

Vill you tell it this afternoon, as we have ingjustas ry mother had called for lights,
lothing particular to do ?" Mrs. Glenmor we heard a gentle knock at the door. My
assented, drew her chair nearer to her niece, mother rose and went to it. There stood a
and began:- black wornan, who said that she was a ser-

" You know that my childhood, and vant to the people who had moved to the
the first years of my married life, were spent cottage. She told a piteous tale of the
in Jamaica, in the West Indies; my father, deep distress of her mistress, Mrs. Stan-
Who was in Government service, being sta- hope, who was a widow, with two daugh-
tioned there. I was quite a baby when we ters, quite littie girls stili. ler husband
left England, so that mv first recollections had been a merchant in the city; but he
are of Jamaica. We lived when I first had failed a few months before, and soon
rernember things in a pretty villa in the after had taken it so much to heart that

suburbs of Kingston. We had no very he had fallen sick, lingered a few weeks,
nlear neighbors, and my mother not being and died, leaving bis family penniless,
of a very social temper, we had a rather with the exception of the little cottage left
isolated life. Therewereonlyyourmother them lately by an old relative. They had
and myself young folks. We had had a scarcely any furniture; their very jewels
brother, but he died Mrany years before my had been sold to provide them with daily
story commences. We did not go to school, necessaries; but everything now had gone,
for my mother, who was fully capable, and they were s0 reduced they had not had
instructed us at home. We soretimeS a meal ofefod that day, and she had corne
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15'> 7essie's False Stef>.

out, without their knowledge, to get some l in consequente there was nothing of that
help for them. Of course all this was told 1 romantic attachment which w-as between
in a rambling, disconnected manner; but Jessie and nyself. How well I remember
the substance was what I have said. We now, the happy evenings wv used to -pend
were quite sorry to hear it, My mother together, gathering wild flowers in the
gave her all the assistance she could, and fields, and many other pleasures which
promised to call, which she did the next can be enjoyed in an evening in a tropical
day. Everything the woman had said clime. Years rolled on almingt unvaried
was quite true. My mother also heard by any incident worth relating: tili at last
what a faithful creature the black woman change came indeed. When I was abouthad been to them. She had lived with seventeen, Mrs. Stanhope, throIws the in-
Mrs. Stanhope since her marriage, and fluence of the parents oso me of e pupils,
although they could no longer pay herI got the offer of a school in the city from
wages she refused to quit them, but a lady who vas retiring froi duties
remained on, acting as their only protector which weighed too heavil on lier health.
and help. She accepted Of it

"The Stanhopes had no relations in totown, and the, and very soon rem oved

Jamaica then living, they having left all more shut up until a tenant coud bc found.
their friends in Scotland many years before, We all grieved much at oudr separation; for
and having been careless in correspon- we had been in dailv intercourse, and no
dence, had almost lost all traces of them. we could see each other only occasionallv.
My father, who always tried to perform Some months passed, as months will go.
any charitable deeds that lay in his way, whether they are as orts wen
immediately called on our clergyman, and Jessie came up one evening to see us. I
related the state of our neighbors; lie thought she looked rather more excited
promised to call and ascertain the bst way than usual, and she soon drew me away
of assisting them, which he did, and as he from the others to tell me the secret of it.
was much beloved in his parish he used She told me she had been introduced at a
all his influence to obtain for Mrs. Stan- friend's house to a gentlerman-a Mr.
hope a small school, in which he succeeded Noland; he had been ve attentive tla at
beyond his expectations. My father assist- evening, and had called several times
ed in the fitting up of the school-room, since. She described him as being very
and in a short time Mrs. Stanhope was out handsome and fasacinatscIve
of want, and likely soon to be comfortable. very anxious to sec this .paragon," wIo
Dear, good woman, she was very grateful had stolen half of Jesie's heart from me;
for all that had been donc for her. Of but unfortunately Ifessiiis at fro me
course, in the meanwhile, we girls had togo out for severai weks -else my impres-
become fast friends, and Oh, how delight- sion of him might have had some influence
ful we found it, to have companions of our with Jessie before ler heart had been irre-
own age! Jessie, being about my age, was vocably lost. At last I had the pleasure
my companion, and her sister, Marian, was of seeing Mr. Noland. 1e was, as je sie
your mother's. But I must give you an had described him, very handsome, tail
idea what they were like then. Jessie in stature, with rather dark complexion,
was rather slight in figure, with soft deep, brown, dazzling, gîittering eyes,
brown eyes and curls of the same color, and manners that Were altogether too
that fell to lier waist; she was buoyant and fascinating to please me, for they seemed
impulsive, and very affectionate. I was of to be hypocritical. None of us was pre-
a kindred nature, and Jessie and I loved possessed in his favor-neither was Ma-
each other with more than a sister's love. rian; but Mrs. Stanhope was of Jessie's
Marian, ber sister, was dark-eyed, witlh opinion. As he Was a perfect stranger in
black hair, quietly braided under a net; Jamaica, having only come out to a mer-they were not more opposite in personal cantile house some monts before my
appearance than they were in disposition, father determined to make minute en-the latter being rather cold and serious; quiries about him. In a shtrt time lie dis-
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Covered what lie had feared, that Noland 1
was not a good young man; at ,nights, after
leaving the houses of his friends where he
had spent the evenings, he and some other
dissipated companions would resort to a
certain saloon, where they were well-
known, and gamble and drink for the
greater part of the night. There was a
rumor also that he was a married man; he
had said so one night when he had tippled
deeper than usual, but whether in joke or
not, no one could tell. But everything
combinied made him a dangerous acquaint-
ance. My father went to Mrs. Stanhope
and told ber ail he had heard. She was
very much shocked, for he had become a
great favorite of hers; she promised, how-
ever, to discourage his visits until she
heard better tidings of him.

The next day Jessie came to me in great
grief. " Oh! Fannie," she said, " Mamma
has told me a terrible tale about Fred
Noland, but I will not believe it. She
would not let me come down into the par-
lor when he came last evening, and he soon
left, but I cannot, and will not give him up."

I coaxed and soothed her, and tried everv
argument to bring ber to reason, but with
little apparent eftect. Noland, at last,
Wcnt very seldom to Mrs. Stanhope's; but
I knew that Jessie met him in secret: she
told it to me in confidence, so that I could
not inform on ber, but I tried to prevent it

unsuccessfully, as it proved afterwards.
Some time passed, when one morning we
Were startled at an unusually early hour
by a knock at the door. It was Marian,
who had come half-frantic to tell us that
Jessie had disappeared during the past
evening. It appeared that ber mother and
herseif had gone to church; Jessie had
pleaded illness and remained at home with
the old black woman, who was busy about
in the kitchen, and Jessie had stolen away. I
was paralyzed by the intelligence. I blamed
nyself very much for not having given a
hint to lier sisteri as to ber secret meetings
With Noland, as she could have watched
ber more closely. I had tacitly favored
Jessie in this first false step from the right,
and bitterly I repented of it; but it was a
warning to me in ail my future life. But
poor Jessie was too far on in the wrong
path to retrieve herself. I could scarcely

realize that Jessie had gone without telling
me of her intention and saying good-bye.
But day after day, week after week, passed,
still no tidings of Jessie. No description
can portray the anxiety of her m.other and
sister. The morning after Jessie's dis-
appearance, Noland was also missing; his
employers could not imagine the cause,
but as they knew some reason must have
been in it, they began minute inquiries
into their books, and sorry am I to say they
found wrong entries and altogether such
a confusion in statements in the books,
that when they were cleared up defalca-
tions to some amount were discovered. It
appears that Noland had become very
much in debt in the town, and had been
forming a small fund to take with him.
Why he should have carried away Jessie
was a mystery; but I suppose there is a
soft spot in the heart of the worst person,
and he must have loved Jessie at that time.
I supposed the reason of Jessie's silence
was that he had forbidden her writing for
fear of discovery. My sadness, however,
was soon to be alleviated, for about this
time I became acqua'inted with your uncle;
his character was irreproachable, and he
seemed so highly esteemed that I thought
myseif fortunate in having been his choice.
When four months had passed, just before
I was to be married, letters were at last
received from Jessie; she wrote to her
mother and myself.

They were in Boston; but she did not

mention what Noland was doing, nor did

she give any particulars as to how she had

gone, or where they had been married; she
expressed herself as sorry at having given
them so much unhappiness on her account
-but, altogether, the letters were not in the
style that Jessie usually wrote. I wrote to
the direction she gave me, but months
again passed without hearing further of her.
In the meantime. I was married, and truly
happy as I was, I never could long forget
my poor lost friend. When we had been
married about two years, my husband had
an offer to join a large firm in New York,
and we were to go directly if it was accept-
ed, which it was. The week before we left I
again heard from Jessie; she again wrote
no particulars of herself, only she had a
little girl, which, she said, was a great com-
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fort to her. By the sad manner she wrote I before she left, and had told her he wasevidently she was not happy. Mrs. Stan- leaving on some important business, and
hope's health began to decline rapidly, and as he was uncertain when he would ever
when I went to take leave of her I feared return, she must go with him. She had
she would not long be for this world; the refused at first, but be bad pleaded so
duties of the school had entirely devolved earnestly that she bad at last consented.
upon Marian. She could not tell me, for she knew that IMany years had passed, and several never would have alloved her to do it, and
changes had taken place, your mother so she went to ber fate. He had huried
had married a clergyman and gone to ber off to a vessel which vas to sail on the
Bermuda. Mrs. Stanhope was no more. following morning, and v h ot until they

Marian had gone as governess in an reached Boston had be married ber. They
officer's family, to the Cape of Good Hope, had lived for a short time happily, but lie
preferring not to remain in Jamacia, where would not consent to lier writing hone,
she had known so much sorrow. 1 which she was pining to do. She noticed

"Ten years had passed, I had had several he did very littie work, neyer caring to

dear little ones, whom God had seen best keep a situation, and she could not
to take back tolHimself. imagine what tbe important business

"One cold November evening, I was had been which had taken him away
sitting near the fire musing over past from Jamaica. IIad she known of te
scenes. My husband had gone to Phila- defalcations, she would have understood
delphia for a few days on business, and h.e it all. She had wad two boys before
was not expected until the next day. I little Fannie, but tbey had died. For some

heard a faint ring at the bell and the girl time then, she had seen but little of ber lîus-
soon came in to tell me that a poor young band; night after ight be would be absent

woman with a little girl, wished to see me. until near morning, and then e would creep
I told her to bring them in. The moment in flushed and unsteady in his steps. At
they entered I recognized Jessie, changed first he was not SO Unkind to ber, except sbe
as she was. I was so surprised that I attempted to remonstrate withim about

staggered back almost fainting; but Jessie his goings on; butgraduaîîy things became
ran to me, weak as sh was, threw ber arms worse and worse, and sometimes, wlîen be

around me, saying: "Fannie, I have come came home very drunk ie would beat ber
to see you before I die." and his little child too. At last lie would

"I was so choked with tears that I could take article after article from the bouse to

not speak directly. I brought ber into the supply himself Witic money, leaving ber

warm parlor and put ber in a chair near and his child to starve.
the fire. I then took ber poor little shiver- One night he did fot come home, nor
ing babe in my arms; it was very thin and in the morning. During the day she

fragile, and was very like ber mother. heard that a jeweller's store bad been

Jessie had called it after me she told me, broken into and jewels carried away to

and that she had never ceased to remember some great amount Several men were
me. As soon as I had given ber some suspected of being i mplicated in it, and

refreshment, and she was sufficiently strong amongst them was lier husband. T ey
to speak, I begged ber to tell me how she had all disappeared, and it was now more
had become in the state she was in, and than two years since she had seen bim.
why she had not written to me, but had She had not grieved much for nim, for she
kept herself aloof from all her friends for had almost lost aIl love for him: be had
so many years. Slie said that she bad been so brutal to ber lately. After he left,
written me, but she had probably not put she had tried to support herself by a little
my right address, as she had lost it. She sewing, and any jobs sbe cold obtain; but
had also written several times to jamaica, at length trouble and want lîad acted so
without receiving any replies; but she powerfully on her, she couldwork no long-
would tell me from the first. Her story er, but determined to sell the few reman-
was: " Noland had seen ber the evening ing articles she had, endeavor to seek me,
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and if able with My assistance, to i myself again. Just at that time the war
Proceed to Jamaica. When she got broke out here in the States. I felt I must
to New York her money had given be doing something to alleviate my sad-
Out, and she was hardly able to keep her dened feelings, and I used to attend the
strength up, for she had no money to buy hospital, and try to relieve the sufferers as
any food; but a kind grocer, whom shehad far as I was able. There was one comfort
begged to give her our direction from his I had, that I was blessed with means
'Directory,' seeing her fainting state, had sufficient for all my own wants and also
given her a few biscuits, which had sus- to assist others who required help. One
tained her until she reached me. She had day when visiting the hospital, I noticed a
Only a small valise with her clothes. She man in one of the wards who seemed not
said that was all she had. I did not tell far from death. It struck me that I had
her of her mother's death that night, but seen him before. His eyes were familiar;
the next day, I gradually broke it to her. yet I could not at first recollect why. I
She threw herself back on the couch in a asked the nurses his name, but they did
Paroxysm of grief, bitterly accusing her- not know it. I went to bir and spoke. As
self Of having caused her mother's death. be replied, aithough in a iow tone, it flasbed
I gradually soothed her at last, and assured on me that it was Noland, the husband of
her she should never leave me as long as poorjessie. le had so changed that he
she lived, and that she must try and forget vas scarcely to be recognized as the hand-
the Past, and be happy once more. Months sone, fascinating man I had once known;
elapsed, Jessie would rally at times, but but his voice was iess changed. 1 made

saw she was surely passing away.- myseifknowf to hir. At first he tried to
My husband had also deeply sympathized evade acknowledging that he was Noiand;
With her from the evening he had come but I toid hirn that was useiess; that ail I
home, the day after her arrival, and tried to wanted was to comfort and help ir to
do all he could to alleviate her sadness; bear his sickness. 1 feared he might fot
but, alas! one morning in spring, jessie live to see another day; and as I vished
eft this world of care and sorrow. She hlm to know about his wife and chiid, weak
died resigned to the will of God, and pray- as he was, 1did fot like to delay the cor-
fig te with her last breath to be a mother munication. He seemed more affected than
to ler child; also, if I ever saw her husband, 1 expected. Iilness hadsoftened bis beart.
to tell him she forgave him: but never to The tears coursed down his cheeks when 1
give Up her child, even if ever he came to delivered her iast message. lie said he
claim it. I never shall forget what a dreary was very sorry for ail his misspent life; that
gloor-. was over our home for some tirne. he had been thinking of his home very
Throuîgh all her sufferings, poor darling, much iately, and had intended to go back
she Was ever cheerful. I gave all my atten- when the war was over; but now he was cut

on nOw to my adopted little namesake. down; his wife and chid gone before
She reminded me so forcibly of her mother; hin, and ail was over for the in this
the same hair andeyes, and soft winning world. le said it was drink that had first
Ways; but I was not long to have her, for got ascendency over and drawn hlm fror
in less than a year after her mother's death one crime to another. 1 feit interested in
she followed her to the grave. Oh! how I hlm for bis poor wife's sake, and every day
grieved for my little pet; I had done all I 1 sat with bim hour after hour reading and
cOuld, but her constitution was too feeble. speaking to hlm, trying to bring hlm to a

" A few more years glided by, and then proper frare of mmd, and I hoped, by the
came my heaviest sorrows,-first the death Airighty's aid. I shouldbe successfui. ie
of ny beloved husband, then the intelli- died in about a week after, and I sincereiygence of rny mother's death, and soon ater trust e was one of the hei eventh hour
Your rnother's. Ail the troubles carne on rfor I knew that it was not by chince that
mne 0 suddeniy that I was almost bereft of' he had been thrown in rny way.reason; but gradually tprough trust and " The photograph OU saw, Minnie, was
cOfortin a sustaining Power,esi ga i a the only

i bcae o evade'; ckowegain ta he was Nln
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valuable she lad. Her husband had had it
taken in their first married days, and when
he left her, and she was obliged to sell her
things, she had found it in his desk, which
she had hidden from hirm some time before,
to prevent his getting rid of it as he had
done almost everything of value in their
place. When my pet died, I cut off one of
her curls and fastened it to the photograph
-sad inemorials of the past. Do you not
think, my dear niece, that it must be a pain-
ful subject to speak casually on. But I
have told you the sad story hoping it will
be a lesson to you in your future career,
for you are now at an age when one false
step may carry you far away from the paths
of peace and happiness in this world, and
perhaps in the next. I was very glad when
your father came here to live sa near to
me that I may watch over and guard you
from the dangers which encompass the
young. Even those who are steady in
their faith are often sore tempted; and you
are all I have to comfort me in this world.
But here comes your father, Minnie; let us
lock up in our memories the sad past,
and return ta the cheerful present, hoping
there are many happy days in store for us
all."

MOTII AND RUST:
PRiZE SUNDAY.ScIIOOL TALE, PUBLISHED BY IENRY
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( Continuedl.)

CHAPTER VIII.

TURNING OVER A LEAF.

Go to, now, ye rich men, wccp and howl for your
miseries which shall cone upon you.

Three months after Frank's death, Luke
the evangelist-we do not mean him who
wrote the " Acts," but Luke Rogers-came
again ta Alden. le went ta Mr. Morley's,
and was warmly received. The farnily felt
that Luke had been dear ta Frank, and had
striven hard ta do him good. Indeed, they
believed he had been the means of doing
the lost son great good. But though Luke's
kindness ta Frank was remembered, and
though Frank's new grave was in the
garden within stone's throw, Luke found
Frank's name virtually tabooed. It made
the family melancholy ta have the dead
mentioned. It hurt their feelings. It made
the remaining son and daughter sad; and
youth-Mrs. Morlev said-should not be

made a time of sorrow. Ralph was so busy,
and making money so fast that he said no
more about leaving Alden. His remorse,
his repentance, his tenderness about Frank,
had faded away. Ie did not want them
recalled, and persisted in talking with his
visitor only on worldly business, iron,
stocks, banking, real-estate. He could not
be persuaded ta touch upon spiritual
themes.

Ralph was president of the Alden Banknow. Ie liked the position. The title ofPresident had always had a rare attraction
for him, since he had been president of a
" debating club," when he was a lad. As
lie could not be president of the United
States, he was glad ta be president of Alden
Bank, and he lived in hopes of one day
being president of a railroad.

Luke Rogers discovered three facts which
grieved him.

Discovery first was, that Mrs. Morley's
highest and only aim for mild, easily-led
Helen was, that she should shine in fashion-
able society, and marry a rich man (Mrs.Morley had a great regret about Helen. Itwas not that the girl did not possess a hopein Christ, but that she did not possess
pretty, even teeth).

Discovery second was, that Ralph
Morley's furnace was kept going, and themen working, all day Sunday.

Discovery third was, that Freddy was inno wise warned or improved by the cir-cumstances of Frank's death, but was aswild as ever. Burdened by these discoveries,
Luke went to bed, and was sa distressedthat he could not sleep.

Luke had ordered his letters ta be sent taAlden, and the morning after his arrival hegot one which set him thinking. The letterwas from a friend, stating the case of aclergyman who had been for several yearsdisabled by paralysis, and whose only sonwas dying with consumption. The familywerd poor, and in great need of helu. Lukeread the letter several times. He was verysorry for this good man's affliction. LikePeter, Luke could say, "Silver and goldhave I none." He had not even whatstands for silver and gold in these days,-fractional currency. Indeed, Luke was
desperately poor. He was one of thosewhom the church expects ta run from place
ta place, dong the Lord's work, toiling likea coal-miner, live on nothing and havepienty left over. Church arithmetic is
frequently a trifle beyond La Place. WhenLuke had considered sufficiently on his
letter, e put it in his pocket, saying,

Morley must give this man fiftydollars. Itwill do him good."
The money would do the recipient good

undloubtedly; but that was not what Luke
meant. Ile neant that it would do Ralph
good to give.

To the bank went Luke. The cashier
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was busy at a desk in a small inner room.There was a neatly-furnished outer room;and there Ralph sat on a sofa reading hispaper. Luke sat down beside him. Luketold the story of his friend. Ralph coollysaid it was a hard case, but he did not offerto make it easier by a donationLuke said Christians ought to provide
for this man, who had given his strengthtothe serviceof the Church. Ralph hopedthey would, and looked at the price of gold.Luke demanded fifty dollars. Ralph could
not think of it. Luke Pleaded that Ralph
was rich. Ralph referred to the many
demands he had to meet. He might give
until he beggared himself if he would.

" You couldn't do it 'aid Luke. "No
man ever gave until lit p
self. The Lord can beat noverished him-
you try him. He has o m gvn if
flot at ten per cent. btpromised to repaygive t te poret but ten..fold. ' He thates to the poor lends to the Lord,' anduill get his own with the highest kind ofusury. Giv;ng is a first-rate investnent."

l've been told that before; but it is allnonsense," said Ralph. "Il
sipl asamatro 1 look on givingbetflpl as a atterof business. As a mem-ber of the community, I must do some-thng. Churches and schoolhouses mustbe bui•t. Thev are necessary to a town,and bring thei~r return to property-ownersand business men. No, no, Mr. Rogers.look tipon giving as a simple business
matter, and not a paying business at that."Now, Luke Rogers made up his mind thatie Would have this fifty dollars from RalphMorley, if there was any power on earththat could get it out of him. He pitted hisimngth againgt Ralph's. He turned uponofmh, demanding this money in the nameas aumanity and frendship. He urged itas a favor due himself. He pictured thisdYng youth,-dying, like Frank and Rich-ard, of consumption. Could not Mr. Mor-ley synpathize with that case?* He
co rged upon the woes of a father who
ofld not help his dying son. He spokeI rank ; and, as Mr. Morley still resistedWoappeal, he recalled Frank's dying bed.Woud not Mr. Morley give such a trifle asf.ftY dollars for Frank's sake, to Frank'sfriend, who had helped him to meet death
calmly, who had soothed the terrors of hislast days. An hour-a whole long hour-did Luke Rogers persist in this' pleading.Ue meant to have that money, if it tookan argument of twelve hours. If necessary,e would devote that day and the next togetting this fifty dollars. He did not say
80; but be meant so, and lie made hismeaning apparent by his persistency.Luke believed that Ralph had some vulner-
able point. His heart seemed encased in
steel; but there must be a joint to the har-
ness. He found it in rnemories of Frank,
ii his dying words and anxieties, and inthe hindrance that money had been to

Frank. Was not Mr. Morley, in thus wildly
gathering a fortune for his children,-
gathering it in despite of generosity,
Sabbath-keeping, and religious living,-
laying up for them a curse rather than a
blessing? Ralph's reserve was conquered.
The panoply of ice was melted. He
suddenly bowed his head, and burst into
tears. When he had subdued his weeping
somewhat, he rose and went to the inner
room. One would think he would order
a check drawn for a thousand, or at least
five hundred dollars; but no. He could
not give even a hundred. It was impossi-
ble for him to give more than had been
asked; and, truth to tell, he would be-
grudge that to-morrow.

" Mr. Pettis, draw up a check for Mr.
Rogers for fifty dollars."

" Fifty' dollars?" asked Mr. Pettis, who
had heard much of what had passed
between the president and the evangelist.

" Fifty dollars, Mr. Pettis," reiterated
Ralph. It would probably have ruined
him to give a hundred.

Mr. Pettis drew up the check, whispering
to himself something about* " pulling
teeth."

Luke sent his fifty dollars to the friend
for whom it had been obtained. We hope
it gave this person more satisfaction than
it did Luke. Luke regarded it as a pledge
of the most outrageous and consummate
selfishness. He felt in despair over
Ralph Morley. le was joined to his idol,
maminon, in a bond that seemed indissolu-
ble.

But, while this scene had been enacted in
the bank, Freddy Morley had been getting
up an excitenent of his own in a different
part of the town. Fred was imagined to
be a young man of buisness. He had a
position under his father in the furnace.
But Fred spent the greater part of his time
idling or riding about town. On this
morning, he meditated a long jaunt on
horseback, and rode his horse into the edge
of the river to water him. The beast,
through Fred's ignorance, slipped into a
deep hole and was drowned. This was not
all. Fred, getting free from his struggling
steed, was swept out into the river, sunk
twice, and was in imminent danger of
drowning also.

A lumber-raft was floating down the
river; and one of the raftsmen, seeing the
excitement on shore, and catching sight of
Freddy's disappearing head, leaped into
the river, and succeeded in bringing the
insensible lad to the bank.

" What's his naine?" asked the stalwart
rescuer, as ie assisted in restoring the lad
to consciousness.

"Fred Morley," was the reply.
The lumberman redoubled his efforts;

and when at last Fred opened his eyes, his
preserver grasped his hand, crying cordial-



ly, 4 Well, old boy, how do you find your- Luke Rogers was not at the Morleys to,
self now?" dinner, but called in the evening, and,

Fred replied that he felt as if he had had a finding Fred lying exhausted on the sofa,
close chance for his life, and, if this man sat down and had a plain talk with him.
had saved him, he thanked him more than The next morning, before leaving town,
words could say. Luke called again. Fred was in the libra-

"L loh!" replied this friend' in need, ry, in dressing-gown and slippers. lie
" don't speak of it. I'd do it for any man; was feeling the effects of his yesterday's
and knew you when you were knee-high to wetting. To what Luke said, Fred replied,
a grasshopper. Know me?" " I know all this is true. I have been

Fred confessed his ignorance. thinking of it myseif. I acknowledge that
" There, I'm Peter Perkins, coming down I have been leading a bad life, and now I

fromn Dodsons's with lumber. Own part of am going to turn over a new leaf."
the mill now. How are you, Fred? and " I am glad to hear it," answered Luke;
how are the other boys ?" " but what do you find on this new leafyou

"Tbey are dead," said Fred sighing, are turning over?"
"both are dead." " Well, in the first place, I find I must

" Oh, corne now!" said Peter Perkins, quit swearing, drinking, and gaming."
" don't tell me that, We quarrelled a bit, " Very well. Can you do it?" asked
as all boys will, but don't say thev're dead Luke. " It may be hard."
already! Why, I'm as stout as a ,moose !" " I can do it. I can do any thing I make

"'hey're both gone, and I've very nearly up my mind to," said Fred proudly.
followed them," said Fred. " You are more happy in that than other

" You're ail right now," said Peter people. I have known many good resolu-
heartily. " Now tell me where the school- tions to be broken. What else do you find
na'am is." on your leaf?"

" She's up in Pittsburg," replied Fred I" Oh! I find that I must leave idling, or
feebly. . I will fall into mischief again; and I must

I Well, she was the making of me, with belp father, be has been so disappointed in
ber temperance, and ber no swearing, and us boys, poor man."
ber Sunday-school. I wish you'd let her " Do you find nothing else ?" asked Luke
know it, and tell ber I'n everlastingly sadly.

thankful to ber. Good-by, Fred; my raft "Yes; I find that I will go to church
and the other fellows are away down the every Sunday, once,-in the evening, I
river by this time;" and, shaking Fred's guess; for most of the girls go then, and
hand, Peter hurried in a small boat after father and mother go mornings; so I think
bis raft. . our family had better be represented by

Fred, lying wrapped in a blanket in tbe me in the evening. And-well, there, you
office where lie bad been taken, fell asleep; look as if sornething else was needful; so I
dreaming, as he slept. of his child-life at will make up my mind to read my Bible, a
)odson's, of his grandmother and his chapter every Sunday, wben I don't forget

cousin. of the scbool and the lessons and it. What! don't that satisfy you, Mr.
the Sabbaths of long ago. lis dream wan- Rogers? What in the name of wonder
dered on to his plunge under the turbid ought I to find on my new leaf?"
wvater, and his danger of drowning. .le " You should find repentance unto life!"
awoke with the horror of death in his mmd. cried Luke.

Dry clothes had been sent from home. "And what is repentance unto life?"
lie dressed, and returned to the bouse. asked Fred.
I lis danger lad been great, and he was "It is beingtruly Penitent forsin; hating
sobered by it: suppose that strong-armed it and fearing it, and flying to God to save
raftsman had been far away; and suppose you from it."

that now, instead ofgoing home on his "Didn't I just tell you I was going to
own feet, Fred were lying drifted by an leave these sins I have indulged in, and
eddy to a corner of the muddy bank, or, all take a different course ?"
white and dripping and nerveless, were -' I do not find in your intentione any
being carried home on a shutter to be laid trusting to Jesus, any desiring for a new
in a coffin. Fred felt serious enough; he leart, any becoming a Christian."
had never met death so closely. The life "I shall be as much of a Christian as
be had been leading had not been such as the rest of our folks," said Fred, with
to make death tolerable. sonething of POor Richard's sneering.

While the family rejoiced over Fred's " It would not do to set up as better than
escape, and while his father warned him others. This devoutness that exists in some
about the river, and made a few reflections families-in the Rogerses, for instance,
on the losthorse, and while some questions -does not seem natural to the Morleys. I
were asked about Peter Perkins, Fred's wonder if there isn't such a thing as here-
mind was occupied with thoughts of what ditary piety?"'
would corne to him after death. " Yes," said Luke, "I think there is. It
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'seems an heirloom in some families; and it
is thus because, like other heirlooms, it ischerished and held precious, talked of,exhibited in the family, and bequeathed
from parents to children."

, 'Just so " said Fred lightly. " Now,
"ve heard Timothy mentioned as a case ofthat kind; and I should say my Cousin
Stella was another; grandma, too, perhaps,
though I'm not well enough acquainted
With the family history to be certain; and
now it strikes me that this piety-what
there is of it in our familv-is entailed
onl the female line, and we poor rascals
don't get any of it."

Luke looked gravely at this youth, whowas thus trifling with sacred subjects.
lis gravity only urged Fred to further
folly.

" There's my respected father," said thisirrepressible youth. "I should say he
caight his piety in his early days by con-
tact with his parents, The piety was in-
fectious; but he was a poor subject, andlad only a mild type of it; it did not come
•out well."

" Can you not be persuaded to take a
more serious view of this greatest question
Which will ever be presented to you? Can
You not feel that this is the day for deci-
sion, and that your soul may be lost or
saved according to the determinations otthis hour?" said Luke.

" No, I really can't," replied Fred. " Itdoes not look that way to me at all. I
told you vhat I found o~n my new leaf. I
think it reads up pretty well, and I shall
put it in practice from this time out."

Luke Rogers walked towards the depot.hinking, that, though Fred sneered andjested, there was yet a good deal of truth
in what he had said of his father and his
family.

After these experiences at Alden, if Lukethought of selfishness, Ralph Morley at
once came before his mind as its most per-
fect type; but Luke was not the only one
who came in conflict with Ralph's beset-
ting sin. No member of his flock so triedthe pastor as Ralph ; and, in the matter of
giving, Ralph was especially at fault.
Although he spoke so much of " the money
denands" upon him, as if he met themall, Ralph was finding means to escape
from every one. On the Sunday when thecollection for Foreign Missions was taken
up, Ralph invariably was at home with a
sick headache. When the dav for provid-
ing for Domestic Missions came round,
Ralph was absent in the city: he had busi-
ness there, and he made itconvenient to be
about that business at this particular time.
"Church-Extension Sunday," as R alph
called the Sabbath for that collection,
found Ralph ill with neuralgia. He shirkedthe Tract-Society subscription on the pleathat Il he hadn't looked over all their books,

7r d7 R
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and did not know as he should approve
them !" The Bible Society was denied on
the pretence that it was too well supported
already, and had too many salaried ofi-
cers! If the agent for this cause was verv
persevering, he, maybe, got two dollars.
As to the cause of education, Ralph flatly
condemned that. People would educate
themselves if they were worth any thing.
" The Freedmen" were a "new-fangled
charity, and he wasn't sure that aid to them
was judicious."

It was time for a new library in the Sun-
day-school. Two ladies who were collect-
ing for this went to Ralph. le referred
them to his wife. This " came within her
province: she would give what she thougiht
proper." Ralph well knew that his wife
was even stingier than himself!

Mrs. Morley told the ladies that she did
not feel particularly interested in the
Sunday-school library. None of herfamilv
attended the school. She benevolentlV
offered them two books which she had lhad
in her library some ten years. One was
the autobiography of " Mrs. Mary Anna
Eliza Hinks." This delightful volume was
somewhat tarnished with age, and had
several dozen leaves uncut; it had been
very popular in its time, having passed
through an edition offive hundred in eight
years. The other book was a twelvemo of
six hundred pages, being the history of the
"Kiang Ho Kiang Mission," which had
been successfully planted, but, being too
far north, had frozen out in the seventh
month of its existence. The committee
declined to accept these valuable works;
they feared the pupils of the school mighit
perversely fail to be interested in then;
they also thought the donation ridiculous v
unsuited to Mrs. Morley's means. A7s
they would not take what they could get,
they got nothing; but the library wvas
obtained at last.

At Christmas-time a " Tree " was want-
ed for the Sunday-school, and another
committee went about to solicit contribii-
tions. They did everything by committees
in Alden. This committee wasyoung an d
inexperienced. Mr. Morley sent thein to
Mrs. Morley; and Mrs. Morley ofíered
these " Two VoLLUMES"-she spoke thein
in capitals. Not old enough, wise, or
brave enough to refuse the gifts, the cret-
fallen committee accepted with thanks. It
was supposed to be a great relief to Mrs.
Morley's mind to get those books off her*
hands. A mischief-making young gentle-
man wickedly did the VOLUMES up in a
neat parcel, and, directing them to Ralpht
Morley, Esq., hung them on the Chrir-
mas-tree; but the minister's wife-excelle nt
woman !-considered herself the guardianc
of congregational peace, and so quietlv
abstracted the package, and hid it in her
rat-haunted attic. If it had been another



minister's wife of my acquaintance, she " Have you cornered our friend Morleywould have let the books hang! yet?" asked the ministerial adviser of
Ralph's pastor confided some of his Ralph's pastor.

troubles to a brother in the ministry; "Mr. " Yes, at last," groaned this afflicted
Morley is very wealthy, and ought to give watchman on the walls of Zion.
one-third ofall our contributions; but I can "And what was the result?"hardly ever get a cent out of him. He is " Five dollars !"
invariably away when a collectionjis taken "Five dollars! Five dollars after ailup. Indeed, we spoke of having a mite that trouble! Oh, five dollars! W at a
collection taken up every Sabbath morning blessed thing is benevolence !"
for current church-expenses; and we had " You are getting very gray," said theto give up the idea because he said he pastor's wife t her vusaaadt
would leave the church altogether if he had " No wonder*," replied this martyr to a
a contribution-plate thrust in his face every good. cause. "'If I had two Ralph Morleystime he came out to service." in my congregation to run their furnacesI'll tell you what," said the ministerial Sunday, and shirk benevolence, my head
friend; "trv the card-system on him,- would beaswhite asbe snowon ermon.
that will bring him." Ralph neyer got back that five dollars

" What is that?" asked Ralph's pastor. with a blessng. The Lord loves a cheer-
" Instead of passing about the plates in ful giver; but ail Ralpo's beart ached over

church, get cards with the object printed parting with that five. He had a more
upon them, enclose in envelopes, and direct than fraternal affection for the group of
to each church-member. Send them Spaniards on its back, and, with tears in
around, and make a few remarks from the his eyes, looked his last at Columbus land-pulpit, telling your people to write their ing. They gave up tryiqg to make himdonations on the cards, and that you do liberal after that. ue had been reasoned
not expect only the head of each house, or with and prayed for. Ie had heard a
the male members, to give; but let wives sermon on giving, which convinced every
and children set their names and contribu- man in the church but Ralph Morley; and,
tions on the cards. Tell them they must as he would not be turned from the error
regard giving as a family matter and a of his way, tot beturne from the e
family privilege." went his own y let im alone; and he

"l'Il do it," said Ralph's disconsolate faction --, way very mucb to bis satis-
spiitulsephrd;" but I dare say he'll porgonhe ng nothing but the moderatespirituial shepherd; lbt1dr a eI portion beichose to pay for tbe minister'sget out of it some way." salary. The cburch bougbt a bouse for a

The card-system was tried as recommen- parsonage after a whie; and one of the
ded; and, as the pastor prophesied, Ralph members,-a director oftbe Alden Bank,-got out of it." making it a personal matter that Ralph

" I did not find your card, Mr. Morley," should give fifty dollars towards it, Ralph
said one of the otlicers of the church, meet- gave it, considering it a matter of business,
ing the redoubtable Ralph on the street. and because he had many dealings wits

"Oh,-ah,-no! It was mislaid some- the director, and the director was a mem-
how. Not taken out of the church-seat, ber of Congress. But, thoug Ralp
very' likely. Ah, yes, overlooked, I sup- begrudged help towards buying a parson-pose., age, he did not hesitate to buy a new place"I will give you an opportunity to sub- for himself, much more beautiful andscribe now," said this.truly accommodating valuable than the one where he had livedchurch-officer. since he came to Alden. 1-e could sell his

"Oh! well, don't trouble yourself. Any present horme at a bargain. He could buycther time will do equally as well," replied a new lot at a bargain; and he would buildRalph, and went his way. a house that should astonish ail Alden by" I will manage him now," thought the its magnificence. He did not think of leav-
pastor. And the next time a contribution ing Alden now. He reasoned that it was
was in order, a person was deputed to make better to be the greatest man there thanthe rounds of the congregation, distribute only one of the many great in New Yorkthe cards, and afterwards collect them. or Philadelphia. And now the furnace
This time Ralph Morley was fairly caught. roared and glowed, and workmen's ham-
He took the card, and wrote down - five mers and chisels rung, saws grated, anddollars. trowels spread the mortar; and poor Ralph

We should be glad to have giving a family Morley, who had no mansion prepared for
matter in our church," said this "Vigilance him above the skies, was preparing a very
Committee." " We would like to see the nice mansion for hinself here below.
names of Mrs. Morley and your children." If Ralph had deliberately set himself to"I give for the family," said Ralph take his portion in this world, his conduct
haughtily. " And this is as much as any would have been consistent. If he meantone gives,-and all I can put down besides, to have no good things except on this sidethere are so many demands on me!" the grave, then let him eat and drink and
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be merry while he could. If he found
satisfaction in selfishness, let him be
selfish. If money and a fine house, a good
table and expensive clothing, represented
to hi'm the highest happiness, by all means
let him have them ; and let us pity the man
Whose desires were so narrow, whose lofti-
est reachings were so low, whose choice
was so vain. But Ralph was miserably
inconsistent. He held fast to his church-
mflembership, as if that would give him a
claim on God's eternal blessing. He would
not live up to his duty, and be a whole-
hearted Christian ; and he could not be a
whole-learted man of the world, for all his
early education, and what we have called
his " religious instincts," forbade it. Ralph
had not grace enough to serve the Lord,neither had he callousness enough toheartily serve the Devil. He got no satis-faction anywhere. Oh, if he had only
Made up his mind to follow after holiness,0w different had been the record of hislife!

Amid a great deal of fuss and bustle, thegrand new house was built and furnished,and the family moved into it. They cele-brated the removal by a grand party,-aCrush party, which amazed all Alden.They had a supper and waiters sent from
the City. There were music and dancing,aer cards and wine. And worldly peoplewere envious, and church-members were
scalidalized. And Mrs. Morley was in thetenght of ber glory, and perfectly con-
ented. Wearing a ruby-colored moire-
nt1ique, trimmed with lace at twenty dol-
afta yard with a new set ofjewellery, and

y-dollar head-dress, Mrs. Morley sathnagnificent in a velvet-lined chair at theead of her saloon parlor; and, while theYoung mnen jested and laughed in the wine-
ro00t, the eider people devôured luxuriestn the supper-room. The chandeliersrenbled and wreaths and bouquets
shivered in thetumult of the music and the
dancing; and a circle of gray-headed menent over the card-table. Did Mrs. Morley
think of the price of souls that had been
Paid for all this, and of the two sons who
Were lying under the dahlias and the vio-
lets in somebody else's garden ?

Ralph Morley walking through his finehouse, in this evening's splendors, flattered
by obsequious guests, and seeing Fred and
Helen enjoying themselves in all the care-
lessness of youth, held his head high, and
tried to think that he was happy. Yet, for
all this trying to be pleased, there was an
under-current of disappointment and of
unrest stealing coldly along somewhere;
and he feit its chill, and heard its murmurs
among all the song. the music, the laugh-
ter, the feasting, dancing, perfume and
fiowers.

O Ralph! to us bas cone down the echo
of stern James's speech, " Go to, now, Ne

rich men, weep and howl for the miseries
which shall come upon you." This life in
which you heap up gold, and flaunt your
fine array, and hold yourself above your
fellow-men, is such a little space, and over
it darkens and closes, narrowing the hori-
zon every day, that future which you
never can escape.

If Mrs. Ralpl1bMorley had an idol besides
herself, that idol was Helen. As the
mother scanned the gay assembly that
evening of the party, ber mind was full of
plans for ber daughter. Helen was a
meek, timnid, gentle little creature,-delicate
enough to have filled many mothers with
apprehension; so sensitive and yielding,
as to have made a wise mother guard her
with the tenderest vigilance, lest the
happiness of ber guileless life be suddenly
and fatally wrecked. But Mrs. Morley was
troubled with none of these anxieties. She
meant to mark out a line of life for ber
child, and place ber in it. She could move
ber piano, ber pictures, ber sofas, here and
there as pleased ber; and she had some
vague idea of proceeding in the same way
with ber daughter. As Mrs. Morley saw
one and another paying to Helen those
attentions which courtesy and the girl's
own prettiness and mildness made natural,
she considered how she should marry her
daughter. And money was the requisite
with Mrs. Morley. The young man she
would select for Helen must have money.
She did not consider whether a person
were suitable in age, morals, or disposi-
tion; money would make him eligible, and
money only. Mrs. Morley performe'd
many examples in mental arithmetic that
evening. This young man had a very rich
father; but the father was likely to live so
many years, and might lose his money half
a dozen times before lie died. Here was
the son of an old man; but there were five
brothers and sisters to divide the property,
and each would have but a moderate slice.
Mrs. Morley divided hundreds of thousands
by three, four, five, and six that evening;
and when the party was over, the lights put
out, the house locked up, and Mrs. Morley
ready to go to bed, she had not yet made
up her mind what she would do with poor
Helen.

When Ralph Morley retrieved his fallen
fortune, one would have expected of him
two suitable actions. The first would have
been to pay back to his mother the money
he had lost for ber; and the second to ask
lier to return to live with him, instead of
leaving ber to be supported by the labor of
Stella's hands.

Four thousand dollars looked so much to
Ralph Morlev, however, that lie could not
make up his mind to pay it over to a
person who would not go to law with hi
for it. He tried not to think of it very
often: anid, when he did, he reasoned that
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old people had no use for money, and that ther applications for what was her justthe sum would be his when his mother due.
died; and it made no matter these few " I know," said this fond old grandma,
years. You see, he coolly set Stella's claim one day to Stella, I that your father left a
out of the question. Ralph said nothing great deal more propert than yoleft
in his short notes to his mother about his got. I wish we knew that oh ever
renewed prosperity. Ie had a favorite with it; for itseekns ard thatyou are kept
sentence about "hard times;" another out of it, and have towork for yourself and
about "killing one's self with work;" and for me."
a third about " the great expense of sup- " If I had ossession ofa largeporting a family;" he put these, with fortune when my father died," replied
slight variations, in every letter. Stella, looking up from the block upon

Father Honest was the first person to which she was drawing, it might have
bring this matter clearly up to Ralph. made me proud and extravagant. By
Father Honest was no longer Stella's being poor, I have learned industry, econo-
guardian; but he was her good friend and my, and sympathy wit the poor and toil-
adviser. And, when the news drifted to ing,--three experiences worth purc hasing
him that Ralph Morley was again wealthy, at almost any price. w think the good
he made it his business to go to Alden, Lord is such a tender parent that he wll
and suggest to Ralph that he should not deny his chnde any hence
refund to his mother the little property he which is safe for then any hindul
hac lost for her. Father Honest was not have been a true benefit to me, I should
authorized to do anything, however; he have had it. r sobnetimes wonder what
could only talk of justice, and decency, dreadful sort of person I should have
and appeal to honor; and Ralph was not become if I were rich since it las been
the man to give up four thousand dollars necessary for e to be sio poor.i s
when he could by any means keep it. Ie As grandmn looked at the fair face, bent
growled out that he "supposed his mother smiling o kver the daily task, she felt that
was comfortable, and not in need of any nothing coud have spoied this generous
thing." and jovous nature. But God knew best.

"That may all be; but your niece works There was work for Stella in tbe world,
for it," said Honest. and this ws wor preparation.

" She would work any way," said Ralph; One would hnk that a man who could
"it's in ber, and she likes it. She might defraud and neglect his mother was incap-
have got married a dozen times if she able of sho negetis mothr wsna
chose. She enjoys being independent, and as we are 'wiing gratitude to any one. But,
taking care of ber grandmother." his due, and rake to give Ralph Morley ail

" I shouldn't think you would enjoy of his characte up from the general ruin
having ber do it," said Mr. Waters with ness that maer any litte scraps of good-scorn.b nes condut ay remain, we must state thatscorn. woînthis conduct to old Stacey was that of the" Mother wouldn't be contented living kind and faithfui friend. From Stacey,
with us," said Ralph evasively. "My Ralph would receive reproofs and advice
young people are gay, and like society. that no one elci would venture to utter to
My wife sees a good deal of company; and him. True, he did not amend at the
my mother bas some old-fashioned reproofs, nor follow the advice; but he bore
notions, which suit Stella. I regard ber them, and esteemed the giver. Stacey was
happiness, when I do not send for her to getting too old to work much; but she wad
come here." her tidy room on the lower floor, to save

" And do you regard ber happiness when steps for her; and she satby a cheerful litt e
you do not send her money that is her fireplace, knitting Ratph's cks, and
own? Even old ladies like to be indepen- mourning over him in ber heart. For
dent!" cried Father Honest, who had a Stacey there was im n heert. or
wholesome contempt for a man who would morning;" for Salways a cheerful "good-
cheat his mother, when he dared not cheat Christmas gift of a ne a birthday and a
anyone elsc. tbe lifelon deanw gown. And, foranyon else thelife-iong devotion wberewith she had

Old Mrs. Morley, desiring to do justice served him, Ralph was giving the old
to Stella, wrote to ber son about money, woman as good a home and as happy a
when she fairly realized that the furnace life as the most Christian and libera man
was bringing him a fortune yearly. He on earth would have done. And, though
sent her a check for five hundred dollars, Stacey saw and lamented Ralph's sins, she
saying, he would send more when he could; persisted in saying he was Inot s0 bad asand adding some remarks sopainful to the he seemed, and Woud come rig t by and
aged mother, that she never made any fur- by."

(To be continued.)
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What is True Politeness.

WVHAT IS TRUE POLITENESS? How can you say so? Do vou not
_____ know that you are always, and at ail tirnes,

B3Y MRS. H. w. BEECHER.
BY MR. H-W. BECHE. "I certainly did think so until within a

"Ah! How do you do? I a truly gladfew moments."t li Sec do "o o mtuyga lWhat can have happened to change
to see you! Oh dear, there's the bell! I your mmd so very suddenly?"
did hope we should have no 'callers' to "I so truly love you, Mary, that I shah
interrupt us this evening-and that's surey telyouthewhole truthfrankly.WhenI
lr-- , a good fellow enougrh; but he cm o e ewt h raetcri

makes such long calls, and cornes so often, ality, and I was truly happy to be with you
that he is rather tedious. Iwish theyoung nce more, When the bell rang, you
folks were in; but I must be polite, I sup- seered to dread the interruption, and was
Pose"-and with a slightly impatient air, haîf vexed when you recognized the voice
the lady went forward to receive the unwel- of your visitor. That did not surprise me,
corne guest. t for I weîî understand how an unexpected

ow unfortunate that young people mustcal will interrupt and mar anticipated
0cthrough some mortification, and pleasure, by distracting the attention, and

subject to some slight rebuffs, before expe- drawing it away frorn the invited guests of
rience teaches then the wisdom of Solo- the evening. Yet it was only a 'caîl,' and
mon's counsel-" Restrain thy foot from need not have detained you long. But I
thy neighibor's house lest he grow weary was grieved, and my faith in true friend-
Of thee, and hate thee." I always feel ship sadly shaken, when 1 heard your greet-
sorry that they must learn this. It is a ing to the 'rather tedious caller.' Your
hard lesson for the young. And I am sorry manner was as winning, and your gratifi-
for the hostess also. ' It is no easy thing cation as apparent, as, when I, your invited
t<) terper coolness with kindness in such and expeçted guest, entered the room."
cases. I hope she will sho.v her annoy- "Why! What would you have me do?
ance as little as possible. But-how i Surely not treat a gentleman rudely or
this? Do my ears deceive me? unkindly?"

" Ah ! Mr. - , I am quite delighted to "By no means. But when you did fot
see YOu again. Walk right in. Lay aside wish him to remain, and knewthat he had
YOur overcoat and spend the evening." no intention of doing s0, why feign a

"Oh no! I couldn't possibly. I was desire for his company which your heart
just Passing, and could not resist the temp- did not sanction? If you always urge him
tation to run in and inquire about you all. with such apparent cordiality, no wonder

ust stay only a moment." his calîs are long and frequent-tedious,
' Oh nonsense 1 I can't allow you to leave. as you termed them when speaking to me.

You rnust stay to tea. Our young people Surely neither courtesy or politeness
Will soon be in, and to lose your call will required thatyou should do more than chat
be a great disappointment." a few moments, and let him depart. That

"I really ought not to stop to-night; but would have been true kindness* Having
I never know how to refuse you, dear fresh in mmd your words and manner,
Mrs. - ." 0 whenyou heard his voice in the hall, and

When the "young people" came in, they contrastifg them with the extreme urgency
adjourned to the front parlor, and were of your solicitation to remain, is it strange
soon engaged in cheerful, pleasant dis- that I said in my heart-'How do 1 know
course, while the hosteys turned her atten- but I was invited here in the same spirit,
tion to her elderly guest. simply as an act of courtesy? and the

"I am glad to be let off so easily. I earnest, cordia, affectionate greeting I
feared I should be compelled to entertain received was bpt seeming-the heartess
Mr. - till tea time, and lose half my formula of fashionable life?"
visit with you. But are you not well? "I only did as ail must do, if they would
You look troubled !" secure and maintain a respectable standing

"Shall I tell you honestly, I feel only in good society."
half sure that I am really a welcome guest "My dear child, 'there is SOMething
here to-night." rotten in the State of Denmark'-in this
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sa called ' good society'-i tcmiuntruthfulness." if it compels cares, vainly thinking that they have no
" I riee." t u m a further responsibility. It is true that in"o grieve that you judge me b harshly. the first months of infancy very little canYou surely do oot believe I would tell a be done tawards training intellect orfalsehood ?i t instilling principles; the thousand offices"lThat 18 too rough a termi to be must be performied for the body. Just inmentioned to ears polite, but. by your own this view, for an intellectual woman to

statement, what else was it? You urge this spend day after day in dressing and
uninitiated young man to do that which undressing a baby, in hushing its undefined
you acknowledge you did not desire him cries, asssting its heuplessness, seems
to do. Bear with me, my child; I speak small employmients and even the tender
but for your own good. In the whirl and gushing heart mf the mother sometimes
excitement of fashionable life, you cannot yields to discouragement She feels that
understand how this hollow-hearted mode she is doing nothing; that while performing
of existence appears to a looker-on. Not this routine of labors, she is fulfioling mne
this instance alone-but there are a of life's great duties, that the months
thousand varieties in which strict truth is spent in infantile care are a blank, the
thought quite old-fashioned and unneces- filling up of which will be required at her
sary." hand in the performance of mare public

We are surprised and pained at the lack deeds. The mther with the care of an
of real, genuine truthfulness in the social infant, may do ruch beside; but ail the
intercourse between friends, as well as time and Strength which its necessities
with passing acquaintances. And it is so demand should be cheerfully yielded,
often manifested in cases where a strictly feeling the assurance that no redemptian
truthful course would be the easiest and of that time and strength will ever be
altogether the kindest way. A certain required of her. While in the hushed
amount of attention, a certain number of nursery, huerm the ntea lave-
calls, are thought necessary, if one would indited lullaby, she is as literally fulfiling
keep in good and regular standing in the command "h Go, work to-day in My
fashionable, genteel society. But that vineyard," ,s s she who treads a fareign
these calls and attentions should spring soil to teach the heathen. Oh, did the
from the heart-from true kindness and mothers, the Christan mothers of aur land,
friendly feeling-is often apparently as but feel that in just the circumstances where
fully ignored as if such emotions had no God's providn aces them, there He
real existence. And whetlthese "calls" have requires them ta glorify Him, just the
been made, the proper attention rendered, everyday work lie puts int their hands is
what good has been accomplished? Often the talent He requires them to improve, with
none at all, and it is well if sometimes how much mare zea and devotion would
positive evil is not the result, if not to they address themselves ta their duties,
others, to one's own self. Time uselessly and how sunny WOuld be their days, naw
spent, words uttered that have no Meaning, clouded with gwould and despondency!
or a covert one to wound and vex ; assurances The little body Which in heplessness rests
of pleasure and interest which your heart on thybosom,fondhith *f pese presrt
denies; laying your own truthfulness as a the house of the i morta spirit in which
sacrifice on the altar of politeness-what it is to expan1 and be prepared for a celes-
good results can you expect? We feel tial form. It is the repare or a celes-
moved to speak earnestly to our young may lean in its upe framewrn hi it
friendsjust entering this strange, unnaturai which may give it its first ehape. How
life, because we would have you think of it, vastly important then that yaur own wise,
soberly, as Christians should. We are told love-directed hand arrange and garnish
to let our " yea be yea, our nay, nay, for each apartment that your own jealus
whatsoever is more than this cometh of eye watch each lne of the trellis, that you
evil." In all truth and fidelity, deal by guard every pressureestth that you
others as you would have them deal by mar ils beauty and weaken and distort its
you.- Christian Union. growth, At this e periad, as at a mare

advanced age, it is impssible ta may
YOUNG MOTERS. down theries tO guide. Every motherrtwil find y experience that theory andpractice an the management of childrenSame persans consider the cares of cannat always be made ta blend. A caretulthose whose little ones are yet but babies observance of *the maws of nature and rea-

as trifling, and consequently leave young son, with the mother's love, are the best
mothers unsympathized with and undi- directors. In regard ta dress and position,
rected, to spell out in unhappy muod their it would be well for the mother a have refe-
day-long and often night-long lessons, rence toher own feelings in similar circum-
while others throw into the hands of stances in sane degrees making necessamry
irresponsible, ignorant hirelings these allowance for the delicate susceptibilities af
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infancy. In many cases, no doubt, infants
are rendered very uncomfortable, if not per-
manently injured, by a harnessing of cloth-
îng in which the mother herself would not
remain half-an-hour. To make them look
trim and straight, waists and bands are
Pinned so snug that their little bodies
have more the look and feel of a stick
of wood than of flesh and blood.-
Would a lamb thrive and sport in such
fixings? They are many times kept, if not
in an unnatural position, so long in the

same one that their outraged feelings cry
OUt for redress, and if not apparently sick,they are called cross. In avoiding this
extreme, they are often put in another,
equally injurious to their comfort and free-dom; that is, constantly in the hands of
some individual to toss about and fondle,
which prevents the happy freedom of the
imbs, and though they may become so
accustomed to this that they will cry it not
il the arms of some person, still it is not
natural, and it is far better never to form
the habit. The infant, no doubt, oftencries from fatigue, excitement, or an over-fed stomach, and the wearied, impatient
mother or nurse attempts to quiet it by
ossings, or placing it in a condition stillMore exciting-giving it still more food, orby rapid rocking, while singing some noisyair, When perhaps half-an hour at most in

a quiet room, murmuring some gently
"Othing strain, would save hours of rest-essness and fitful screams. There is acharm in peace and quiet that will control

fancy, and for the most part keep it in its
natural attitude of engaging-loveliness. It
15 very easy however, to accustom them to around of dissipating manoeuvres which willcai every day for an increase of noise, and
change of place and playthings, so that the
Whole house becomes a kind of baby-bedlam.
It has been laid down as a maxim, " Never
Permit a child to cry." Yet let the motherdo the best she can, the baby will sometimes
cry when she can see no possible reason for
t And is it an unpardonable offence?
The mother sometimes weeps from heart-
ache, when with her reason and power of
speechshe cannot tell what makes her heart
ache. Little heads may ache. Little brains
may have become excited by studying too
long the curious lines on the wall, or listen-
ing too intently to the sounds to which the
new ear is just opened. Be calm and
patient, mother, and father too, ifyour little
nestlingdoes sometimes disturbyourhours
of sleep. Some strange sound may have
fallen on its delicate ear, some strange fear
may have taken possession of its little
bosom as the eyes opened upon the con-
fused darkness of the night. The natural
disposition, we think, has much to do with
the actions of infants, no less than with
men and women. A course pursued with
one will not answer for another. They

are miniature men and women, and the
natural tendencies of the child you will see
in the man, modified, to be sure, by edu-
cation and circumstances. • We used
occasionally to see a beautiful infant boy,
playful and happy as a kitten. Suddenly,
without any apparent cause, his laughing
face would cloud, he would cry bitterly, and
refuse to be soothed. Years passed, and
that boy was placed by Providence under
our immediate care. We came to our task
begirt with wise theories, resolved that
with kind devotion we would prevent what
seemed to us fitful crying. But much of
our garnered wisdom long since vanished
from its storehouse. We have learned
that " the wind must be tempered to the
shorn lamb." The sensitive boy is still
frequently made very unhappy by trifles
which only make another by his side smile.
His keen sensibilities, either of joy or
sorrow, are fanned to a flame by a breath.
The stern decision which may be requisite
in another case, only makes him desperate.
A garment does not feel right, a stocking
is too short, and all the decision and
reasoning of a host of matrons cannot
convince him that he is comfortable, while
an unwitting change of subject will divert
him from his uneasiness and cause him to
forget his trouble. We expect, should he
live to become a man, he will be. easily
troubled still. We say, then, let the dis-
positions of infants even be carefully
studied, and let no mother despair and feel
that though her labors are shaded they
are in vain. She may toil silently, and go
to her grave unknown, but she may set in
motion springs that will move a world.
Mothers' Friend.

A VISITOR.

Mrs. Crowner, a poor widow over on the
hill beyond Meadow Brook, stepped in
this afternoon on her way home from the
village. She hadbeen helping the doctor's
wife to clean house and wash bedclothes.
She was tired; it is a walk of three miles,
and her health is not very good, and we
were glad to have her call in and rest her-
self.

Grandma always keeps the teakettle on
the stove all the time, just in case a poor,
tired, hungry person comes in and needs a
cup of tea. It is no trouble to us, and a
great help to those who are weary and need
the refreshing cup that cheers. While she
was sipping her tea and eating some of the
nice kind of cakes that grandma always
has - a kind that improve with age - I
observed that she wore a very pretty black
calico dress. Now I have a weakness for
black calico dresses; but one has to be so
very careful of them; and then they are
never pretty after they have been washed.
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I remarked this to Mrs. Crowner, and
she laughingly replied that she had worn
that dress for her best one for over two
years, and it had been washed frequently,
and that she never had had any difficulty
in keeping black calico from fading or
growing dingy.

This was all new to me, so I took out my
pencil and made a note of her recipe to
keep black calico from fading.

She said when she had made the dress
and worn it until it needed washing, she
made a strong soapsuds and put the dress
in it, and let it stay in until it boiled, then
set it off, and allowed it to lie in the suds
until it was cold. It never faded after that,
and she always washed it in the usual
manner, and rinsed it through two or three
waters, and dried it in the shade.

I was immensely amused while she stayed.
She said Dr. Thompson's wife told her she
must go to church, and she replied that
she had no bonnet fit to wear, and Mrs.
Thompson said if she would accept it she
would give her one of her old ones, provid-
ed she would go to church. She took the
flowers and feathers and the broad ribbon
ties off from the brown straw bonnet and
presented it to her.

Now any woman knows that a modern
bonnet, stripped of the trimmings, is no
more a bonnet than is a broad brown syca-more leaf. It bears no resemblance to
anything in the heavens or on the earth-
it is unsightly, ugly, repulsive, useless.
And to a woman poor and gray-haired,
who is willing to go to church, but kept
back by poverty, such a gift is an insult and
a mockery.

Grandnia gave her a brown ribbon for
ties, and I sewed them on, making a "com-
placent bow" under the chin. She had a
little gauzy brown veil that one of her
children found, and I told her to iron it out
smoothly, lay it in two folds, and press it,
to give it the look of the first folds that are
in veils when we buy them, and then lay it
in three box-plaits at one end, and fasten
it in fhat on the top of the bonnet a little
back.

We are too apt, in giving gifts to the
poor, and often in giving to the Lord,
likewise, to give sparingly, and unworthily,
and distrustfully, to dole out grudgingly
something that we do not feel sensibly, or
miss much, or make any sacrifice in giving.
-Home Magazine.

CHRISTIAN PRINCIPLE IN DRESS.

BY REV. G. B. WILLCOX.

Every good man who writes on dress
thinks he must begin and end with a
broadside at the fashions. There is much
to be said against them, it is true; but

they are themselves a sign of the progress
that Christianity has made in the world.
Look back a few hundred years, and see
what fantastic tricks grown men and
women played in this matter of costume.
When men wore silk hoods in the streets.
like nightcaps, and coats of half-a-dozen
colors, like flags wrapped round them ;when they had sleeves about the size of a
barrel, and toes to their shoes half a yardlong, that were turned up and were hurigto their knees with chains; when their hair
was gathered into a cue, that was pieced
down as long as a Chinaman's; whenladies carried turbans or mitres a yardhigh, with ribbons floating from the toplike streamers, with tunics half of onecolor, 'af of another; when the head-
dresses were complicated scaffoldings ofiron and silver wires, made to represent
castles, Pyramids, ships, canopies, zodiacs.
and other kind of structures"-the wildest
fashion of our time would have been voted
tame.

Now i is something to be thankful for-it is a step in Christian civilization-
that we have turned over the party-colored
dresses to the state-prisons. The merelapse of time, to which shallow peoplecredit such reforms, has no tendency eventhat way. What have ten centuries donein China to change the style of dress, orto rae away with that cruel custom ofcramping the feet of their women ? It is
fashions to s Christianit that has brought
madeis it something like reason, andmade iL impossible that we should go backto those follies. This is one of the thou-sand good effects that Christianity hasthrown out sidewise, like spray from the
for. t, that few men think to give credit

Dress mnust be made *a means only,not an end. As a wise man will " eat tolive, ot live to eat," so he will do withdress. It is not the quality ofone's clothingthat determines whether one is right orwrong as to this amatter. A woman, for in-stance, ha been ail her life used to rich fab-rics. They are to her a thing of course.Tbey cost her littie time or thought. Butanother wit smal means, is foolishly liv-ing for appearances. She gives her whole
md to ther. She worries and fretsabout ber shallow purse. She lives and
moves and has her'being in the atmo-
spbere of this mania for dress. Now, she

er richer siste, more plainly clad than
we tichenfold r. She must be. But shewill be tenfold more bent on costume;
she bas oenfold more of the character of a
woman of fashion

So you find a girl who gives time enoughto the architecture of her hair to make her,
if she Chould urn it to better account, a ripeand noble Christian woman. Her body
wa, made Lo be God's temple. Her head
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is the glory of her body. But she values
the scalp of it as so much soil to raise hair
on.

Now there is no escape from folly like
this but in having an aim noble enough to
be worth the finest thought and energy we
give it. Whatever our dress ought to be
to help toward this ain, that is the rule to
govern it. Make it a means, not an end.

But what shall we do with the fashions?
Hlere v'e are in the midst of them; and we
cannot control them. What shall we do?Rebel outright? Defy the new styles every
season? Shall we pitch upon some one
mode, more sensible than the rest, as it
cones along, and cling to that at allhazards? Shall we take the Quaker way
of coming out from the world to be separate ?
Any dress that makes a man or woman
conspicuous in the street is bad, for thatreason alone. Follow the fashions, since
You must; but follow them, as Peter did his
Master, afar of. Keep near enough to
then to avoid notoriety. Keep far enough
away to avoid extravagance.

But will not that uphold this system ofthanges every few months, that involveshs ostentation and enormous waste? No;
Siot at all: It is just the way to defeat it.
eaOld back from extremes, and you canea8iIy go from one season to another with
fot much more change of your garmentsthan heat and cold require. It is the very
thing that the fashionable tailors and hat-ters and milliners do not want.
bet is against Nature that a man should
ce coming out incessantly in some new
cstume, like an actor on the stage. The
thgher you look in the scale of creatures,
the less striking' the changes they gothrough in their growth. Begin down at
the lowest. A shellfish-crab, for instance,
outgrows his shell, and must come out of
it, and be a helpless and defenseless thing
till he gets a new one. Next above him, a
serpent exchanges the whole skin at once,
it 1s true; but is left in no such shelterless
condition. Come up to the quadrupeds,
and you will find thern shedding their hairs
one by one only, without being incom-
moded. And man, highest of all, by
insensible perspiration, goes so gradually
through the transformation of his body
that thousands never discover that they go
through it at all. Now, on this principle
with which God clothes the soul we ought
to clothe the body. We are not shellfish,
or chameleons; but men and women.

" But a woman has a right to dress as
she pleases, if she can afford it." She can-
not afford it! She has not a dollar of her
own; and, though she may be Mrs. Astor
or Stewart, she has no more right than any
waiting-maid to use God's money without
consulting Hirn about it. How farwemay
go in gratifying taste is not an easy ques-
tion to answer.; but this notion that yOu

may be as prodigal as you can afford to
be is atheism. It throws God out of account,
and make a man's money his own.

" But dressing richly gives so much em-
ployment to the poor! So many families
live on the wages of it !" Good reasoning,
in one view. If the fact is clear that only
through this self-indulgence can the money
be got from suchowners at all-that other-
wise they would hoard it,then almost any
way of wasting it becomes a blessing to
society. But no one who claims to live by
principle can argue in that way for a
moment. You might hire a poor man to
trundle a load of stones around a circle all
day long, and pay him well. Would that
excuse the waste? We are bound to have
something useful to employ him upon-to
have something to show as the fruit of his
labor.

But a word to another class of readers.
0, you-brother, sister-who carry around
you few of this world's fair colors; you
who toil on under shadows, with few gleams
of sunshine on your path; bow not like a
bulrush, but stand and be strong! Stand
in your heirship as God's sons and daugh-
ters! Remember the promise, backed by
all God's omnipotence: " I will never
leave thee, nor forsake thee !" You think
there is no beauty in you, that he should
desire you; that he hides his face from
you; that you are despised, and he esteems
you not. Ah! the gardener takes the
unshapely root, all rough and soiled, and
treasures it and cultures it; he knows what
will come out; he is resolved that it shall
come out-the royal beauty of the flower.
God is culturing you. Have only a thou-
sandth part of his patience, and wait till
he bringsyou into bloom You will want
no changing pattern in your robe of white
when the fashion of this world shall have
passed away.-Indpendent.

HINTS AND SUGGESTIONS.

We come to spy out the land-to roam
"up stairs, down stairs and in the lady's
chamber," to creep into all by and forbid-
den places-to look into the bedrooms,
ransack the wardrobes, peep into the
drawers, it may be, overhaul trunks and
boxes, perhaps-in short to take all manner
of liberty, and find fault to our heart's con-
tent.

Now we slip, unseen, into the guests'
chamber. It is very pleasant and inviting;
but we don't think the bed is made up very
neatly. There are " humps " in the mat-
tress. It has not been turned over after
using, and well-beaten and brought unto a
good square surface. The sheets and
blankets are not puton smoothly; the fine,
Marseilles spread is spread over unevenly,
the centre figure being too far on one side,
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giving a very untidy appearance to the room. Get open, upright brush-holders-
bed, and bringing so large a proportion of rather than the long fiat ones with a cover-
the bed-clothes on one side, as to render it for, by standing the tooth and nail brushes
difficult to press them down properly in the upright dish they drain and s00f
between the mattress and side rail, and of dry; but if laid down and covered they are
course you cannot, under -such circum- neyer dry, and in warm weather soon
stances, give a square, regular shape to becore quite offensively musty.
the bed. A poorly made bed spoils the A good sponge on the washstand and a
appearance of the room, however elegant dean doily hung up with the towels should
the rest of the furnishing may be. be considered as indispensable in any well-

Pretty sheet and pillow tidies are of great furnished spare room, as for those in daily
assistance in givi 'ng a tresh, cheerful air to use.
a bedroor. if sheets and pillow slips are 0f course the bureau drawers and ward-
neatly tucked and well ironed, the bcd will robe, in this room, will be left as near-y
look very inviting at first, if fwell made, but unoccupied as possible-so we pass into
after it has been once used the wrinkled, other rooms-and will not stop to open
tumbled sheets and pillows are not a them.
pleasant sight, and one feels well repaid What can be the matter in this Young
for the littbe trouble of providing tidies, lady's chamber? As we draw near the
however simple; ruffed and embroidered, bureau we perceive a most unpleasant
for the spare chamber if you please; but a smell. We must take the liberty ofopening
part of a fine old linen sheet, with broad this drawer. Whew! The first breath
hems and narrow tucks, starched and well reveals the mystery.
ironed, gives a very neat finish to the The brush has been wet to brush the hair,
family bedrooms, and then without drying shut from the air

This elegant bureau is ail right, as far as in the drawer. There is no smell 0 sirk
it is furnishied; but the guests' chamber ening! It pervades the whole bureau. No
should be provided with all the little com- perfume can overcome it- nd by using it,
forts and conveniences which a lady thinks damp and uncleansed day after da, the
necessary in aer own room. A handsome odor is carried wherever this careless per-
mat or tidy over the marble top, and son goes. We have sat by people in chuch
little mats on each side for cologne botle who have used such a brush, and could
and watch stand, or match-box and jewel hardly remain during the service. The
case, and a pretty cushion, will add much cause is unmistakable and cannot be con.
to the appearance of this bureau-or if cealed.
nothing more, a yean damask towel spread The hair krush should be combed free

is, if not a necessity, at least a great from hair or dandruif ever time it is Used,
safTguard against stains on the marble, and laid by an open window tilI veil aired
and a protecdtion from the disagreable and dried. cIf ladies will persist in wetting
chill that creeps over one when resting the hair or brush, a brisk movement f a
the hand or arm on the cold marble. dry brush through the hair will soon create

A good comb and brush, free from the a fine lustre on te hair-whereas wettng
slightest suspicion of dirt, a boot-buttoner diminishes the gloss so beautitul in well
and a paper of pins, ought to be on the kept hair; but we forget that that is an Old
bureau or in the drawer. A friend often faGhioned idea. The progress of art and
remains over night, unexpectedly, and, of elegance teaches that a wilderness f fusey,
course not coming provided for the frizzled hair is now the crowning beauty.
detention, will find these little attentions Tastes differ-but no change in style or
and conveniences a great comfort-and fashion will object, we hope, to a ean,
duly appreciate your kind and thoughtful sweet brush; and to secure that it crust
care. good b once a week, at least, be well ashed in

A ltlbaktof willow or perforated warm soap suds, in which a little soda has
card, epbroidered with some neat and been dissolved. Soda is better thain arn
fanciful design, or a bead or muslin bag, is monia-as it cleanses without stimuating
a great convenience much needed to be the vegetable growth. Comb the brush
hung by the side of the bureau, or under while washing-tlat the suds ofay pene
the gas, to hold the hair from comb or trate to i roots of the bristles, and leanse
of brush, burnt matches, bits of thread or every part-then rinise in wvarm water, rub
paper. Some such receptacle for loose- dry as you can and put in the window, or
bits, or litter, should be near every bureau, by the fire if the weather is damp, to dry.
no matter how simple, which the chamber- This care should not be eglected by any
maid must empty every morning. one who makes any pretension to neatness.

A curtain of white barred musin or lin- The bureau drawers in this room are not
en is needed over the washstand, that the in good order. You Cîî lose much tme,
water, in washing, may not soil the paper and we think a good deal of self-respect,
orpaint. A nail-brush isveryconvenient when next you need a handkerchief, or
we think a real necessity for every bead stockings, for everything here seems to



How to Buy Poultry.--Stop and Think

have been stirred up by a whirlwind or a
sleep-walker. It will require some skill and
more patience than you can spare to sepa-
rate this wretched tangle.

The pipes in the wash-basin and bath
room are slimy and foul-indicative of
neglect. They should be well washed
every morning, and once a week a pail of
boiling suds with a spoonful or two of soda
or potash, must be poured in, to eat away
ail impurities, and sweeten the pipes. In
passing let us say this care is more especial-
ly necessary in the kitchen sinks. They
require a stronger suds, and more soda or
lye, and more attention-to eat out ail the
grease that will accumulate in washing
dishes.

The discoloration around the bell-pull,
door-knobs, etc., show that a careless girl
has not protected the wall or paint, while
cleaning them, and the mistress has not
kept her eyes open. A bit-ofoilcloth, with
a hole in the centre, to slip over the knobs
or bell-pulls while rubbing, iwould have

saved this defacement of paint and paper.
And the fin ger marks on the doors also tell
a sad story of neglect. They need to be

washed off once a week-twice, if little fin-

gers are about-with a soft flannel, wrung
out of hot suds,

The parlor mantel, over the grate, in the
Sitting-room, has not been washed every
morning, when the fire is lighted in the
grate. It should be. See! The gas and
smoke from coal or kindlings have turned
the white marble quite yellow. Wash it in
hot suds, strong with ammonia, to remove
the spots, and then use a clean brush and
hot suds every morning, and you will save
mucl4 time, and be well rewarded with an
unspotted mantel.-Christian Union.

HOW TO BUY POULTRY.

Comparatively few housekeepers know
how to select good and tender poultry.
When I first undertook the charge of a
household, my good father-in-law gave me
a bit of advice that proved invaluable.
" Never," said he, " purchase a chicken
without first lifting the wing; if the skin
of its under side close to the body, is easily
broken, you may be sure the bird is young;
if it is strong of texture, beware."
Latterly, I have been still further guided
by a budget of printed advice, which
proved to be perfectly reliable. Whoever
the author may be, I thank him (or her),
and for the sake of my sisters in house-
wifery ask you to reprint a few of its lead-
ing points. Here they are:-

" If a hen's spur is hard, and the scales on
the legs rough, she is old, whether you see
the head or not; but the head will corrobo-
rate your observation. If the under bill is so
stiff that you cannot bend it down, and the

comb thick and rough, leave lier, no matter
how fat and plump, for some one less parti-
cular. A young hen has only the
rudiments of spurs; the scales on the
legs are smooth, glossy, and fresh-
colored, whatever the color may be;
the claws tender and short; the nails
sharp; the under-bill soft; and comb thin
and smooth. An old hen-turkey has rough
scales on the legs, callosities on the solesof the feet, and strong claws; a young one
has the reverse of all these marks. Whenthe feathers are on, and the old turkey-cock has a long tuft of beard, a young onehas a sprouting one; and when they areoff, the smooth scales on the legs.decide
the point, besides the difference in size ofthe wattles of the neck, and in the elasticshoot upon the nose. An old goose when
alive is known by the rough legs, thestrength of the wings, particularly at thepinions, the thickness and strength of thebill, and the fineness of the feathers; and
when plucked, by the legs, the tenderness
of the skin under the wings, by the pinions
and the bill, and the coarseness of the skin.
Ducks are distinguished by the same means,
but there is this difference-that a duck-ling's bill is much longer in proportion tothe breadth of its head than the old duck.A young pigeon is discovered by its palecolors, smooth scales, tender, collapsed
feet, and the yellow long down interspersed
among its feathers. A pigeon that can fly,
has always red-colored legs and no down,and is then too old for tise."

Once master these points, and you can
detect an old, tough fowl, just as surely
when offered for sale in the market, as
when served for eating.-Hearth and
Home.

STOP AND THINK.

Girls, stop and think! What about?
About whatever you are doing. If you are
at work in the kitchen, and need some
article from the pantry or cupboard, stop
and think of all the articles you may need
from there in the next few minutes, and
make one journey do for half a dozen. And
perhaps you may think of several things
that can be returned to their places at the
same time, thus making a double saving of
time and muscle.

If you are cooking, stop and think of
everything you will need before you begin
that batch of bread or pies, instead of
being obliged to take your hands out of the
dough two or three times to run down to
the cellar after butter or lard, or into the
pantry for sugar or nutmeg. If you have
a quantity of sewing, or other work to do,stop and think what will be needed first,
and what you could do without in case of
hindrance, instead of doing perhaps the
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least necessary thing first, and finding SELECTED RECIPES.
yourself at the last moment in a perfect
hurly-burly to finish what you must have. A VERY NicE DisH 0F MUTTON AND

And so with everything you do: stop and MASHED POTATOES.-CUt the meat in small
think whether you are doing it in the pieces, and stew in a littie gravy, to which
most convenient and profitable manner or add a dessert-spoonful of mushroom or waî-
not. nut catsup. Stew tili hot. Thicken with

We often hear people speak of women a littie four and butter mixed, and serve
who " turn off work " very fast. I once on a dish surrounded by mashed potatoes.
asked a woman who bore such a reputation An inexpensive gravy for ah stews, hashes,
how she did it. "By thinking what I am etc., may be made of a large onion, some
about; by killing two birds with one stone, whole pepper, a piece of bread toasted
and making one step do the work of half a brown, but not burned, and a dessert-
dozen," was her reply. Of course itwould spoonful of walnut catsup boiled in a
not be profitable to think longer about pint of water.
anything than it would take for you to do
it, unless it was for the sake of forming the COLD BEEF HASHED WITH VINEGAR.

habit of thoughtfulness. But do not try to Take some cold roast-beef, beef-steak, or
think of one thing while you are doing the meat from a shin which has been
another, unless the work in hand be very boiled for soup; cut it in pieces about haîf
monotonous indeed. an inch square; season with Cayenne

When I was a school-girl, I thought it a pepper and sait to the taste. Take as much
great saving of time to- do two things at vinegar as would cover the neat; boil in it
once, and my grammar shows the marked a few grains of whole alispice and a couple
effects of being held in my lap while I of cloves; pour it over the meat while
churned, or propped up behind the table boiling hot, and stand it away to get cold.
while I washed dishes. But I learned that This is a nice dish for supper or luncheon.
I could neither study nor work as fast, and
that it paid to do one thing at a time. So S L E IE.
keep your thoughts on the work you areA
doing.-Hearpk and Home. mutton should hang in a cool place tih

quite tender, before being used, but be care-
nfu that it does not hang long enough to
acquire the least rust or taint. When the

COOK GENTLY. shoulder as hung til tender, bone it; rub

etc. ay~ .ù be mae., of- lire nionsm

brwn buti notL burne, an adesert

Cook gently ! it is better far
To simmer slow with care

Than let a furious boiling mar
And ruin goodly fare.

Cook gently 1 and you'll ever find
You're sure this way to gain.

Learn to cook gently, soft, and mild,
Not with your might and main.

Cook gently 1 kindly e'en the poor
Potatoes must be boiled;

We have enough we must endure
Without their being spoiled.

Cook gently I e'en corned beef may show
That you have toiled in vain;

Perhaps hard boiling made it so-
Oh, try it once again I

Cook gently1 if the water boils,
Just let the embers glow;

Don't pile in such a lot of coal
Because it's here, you know.

Cook gently! 'tis a waste ofwords,
'Tis talking to the wind;

For kitchen girls love rousing fires;
Hard boiling suits their mmd.

Cook gently 1'tis a little word,
Whether you boil or stew.

(Perhaps I might have held my tongue
For all the good 'twill do.)

-Ha rpr's Monthly.

a tt e sa t over t, an .eep
dish for two days, turning it overeach day
and rubbing in a little more salt-half a
tablespoonful each time. Meat to boil
requires more sait than for roasting. On
the third day, sprinkle over the inside one
teaspoonful of powdered mace. Spread
twenty oysters over the inside; roll the
meat up tightly, and tie securely; put it
into the stewpan or boiler, with just enough
boiling water to cover it; throw in six pep-
percorns, or seeds of the red pepper, and
one onion chopped; shut the cover over
very closely, and stew; twenty minutes'
cooking for each pound of meat is the pro-
per time. Stew twenty-four oysters in a
pint of good stock of gravy; add a table-
spoon of butter and enough four to thicken
it. When the meat is done, lay it in a
good-sized platter, and pour the gravy.
over it.

POTATO YEAST.-Half a dozen good-
sized potatoes, peeled and grated, a hand-
fui of hops steeped in boiling water, with
which to cook the potatoes as soon as
grated, for if allowed to stand they darke,
and the yeast will not be as white. While
boiling, add half a cup ofsugar, a haudful
of sait, and when lukewarn a cup of yeast.
Let it rise, and stir down several times
before putting away. Do not fill the jug
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very full, tie in the cork, and look out when
it is taken out for the first time, or it may
fly all over you. A cupful makes six large
loaves.

ScoTcH-PIE .- Mince sound, ripe apples,
and fill the pie-pan; then make a very stiff
batter of one pint of sweet milk, one tea-
spoonful of soda, two of cream of tartar;
flour to make the batter; then add the
soda and cream of tartar; lastly, a table-
spoonful of lard, well warmed. With a
knife spread the batter over the apples,
and cook well. Turn out into a plate,
leaving the apples uppermost; then season,
with sugar and fresh butter. An excellent
family pie

ONION-SAUCE.-Peel ten or twelve
onions; put them in cold water with a
little salt to whiten; let them remain about
twenty minutes ; put them into a sauce-pan,
cover'them with water and boil them well;
if the onions are very strong, change the
water; they will require about an hour to
boil. When tender, drain them thoroughly
and rub them through a sieve. Make a
pint of melted butter as follows: A dessert-

spoonful of flour, two ounces of butter,
three-quarters of a pint of milk; mix and
stir it until it boils; add the onions, and
stir till the sauce simnlmers, when it is ready
for use.

A GooD PUDDING.-Take one-half pound
of bread-crumbs, six ounces of white sugar,
pour over it one-half pint of boiling milk,
let it stand till nearly cold, then work into
it one-fourth pound of fresh butter until it
becomes very white. Then add four eggs.
one at a time, stirring; it must be well
beaten between each; then add the rind
grated and the juice of a lemnon; take a
mold, butter and paper it well, then orna-
ment it with candied peel and raisins,
according to fancv. Pour into it the
ingredients, put a paper over the top, also
tie in a cloth, and let it steam gently for
two hours, Serve it with arrowroot or cus-
tard sauce.

SNow PUDDING.-The juice of three
lemons, one cup of white sugar, whites of
three eggs, half package gelatine. Let the
gelatine stand half an hour in a pint of cold
water, then throw off that, and add a pint
of boiling water. Beat the eggs and sugar
well, then add the lemon-juice and gelatine,
and beat till it looks like snow.

JENNY LIND'S SOUP.-The following
soup is stated by Miss Bremer to be the
soup constantly served to Mademoiselle
Jenny Lind, as prepared by her own cook.
'Ile sago and eggs were found by her
soothing to the chest, and beneficial to the
voice. Wash a quarter of a pound of best
pearl sago thoroughly, then stew it quite
tender and very thick in water or thick

broth (it will require nearly or quite a
quart ofliquid, which should be poured to it
cold and heated slowly ;) then mix gradually
with it a pint of good boiling cream or
milk, and the yolks of four fresh eggs, and
mingle the whole carefully with two quartsof strong veal or beef stock, which should
always be kept ready boiling. Serveimmediately.

To MAKE DOUGH-NUTS.-Required:
lwelve ounces sugar, three eggs, one pintof milk, one halt pint of lard, one halfpint of yeast, one good-sized nutneg, withsalt and flour. Melt the lard, and be care-ful to have half a pint of the lard whenmelted-no more, and no less. Put thepint of milk upon the stove to warm, andpour into it the melted lard. While this iswarming (it should not be hot), take aboutthree pints of sifted flour, and grate into itone good-sized nutmeg, then add abouttwo teaspoonfuls of salt; next roll thetwelve ounces of sugar (coffee-sugar is
best, because it is soft). and add thattotheflour; then beat the three eggs, and stirthemn in with the s,'gar and flour. Whenthat is mixed up well, stir in the wettingof milk and lard, and then add the halfpint of home-m ade veast, add more flour,and knead soft like biscuit. Be sure notto getit stiff. for dough-n uts should be made
very soft: they do not require much knead-
ing, only sufficient to mix all the ingredi-ents well together. When you are through
kneading, put the dough into a warm pan
or pail to rise (a six-quart pail, with acover, is about the thing, as it keeps the
dough moist, and prevents its hardening
on top. as it will do this cool weather, ifcovered on ly with a cloth), and keep it ina warm place until it is very light (itshould rise to the top of the pail). When
light enough, roll out the dough upon a
board, to the thickness of a half inch, then
cut out your dough-nuts with a biscuit-
cutter, and lay them upon a molding-board,
well floured; the board should be warm,
and the dough-nuts should not be put too
near each other upon it-say about two
inches apart; cover them with a light cloth,
and let them stand in a waim place until
lightenough to fry. They ought to be
puffed up round like a ball, but s-)metimes
they will rise sideways. When ready to
cook, take from the board with care, that
the outer crust which holds the air may
not be broken, and drop into a kettle of
hot lard, and let them frv slowly to a nice
brown, turning them several times while
cooking. Do niot let the lard brown, but
have it hot enough to keep the cakes from
soaking in the fat. When done, roll in
fine sugar, if you like. Certain good house-
keepers use half suet in frying dough-nuts,
believing that it is better than to use clear
lard.
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Littlc Rose.

LITTLE ROSE.

Words by MARIAN DOUGLAS. Music by ANNIE MoORE.
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i. O, don't be in haste, lit - Ce Rose! lit - tic Roe

2. O, don t be in haste, lit - te Rose lit - t!e Rose O

3. O, don't be in haste, lit - te Rose! lit - tic lose 0,
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don't be in haste, lit-tic Rose! Though the Niay is vet liere, Y't the
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Little Rose.

June is more near, Thain you in your drcani-ing, sup. pose, Little Rose! Than

i-i gale now, With mu - s l ne - yI he - stows, iittlc Rose! W h

soon, soon e - nougli, The wind, for ou; vith - er - ing, blows, Little Rose! The
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w d for our w th - r -ing blows.
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My First ear in Canada.

My FIRST YEAR IN CANADA. By the our Church, but was also a most important

Right Rev. Ashton Oxenden, D.D., person at Montreal, on whon the destinies
of the railroad depended, and one of the

Bishop of Montreal, and Metropolitan iost intelligent, upright, and respected
of Canada. men in Canada; and that the car spoken

of, µnd which I in my Englsh ignorance
This is a beautiful little volume, printed had mistaken for a cb. waOs his ow pri-

in London, giving a very graphic and nalve vate railway travelling-carriage, which he
account of the experiences and observa- had with very great courtes- and kindness

tions of the Bislop duiincg his frst year in invited us to make use of. Dut he was too
sensible and kind a person to be on nded,

Canada. It begins with an account of and repeated his wclcome offer for Mondav
his call to the Bishopric of Montreal, evening; and in that coifortable and

which took him entirelv by surprise; and luxurious carriage. we (that is, our seven

of is voyage ont. e arrvea e selves and our two Rural Deans) steamed
of hisvoya He arrived at Qebe' on to Montreal. arriving there at eight

like manv others, on Sunday; and, as is oclock on Tuesday morning."
alwavs the case on the arrival of a steamer,

a great pressure takes place to get ashore. The good Bishop docs nat find railway
.ý_1 travellhn- in Canada all thiat could be

It being very early in the morning, how- o
ever, the Bishop concluded to finish his wished.

night's rest, when the fallowing amusing " Our journey from Qîebec, though

incident occurred -under most propitious circumstances, was
somewhat tedious. The train vas far less

'By the way, I must mention a curious expeditious than those we had been accus-
incident that occurred. On the night of tomed to in England, and the stoppages
our arrival at Qiebec, I had retired to rest seemed to be needlessly protracted. The
in aur little cabin, and had fallen asleep, in Grand Trunrk is making rapid improve-

spite of the trampling of feet and other ments; but still there is a lack of tiat smart-
indescribable noises in the ship, all of ness and regularity, which are met with on
which seemed to concentre at our door, i English lines. Tlie stations are miserable;
and were symptomatic of our having and there are no porters ta help the passen-
reached our port. Presently a loud rap gers on their arrival, but each one is
was heard ; and after much discussion on expected to shift for himself as best he can.
the outside, and a vain endeavor on my I must say, however, tlat in My various

part to persuade the people thatI was only railway trips, i have net, froin officiaIs and
half awake and did not wish to be disturbed, others, with as inuch courtesy and atten-
I was told that Mr. B- had sent his car, tion as could possibly be shownl in any
and hoped I would make use of it. Who country."
Mr. B- was I did not know. I could
only guess that he was the proprietor of the From one of the chapters, headed " A
hotel who had kindly sent a conveyance Winter in Montreal," we make the follow-
for us; and so I beg~ged to be allowed to ing extracts:-
rest quietly where I was tili morning.

" A few minutes after came another "I hardly know a pleasanter place in
knock. It was in vain to close one's ears, which to passthe winter months than Niont-
or to refuse an entrance. I was told that a real. Its cheerfulness, and at the same

deputation was waiting to receive me. It time its quietness-for, instead of the runm-
was rather a trying hour and place for so bling of carriages along the streets, they
formal an interview; so I said it was impos- glide noiselessly over the snow-its inany
sible, and still pleaded, as I had done to appliances to keep ont the cold-the kind-
Mr. B-'s messenger, a desire not to be |ness of its inhabitants-the facilities for
disturbed. moving about, &c.-all make it a charming

"But to return to Mr. B- and his car. place of residence in the winter.
When morning came, I learnt that Mr. " There is also an abundance of chari-
B-was not only a leading member of table institutions at Montreal-lospitals,
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Church Homes, Friendly Societies, &c., and most of them without doors, one stepsand al well managed. St. George's Socie- in and out with the greatest ease. Thety, St. Andrew's, and St. Patrick's, lay hired sleighs, of which there are plenty, arethemselves out to receive poor emigrants clean and good, and the owners take aon tbeir arrival in Canada; also to be gen- pride in the robes witlh which they areerally useful to their countrymen and to provided. Most people keep a sleigh ofkeep up a national feeling amongst them. their own; but we were an exception, andh bave scarcely ever seen a beggar in the found but little inconvenience. One basstreets of Montreal, or in the country. occasionally to satisfy oneself that one'sThcre is a great absence of poverty, except nose and ears are all right, as they areperhaps among the lowest French popula- sometimes frozen before the possessor is attion,. Of course, there are no Poor-Laws all aware of his condition. Ordinary pre-or Unions here; but there are several chari- cautions however are suflicient to preventtable refuges, in which the needy and such a catastrophe."
friendless are cared for. And amotg the "The Skating Rink is a great winterRoman Catbolics especially there are many feature in this city, and to this the Princeinstitutions on an enormous scale. Besides paid alinost a daily visit. It is a verythe several fine churches belonging to our large and handsome building, the flooring
own Communion, which would be an orna- ofwich is a smootb sheet of ice, constant-ment to any town, tbere are handsome ly renewed by the inlet of a flood of water.buildings belonging to other denomina- Here hundreds of persons may be seen
tions. Between the various sections of the skating every day, and especiallv in the
Protestant Church there exists a friendly afternoon, among whom are sorme of the
rivalry, but an absence of that bitterness best skaters in the world, of both sexes.
which sometimes disgraces the menbers We went there on one grand occasion,
of differiig religious bodies. We, who are when every skater wore a fancy costume.
Cburchnen, are decided Churchmen, per- It was one of the nost beautif-il sights I
haps even more so than in England ; but ever bebeld. The place vas hung with the
ve honor the feelings of those who con- gayest flags, most tastefully arranged; it
scientiously differ fron us, though we are was splendidly lighted and filled vith
persuaded that they wouild be great gainers skaters in their fancy dresses, and lookers-
by joining our ranks; and earnestly long on. The Prince invited us, and also the
for the time when ' there shall be one Lord, Bishop of Quiebec and Mrs. Williams, who
and Ilis name one.' The Roman Catholics were with us at the time, to bis gallery,
are by far the nost numerous body, and from wbence we had a delightful bird's-eýehave some fine churches, though not view of all that was going on. It 'as
strictly in harnonywith otr English tastes. indeed a fairyscene to look upon. The
Happily there is at present a kindly feel- skating was wonderful, and the dresses
ing between the Roman Catholics and Pro- gorgeous. On this occasion the Prince
testants, each pursuing their own course was only a spectator."
without molesting the other. And it is " The custom of paying friendly visitswell that it should be so, for little would on New Year's Day has long prevailed
indeed be gained on either side if con- among the upper classes, both of French
troversy and contention were the order of and En-lish, in Canada. These visits arethe day. As a Reformed Church, w-e paid by gentlemen onlv, the ladies renhaindesire by God's help, to hold our own, and ing at horne to receive'visitors. An excep-'contend earnestly for tbe faith once deliv- tion is kindly made in the case of the
ered to the saints.' But we wish at the Bisbop and the Clergy, who are allowed to
same time to speak the truth in love, care- consider themselves as the visited on thisfully avoiding all bitterness and harshness occasion. We received on New Year's Dayof language, which only wounds without near 30D visits, and among them we werc
healing" honored bv a special visit from the Prince.

The sleighs, darting about from street It is a genial and tine-honored custon,to street, are most picturesque. Some of and one that I should be very sorry to see
them are very handsomely got up, with an discontinued, It draws out much kind
abundance of furs and other trappings. feeling; and I have known cases where it
The motion is most agreeable, and the pace bas been the signal for a reconciliation
delightful; and evel in1 the keenest weather. between persons wlîo have been long
provided there is a to;erable absence of estranged from eaci other."
wind. one suttrs littIe from cold. A fur coat,
and cap with car-pads, completely protect Two chapters detail the Bishop's impres-
one. We have sonetiunes ben oui at atnigt sions of the Eastern Townships, obtained
in an open "ilg when the thernamneter by passing a summer in Dunham, andlias beeni considcrably below zero, without
feeling it so imucli as an ordinary cold pastoral journeys through tbat region.
night in England. They usually hold four The following extracts will be found
persons, and being alinost on the ground, interesting:-
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" A large tract of country to the south of " The roads are mostly unstoned, but

the St. Lawrence goes by the naine of the they are fairly good, are most pleasant to
Eastern Townships. In the reign of drive upon, and I am not sure that I wound

George III. the Governnent laid out this exchange them for a hard English flint

part of the country in plots of land. each road. At all events we were quite content

comprising ten or twelve square miles, and with them.

called a township, having its own separate "There seemed at first to be one great
municipality. These townships extend deficiency in our Dunham house. The re

from Bedford and Stanbridge in the west was no garden attached to it, and no vege-

to some distance beyond Richmond in the tables were to be bought in the place. But

east, and on the south they touch the line our wants were abundantly supplicd, and

or border of the States. The larger por- at times even superabundantly, by the

tion of this tract is in the Diocese of Mont- kindness of our neighbors, who sent us far

real; the rest in Quebec. The country has more beautiful vegetables of all kinds than

a more riant and flourishing appearance we could have got at Montreal. Potatoes,
than other parts of Lower Canada. It is cabbages, peas, French beans, tomatoes,
tolerably cleared, and is pretty well culti- Indian corn, cauliflowers, melons, &c.,
vated. And if it were not for the long and found their way into our kitchen, and were

severe winters, I should say it must be as all the sweeter for being free-will gifts.

fine a spot for farrning enterprise as any in One fariner, a stranger, drove over fromn a

the world. The whole country, from village, twelve miles off, with a beautiful

Philipsburg on the Missisquoi Bay east- specimen of his garden produce as an

ward towards Memphremagog, and from offering to the Bishop. The Indian corn

thence to Brome Lake, and across to is eaten in a semi-ripe state as a vegetable.

Waterloo, Shefford, Iron Hill, and Sveets- There are various ways of serving it; but

burg, is extremely pretty. In mnany I think the best, though perhaps not the

respects it reminded us of parts of Switzer- most elegant, is to boil the whole upon the

land. The mountains are low, but beau- Cone. You then spread a little butter upon

tifully wooded, and of mountain-like it, and eat it au naturel; and it is really

formation. There is a little lack of water very good.a
in the district, with the exception of two " One of our few great excursions was
or three beautiful lakes; and the wooden up the Pinnacle-a little strikingly-shaped
buildings certainly cannot compare with chnic natconical mounitain, about seven mlsfromn

the picturesque Swiss châlets. The country Iunham, closely wooded almost to the
is studded about with innumerable barns summit, with a bare rocky peak. It was
and outhouses; but they lack the project- seen from all parts, and appeared to be

ing eaves, the carved work, and, more constantly saying to us, 'Come up, and
than all, the coloring of the same class of see what I have to show you.' And as we

buildings in Switzerland. Still it is a heard that the ascent was quite worth the
beautiful country, and we were charmed pains, we determined that it should tempt
with many of our drives. us no longer.

" My first step was to buy a little horse " So we started one afternoon, and drove
and carriage, as I found it was almost im- to the foot of the mountain; and Our
possible to hire. The usual,conveyances clergyman, Mr. G , and his wire,
in these parts are called waggons or bug- rccmani Mr. G-, ad hs iex

ie.Tbey are extremely light, nfu accoirpanied us. I-laving liad sorne ex-
gies. Tearexrmllih, on four perience on the Swiss Mountains, though

very slight wheels, and holding two per- Piney the wy, I ourse though
sons. The wheels are very high and near in a very small way, I of course thought

together, and the whole carriage weighs and spoke sowewhat conte PtuOutslY of
less than an English pony-carriage. Thev such a trifing walk as this; but it proved

are neat enough in themselves, but they ta be a harder afternoan's work than I had

are usually unwashed, and therefore have a argained for. t we tied up Our
slovenly appearance, and the harness is s Artived at the base, e thatuthe
not of the best, nor is there much blacking horses at a faro; but hearing that the
bestowed upon it. Every one has his car- ascent was a case of impossibility for the

riage here, as no one w*alks. If a person ladies, we posted them on a pleasant wod-

comes round with wild raspberries, she land slope, trom whence they couod so e us

calls in her buggy; and as for walking a on reaching the top, and having obtained

Mile, it is a thing unheard of-every one soe directions fror the farxuers, we

driver." plunged boidly into the bush. Certainly

" It is curious to see the number of car- there was a blind path, but we were con-

riages that are gathered around the stantly losing it on account of the numer

churches. Close to every church there is of huge.trees, which had been toppled over

commonly a large half-open shed ; and by a severe hurricane in the previous week.

this affords shelter to the waggons in the However, by mounting continually up-

summer, and the sleighs in the winter-the wards, we at length saw the wished-tor

horses patiently remaining during service. rock, which we immediately recognized
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as the goal towards which we were press- and then the lotud noise of powder explod-
ing. ing; and fresh portions Of the bridge fell

"We were quite repaid for our walk, and into the troubled Waters. Before long, the
a sharp one it certainly was; and though last bit of the lmaonry crashed down into
the atmosphere was hazy, we still had a the river.
good near view, and imagined what was " They've blown up their bridge," I
beyond. shouted ; " the Germans know we shall

An d now for our descent, which we conquer. Iurrah ! hurrah !"
pictured too as a mere bagatelle, Neithier Lisbeth nor Sylvie answered me
and easily to be accomplislhed. Well, we a word. Lisbeth drew a long breath froin
began at a merry pace, but soon lost our time to tiie, and sat with her lips parted,
bearing. I thoughft we were pointing to as if she could scarcely breathe and Svlvie
much to the left; mV companion was sure leaned against her, looking frightened and
that we were going right. Both proved to pale. At last sone large tears rolled down
be wrong, and I the more so of the to. Lisbeth-s cheeks, and feul upon the iron-
For when, after a while, we saw davlight ing-table.
again, and emerged fron the bush, we - They are dear friends of mine, some of
found ourselves a good three miles north them," she said, " and I cannot bear to
of the spot froin which ve had ascendcd ! think of there being war amongst then."
Hot and tired as we were, we had to press Either they nust be conquered, or we,"
on to reach our party. wvhio, we knew, imusti I said.
be beginning to feel alarimed. as the " I suppose so," she ansvered ; but I
shadows of evening were gathering around should like to know whv the Emeperor and
us. And truly they were a little alarmied. the King could not go to law about their
Finding that we did not arrive, they had quarrelî, as they make us pool folks do.
gene te thc farm; and there the od, kind Thev will not let us settle our disputes bv

people fully entered into their anxiety. ai- fighting; and I ask you, Max, which is
though they assured then that we had worse-ior two men te fight, or two hun-
only shared'the fate of most travellers, and dred thousand ?"
missed our way, and would soon turn p. Oh, Lisbeth ! I said, "you do not
One of thein, however, most kindly volun- understand the question at all. War brings
teered to sally forth vith his horn in search glory .)
Of us ; and two laboring men said that they "Ah !" she answered, sighing ; "but not
would also be on the look-out. But pre- the glorv the angels sang when the dear
sently our welcome arrival set all right; Lord Christ was born. Then it was
and going into the farm-house, we rested Glory te God, and peace on earth.' "
ourselves for half-an-hour, revelled in some I did not know what to reply to that, so I
new milk, and started home by moon- held my tongue.
light." It is no glorious thing for the poor,"

w nt ~LiI l " îr nuoc

MAX KROMER. A story of the Siege of
Strasbourg. By the author of "Little

Meg's Children," &c. London : Tract

Society. Montreal: F. E. Grafton.

This handsome little volume, embellished

with quite a number of pictorial illustra-

tions, describes from an Alsatian boy's

stand-point, the siege of Strasbourg, with

its hardships and horrors. We copy

three scenes. The French were at first

quite jubilant and the Prussians depressed.

q o seth; if there shlould be a
siege - which -God forbid ! - either in
France or Germany, we poor will die by
hundreds and thousands. The last war
was no glory for the poor, nor will this one
be, you will sec, lerr Max."

" Why, you don't remember any great
war?" I said.

" No," she answered; " but my father
was in Phalsbourg when it was besieged by
the Cossacks in I813, and he would tell you,
if he was still alive, what war means to the
poor, and to the women and children, Max.
There are not many people that it brings
glory to!"

BLOWING UP OF THE PRUSSIAN END OF The Prussians surround Strasbourg and
sTRASBOURG BRIDGE. commence the siege.

" What is the matter, Lisbeth?" cried
Sylvie, while I pushed on to the window,
and leaned out as far as I could reach to sec
what was geing on. There it lay in the
July sunshinc; the broad river, with' its
queer water-mills and bathing-places; both
shores crowded as thick as bees with people
pressing upon each other to see the sight.
Time alter time came the fine white cloud,

THE FIRST SHELL.

I looked what money I had in my purse.
There were two francs and a fcw centimes;
quite enough to buy vegetables to last Lis-
beth and Elsie for a week. Gretchen, I
knew, had laid in a stock of provisions;
but 1 lad never thought of Lisbeth, and
liundreds like her, who would have no
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money to buyin a store beforehand. Here, We hate battles, and wounds, and death as
at the fourth day of the investment, all her much as any one. And a siege is not a
food was gone, and she was deoendent whit more to my taste than a battle. You

upon what she could manage to get from will be of my mind before it is over."
day to day! "What will became of the poor?" I asked,

We went on to the market-place; but how looking down at the basket which hung
different it was to what it had been only a but lightly on my arm.
few weeks before! Now, instead of hun- "Ah! God knows!" he said again. "there
dreds of stalls, and people eager to sell are ten thousand peasants in the city; all
there were only a few salesmen and a crowd extra mouths. But one must always hope."
of persons anxious to buy, but without " See! see!" cried Elsie, pointing up-
money to pay the prices demanded. Ser- wards with her finger. A large black ball

geant Klein pushed his way through the was moving rather slowly, slowly enough
throng, and I followed him closely. There for us to watch it, across the blue skv, at a
was rather a poor show of vegetables and good height above the spot where wc stood;
fruit upon the stall ; but at the first answeî but it was already making a curve down-
to our inquiries I received a shock. The wards as if it was about to fall at a little

potatoes we asked for were a penny apiece; distance to the south. The sergeant's face
all the money I had would only pay for changed and he stood still, clasping Elsie
thirty, and those were not large ones. closer to hlim, and holding my shoulder

" So soon!" exclaim'ed the sergeant, with a tight grip. We watched it out at

"and we are not at the beginning y et! sight.
What is to become of us before the end is " Listen !" he said.

at hand ?" It w-as several moments before any sound
Not at the beginning !" I repeated; reaclhed us. I saw the people stroiling

" why, the gates have been closed these about the street and talking to one another,
four ays !" unconscios of what was about to happen.

" But the music bas not struck up vet, iThen there came a crash, folloVed by
and the dance will begin after that," be piercing shrieks, which rang through the

said, significantlv. "You do not under- air. For an instant everv person within

standwar, Herr NIax." sight stood still as if struck into stone; but
I am tired," said Elsie, on his shoulder, afterwards there was a frantic tlight in all

" carry me in your arms now." directions, some fleeing to the cathedral,
She slipped down fron her high seat, which was close by, and others running

clasping his neck with her small hands. swiftlv to the place where the first shell
le bent down his head over hers, and I saw had horst.
his eves glisten with tears be would not "The music and the dance are both

let fall. begun," said Sergeant Klein, grimlv;
"I have two little ones at home," he " here, Max, take the child into the dathe-

said, glancing at me to see if I noticed dral, and wvait for me there. I shall be
them-" two little children and their back presently."
mother, in an open village near Phals- I had a great wish to run with hlim to

bourg, and if these brigands should pass the place where the bomb had fallen, but
their way, the good God only knows what there was Elsie to be thought of. I turned

would become of them." towards the cathedral, but as we got near

" Do you like to be a soldier," asked to the door the rush of people carried mie

Elsie, stroking his cheek. It was a habit off my feet, and I was hurried in whether I

she bad with those she loved, and I liked would or no. In the dusky light within-

to feel her soft little fingers about my face. for coming out of the sunshine my eyes
"Bah! little one!" he answered, "I'm were dazzled-I could see that every part

a Frenchman, and bound to serve my was choked with women and children,
country. Who ever fails, we Alsatians are among whom were sprinkled a few men.
always true. Besides, nobody asked me The priests were going to and fro trying ta
whether I should like to be a soldier or no. comfort and encourage themi; but the wail-
They just take us. No, Ilerr Max, believe ing and sobbing were terrible to hear.
me, the peasants hate war. It is all loss There were people lving almost prostrate
and no gain to us. It is no fine thing, I before the altars, speechless with terror;
tell you, to be torn from your own home, while others were crying aloud to the saints
where there are the children, and the cat- to fight for them and save themu. On the
tie, and the harvest, all dependent upon step which runs along the side wall of the
you; and be driven, with thousands of nave sat numbers of little children, some
poor fellows like yourself, where the bullets looking grave and quiet, and others play-
are rattling and falling round you like ing.
raindrops in a thunderstorm. We are I wondered how they were bearing the
human beings, you see; we love our homes fright at home, and I recollected what
and our children as much as you others, anxiety Lisbeth would suffer about Elsie.
who are living quietly in your own houses. Sylvie and Louise were at school; and how
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terrified they would be. There was no one. ing and wringing their hands like women.
to see after them but me ; so I made my 1, too, went home almost heartbroken, andway with difficulty through the mass of stood opposite ourold house, once so peace-people to the north door of the cathedral, ful and happy, looking at the havoc madeand passed out into the street. in it. There it was, the rooms open to the

ram and wind, the walls tottering; moreThe siege, after weary weeks and months than half of it gone. On a standing, there
of indescribable suffering, comes to a close. was hanging yet a picture of Christ on the

cross. It haunted me all night long; formy head was weak, and full of fancies, andTHE WHIITE PL.AG. I cóuld not keep it out of my mind that le
Ev-ery day saw the want, the famine, and vas bcing crucified afresh in Strasbourg.

the deatls grow greater. Lisbeth told us But only the next day, late in the evening,
that they were running short of exervthing when it was almost too dark to see it save
that was needed in the hospitals, wi.ile the for a few minutes, the white tlag floated
number of the patients was increasing al- once more from the cathedral tower, and
mnost cvery hour. As for the Botanic Gar- no one threw it down again. The news
dens, the- we-c pilcd up with the graves. seeined to spread like wild-fire through the
If the bombardment was to go on mucih city, for how we heard it I never knew.
longer. the city would be onflv a heap ot Ail I recollect i% that I dragged Gretchen
ruinis, peopled with skeletons, up out of the cellar, and carried Elsie in

One l: day xx Ien I had gone ont much later my arms, to sec the blessed sight. Hun-
than usual to visit the cathedral, and vas dreds of miserable creatures crept ont of
rnoving slovl v and languiclv along the 1 their dens, wan and wasted, to lift up their
street facin-g the grand middle' entrance, I eyes to the flag on the tower, and then fell to
saw , a great rabble of the citizens pressing eeping,partlv for joy and partly for sorrow.
in at the dloor under the tower, while a few In a few minutes after it had floated there.
soldiers stationed there were doing their thedreadfl boomingof the cannon ceased;
best to beat them back. Most of them' and though our ears, so long accustomed
looked wild and wolfish, like the lads I had to the roar, listened for it, it was gone. and
seen fighting for a morsel of half-rotten not an echo of it was left. Neither Gret-

the foght dsperatl chen nor I could sleep that night for the
ing donvm- the soldiers with their frantic very stillness, but my grandmnother and
Cn e rgv. A man stood near to me, leaning Elsie slept peacefuilly.
aigainst a wall, his wasted hand pressed The Germans entered Strasbourg the
against his heart, and watching the con- next morning, bringing with them wag-
fdiet wx ith hungry eyes. gon-loads of provisions, which had been

" What are they about?" I asked. prepared in readiness against the surren-
" Thev are the citizens," he gaspe'd, der. You should have seen the crowds of

spcaking the vords painfully, x vith the al[ sorts of people thronging round the
white lag; General Uhich hias refused our waggons, with glistening eyes, eager to
petition to surrender, and they will hoist it snatch away the first thing put into their
themselves. I think I shall die as soon as hands. Our old friends across the Rhine
I sec it." had not forgotten us, nor had thev turned

There we stood, looking with all our into enernies. The soldiers themselves,
eyes, w-e and a crowd of others, men and wxho had been doing all they could to des-
w omnen. watching the struggle, and catch- troy u,. werc now ready to share what they
ing now and tben a sight of it withîin, as had wiîth us. The suddenness of the
the lIne of citizens passed the windows in change was almost more than we could
the tower, lighting their wxay upwards. bear; we could hardly believe it; and one
At last we saw them come out upon the or tvo old people died, they said, of joy
gallry which rna along the western front that the trouble and the terror were ail
r f .and out floated the flag in over at iast.

the air, white as a small white cloud

against the sky, and we set up a shout of

triumph. but only a feeble shout for the
numbers who raised I.

I vas hurrviiig horne to carry the good
news, when a yell of anger and despair,

louder than our shout of triumph, made

me run quickly back again. The iag had
been torn down, and a troop of soldiers
from the garrison had come to disperse the
mob. Oh ! the dul misery of that disap-
pointment! The·crowd was being driven
back, some of thern uttering fierce oaths
and cursing General Uhrich; others wail-
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Ogilvies" is the author's first novel, and

derives iicreased interest fron the reputa-

tion sie has since achieved byl her more

celebrated works.

PoEMs ]IV BRET IIARTE. Toronto: The

Canadian News and Publishing Coin-

pany. for sale by Dawson Bros.

The suddcii and extraordinarv celebrity

to wliclh the aut hor of these poems lias

attained is suillicient proof of lis genius.

Often coarse and sometimes profane in his

expressions. yet his serious efforts possess

a grace of diction, andI his verses " in

dialect" a himor and pathos wliclh stamp

him a poet. Ils most popular piece, " The

Ileathen Cliinee," forms the subject of the

îinuerous engraviiigs witli whicli this edi-

tion is illustrated. We subjoin this cele-

brated satirical ballad:-

Which I wisl to remark,-

And mv lanuagie is plain,-

That for wavs that are dark

And for tricks tiat are vain,

The ieatiei Chinre is pecul iar.

Which the sane t wouîild rise to explain.

Ah Sin was his naine;

And I shall not deny

In regard to the sinne

Whtat that naine mi ght imply;

Buit his suile it vs pensive and ciildlike

As I frequent remîarked to Bill Nye.

It was Aug ust the thid;

And quite soft was thte skies;

Which it uuighut bc inferred

That Ai Sin was likevise;

'et The playedI it tiat day tipWi\Villiamt

And nie in a way I despise.

Whici we had a simali gaine,
And Ah Sin took a hand;

It vas Eulichre. ThIe samne

IIe did, not understand.

But he smtiled as he sat by the table,

With tue smtile that was childlike ana bland.

Yet the c:rds they were stocked

In a way that I grieve,
And my feelings were shocked

At, the state of Nye's sleeve,
Wtich \ was stuWfeid Fuil of aces and bowers,

And the sane with intent to deceive.

But the lands that were played

Bv that heathen Chinee,

And the points that he made
Werc quite frightful to see,-

Till at last he put down a right bower,

Whch the same Nye iad dealt unto me.

Then I looked up at Nye,
And he gazed up at me;

And he rose witlh a sigh,
And hie said--" Can this he?

'e aJe ruined hy Chiinese cheap labor,"

Andl he went for that heatien Chinee.

Iln tie scene that ensued
I did not take a hand,

But the luor it was strewed

Like the leaves on the strand

W'ith the cards that Ah Sin had been hiding,
Il the gane ' hie did not uniderstand."

ln his sleeves, which were long,

lie had twenty-four packs,-

Which was coming it stron g,
Vet 1 state but the facts;

And we found on bis nails, which were taper,
'Wiat is frequent in tapers-that'S vax.

Vlicht is why I remark,
And my language is plain,

That for-ways ihat are dark,
And for tricks that are vain,

The heathen Chinee is peculiar,
Which the same I arn free to mnaintain.

OIUR LIFE IN CHN . By Helen S. C.

Nevins. New York: Robert Carter &
Brothers. For sale by F. E. Grafton,
Montreal.

Mrs. Nevins has the merit of a very in-
teresting style. She spent about ten

years in China as a missionarv, and tells

lier story simplv and entertainingly. But
a snall portion of the book is occupied by
the details of missionary work, most of it

being devoted to accounts of the country
and pe ople. The volume is illustrated
with several fine engravings.
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CoxvEasZ'ATI0NS ON WAR ANI) (E;NERAL

CULTURE. By the author of "Friends
in C m nzil.'" B - ;ton: Robe rts 13 ros
For sale bv Dawson Bros., Montreal.

The readers of Arthur HIelps' former
works wvill gladly welcoime another book
from his able pen. The present volume
trets. iii the author's usual masterlv man-

and Gen2elral CurIrcd. 379

W'oRKING FOR JESUS; or Individual Effort
for the Salvation of Precious Souls.
Bv Rev. J. A. R. Dickson, of London,
C. W. London: G. W. Partridge.
Montreal: F. E. Grafton.

This is a tract wvhich takes up the question
of how the masses are to be Christianized,
and urges strongly that the active labor of

ner o e c nec on between W ar and yor -e work.
Culture, or, rather. between War and lack
of Culture: the conversations being of T1E CANADA LANCET.
course, called out by the late European
contest. This is a Monthly Journal of Medical and

Surgical science, published by I. Fulton,
A SMALLER SCRIPTURE H1sToRY; Edited by M.D, Toronto. The April number con-

William Smith, D.C.L., LL.D.; Illu1- tains as a leader, an able article on pheno-
trated bv engravings on wood. New mena of life maintained and controlled by
York : Harpr Brothers or sale two antagonisticprinciples of innervation;

by Dawson 3ro., Montreal. and a variety of original and selected

This work is., as the preface states,

designed to supply a condensed manual of
Scripture Ilistory for the junior classes in

Schools, and for the Family, to be used in

matter. interesting to the profession.

THF. IE.\) OF THE FAMILY. A Novel.
By the author of "John, Halifax,

coujunctiori with, and not at all in piaceoi %;ciîLleman, &.i liveC," " The Ogil-
the Bible. Tables of Chronology, weigits vies," &c. New York: Harper Bros.
measures, and money are appended, and we For sale by Dawson Bros., Montreal.
think the book will bc found very useful by Miss Mulock's wor

Paret,;andTeacers woks are too well known
P to need commendation. Thè present

FRANCE BEFORE EUROPE. ByjulesMiche- volume contains the touching story of a

let. Translated from the French. younng man who faithfully devoted the

3oston: Roberts Brothers. For sale best years of hlis life to supporting and
bv Dawson Brothers, Montreal. training a large family of orphanecl bro-

A good translation of M. Michelet's last thers and sisters.
work. The author, in his usual terse, bold

style, traces the causes which led to the A VISIT TO My DISCONTENTED COUSIN.
late war ; the serious consequences to Boston : Roberts Brothers. For sale
Europe which, in his opinion, would have byv Dawson Brothers, Montreal.
ensued from the overthrow of the French Numbcr eigbt of tbe Handy Volume

nation, and the national glory which must series. Thi Discontcnted Cousin makes
follow from the national unity which bas r

been so conspciuly shown through ail ecUSCtiOns betvcen bin and bis friund are
the sufferings iwhich his country has under- relicd li anecdotes and stories, wbîlc

'gone with ucl noble fortitude and unfail- sufficient of a plot mos througb tbe book
insi courage. to Dgive it unoty.

man veysnilcpeceadtecn



The late Dean Alford.-Publishers' Notice.

THE LATE DEAN ALFORD. PUBLISHERS' NOTICE.

Earlv in the month ofJanuary last, Dean
Al'ord' of Canterbury. a widelv-known This number concludes Part First of the

dignitary of the Church of England, (lied DoMÎNIOx MoNTIILY for 1871, and, accord-
ing to promise, we furnish with it an

at the age of sixtv-one years. The Dean

iad won a high reputation as a Biblical index and title page. The six numbers,

critic, as an cloquent preacher, and as a from January to June inclusive, will form

poet. fle wvas born in London, and the a handsome volume of 380 pages. If sub-
scribers canrnot get themn bouind mn their

preliminary education which he received r nb d
! own neiglhborhood, they nay forward

at iit Culege ie oficîî them to us post paid-five cents will payat Trimitv College, Cambridge, of whichý1 the six numbers-with thirty cents for
he was, in 1834, elected a Fellow. From .

binding and return postage.
1835 to 1853 he wvas Vicar of WVmeswold, n

fultilling likewise the duties of IIulsean Part Il. of the magazine for 1871 will

Lecturer in the University of Cambridge coinicce with the next or July number,

during 1841-2, and Examiner of Logic and and new subscribers are invited to begin

Moral Philosophy in the University of with it. They may either remit a yeai's

London for sixteen years. During this subscri'ption, $i.5o, or half a year's sub-

time he engaged in literary labor. lis siption. 75 cents; or, if they will form

principal work was an edition of the Greek clubs of five remitting at once, the price

Testament in five volumes, which o-cupied vill only be one dollar per annum to each,

him just twenty years, from 1841 to iS6t. or half a dollar for the half year.

It was recognized as a work of great erudi- The NEv DoMiioN MONTIILY contains

tion, and it passed through several a rich variety of elegant, entertaining and

editions. le also published a revised edi- useful literature, and every number is

tion of the New Testament, many voliures embellished with the portrait of some pro-

of sermons, and acted as editor of the Con- minent individual, or other pictorial illus-

temjorary Revie. In 1837, on the death tration, and a piece of choice music. It is

of Dean Lyall, he was appointed to the also eminently a British American maga-

Deanery of Canterbury by Lord Palmer- zine,being richin descriptive and historical
ston. The Church of England lost one of sketches, and tales illustrative of life in
its brightest ornaments by his death. As a the various provinces, legends of the

learned and candid commentator, and a Indian tribes, &c., &c. The Home Depart-

genial, catholic-minded Christian, lie had ment alone will, we think, be found worth
few, if any, equals in his generation. to a family the whole subscription. The
We give as a frontispiece this month a most Children's Department will also be found
excellent portrait of this eminent scholiast. verv lively and valuable.

3,So



NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING.
BOOK of 125 closely printed pages, lately issued, contains a list of the béstAmerican Advertising Mediums, giving the names, circulations, and full parti-

culars concerning the leading Daily and Weekly Political and Family Newspapers,together with all those having large circulations, published in the interest of Religion,
Agriculture, Literature, &c., &c. Every advertiser, and every person who contem-
plates becoming such, will find this book of great value. Mailed free to any address on
receipt of 25 cents. GEO. P. R4OWELL & CO.,

Publishers, No. 4o Park Row. New York.

O PASTORS AND
TEACHERS.

SCHIOOL-

Ministers of religion of all denominations, who are
in chaerge of congregations, aire respîeetflly informed
thîat they can have the SEMI-WEEK LV WITNEss, which
is publisied at Two )ollars (the edition Most suitable
for literary Inen in the country) at lirif-pîrico or ONE,-iTRPR ANNUJM. Or if they prfrteD

TEMPERANCE TRACTS.
The Montreal sertes 1s published to meet a demandthat la felt wherever temperance efforts are active.The most Important and interesting matter bearing onthe temperance cause that cin be selected Is made upsemi-monthly in a tract of 4 double-column pages, and300of any number, or of assorted numbers will be sent

- u~ g at,,uuoy mlnati ior onie dollar. Twenty copies ofVITNESS, which is publisled at Three Dollars, they 8c ent Poat-paîd for a year for $150,may hiveit for TWO DOLLARS. FornierlyMinisters remitted In advance.were charged the full price; but their papers were not
to,ppd when subscription expired, as la the case of

all others. Tbis arrangement, however, caused many 1&
niisutnderstandi(ing;,and (it is deemed bestto reduce the
price as ahove, and inake the rule of prepayment abso- Publishers, Montrea
lutelv uniforin. It will be observed that the offer of a
reductiOn In our prices to Ministers does not extend to
anv publications but the DAILY and SEMI-WEEKLY
w iTNFSS.

The samue offer is also extended to School Teachers,
in view of the great importance to the country of their
labors in training the rising generation. who, in send- T
ing their orders, will please specify the school with
wptic-a thby are connfcted.OR,

JOHN DJUGALL & SON, MRS. BARRY AND D ER BOURBONPublishers, Montrea.N.

A cheap reprint cf the above thriling temperance

i ,tale, pubished in handsome pamphlet foro, nt row

jOB P RINTIN G.ready.
PRICE-TWENTY-FLVE CENTS,

"A liberal discount to the trae.

STEAM PRINTING HOUSE.
JOHN DOUGALL & SON,

ELEGNCE N STLEPUBLISHERS, Montreal.ELEGANCEiN STYLE.

EXCELLENCE IN WORKMANSHIP

MODERATION IN CHARGES,

PROMPTNESS IN EXECUTION,
FULFILMENT OF PROMISES. I

A ISANISOME BOOK 0F 74 PAGI-4,

CA ,Cntainng th Story f the Raid of AM L, by e-
CIILCL'LAR, REPORTS.portera rcsent at the Sconos. A third editionftitCICLRREPORTS.nofti ineetng work is now rcady. Sen-rt f roc by niait for

BILL HEADS, ADDRESSES, thirty cents.

PAMNlPHLETS, SERMONS,

CATALOGUES, PROGRAMMES, 1uhltsliers, Moîtreal.

APPEAL CASES, LAW BLANKS

LABELS, HAND-BILLS,

CONSTITUTIONS, POSTERS. T LIE UL RIT

Ample facilities for all kinds of GENERAL JOL t culture.
By lAMES DOU(;ALL, of WtmtM1or N'ur,"ries. Free by

PRINTING. mil for r) ccnhs.
Orders solicited.

JOJN DOUGALL & SON.SJOHN DOUGALL ON,
OHN GP LMONTREAL. ubHisi, Montreal.

I ____________HE__FENIAN__RAIDOF__187_,
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